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Tone - the character of a sound .

qua!ity

. . .

harmony . . . light and shade . . .
You realise how true a description that is as soon as you
put Mullard 1929 P.M. Radio Valves in your Receiver.
Then it is that your radio takes on character-and tone
-only equalled by the original performance itself.
Th secret of the remarkable tone you enjoy with
Mullard Valves is in the wonderful 1929 Mullard P.M.
Filament -4 years ahead in design. Ask your radio
dealer to -day for a set of Mullard P.M. Valves for your
receiver.

Mullard
THE . MASTER * VALVE

ADVT. THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD., DENMARK HOUSE, DENMARK STREET, LONDON, W.C.2

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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IN THE SERVICE
OF WIRELESS
It is absent yet present.

t min-

isters to the music, and yet it
effaces itself and permits no ob-

truding and distracting noise;
Its manufacture down to the min.

utest detail represents the utmost

and the best that can be done.
Wherever wireless has to satisfy

the sensitive

musical

ear -

wherever it is responsibly carry-

xi6e

ing on the momentous business

BATTERIES

of life - the

FOR
WIRELESS

Exide

Battery

almost as a matter of course:

Exide Batteries : Clifton Yunction, Near Manchester
E R.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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ORMOND
SLOW MOTION DRUM DIAL

ACTUAL SIZE

This Dial is of very attractive appearar_ce designed for simplicity
and ease of attachment.

The movement is very similar to that of our model, Cat. No.

R/204, with no slip and no backlash.

The control knob

moves in the same direction as the dial.
Description :
Cat. No.
Ormond
Slow
Motion Drum Dial
R321

PRICE:
5/ -

The ORMOND ENGINEERING COMPANY, LIMITED

N.i
199-205 PENTONVILLE ROAD, KING'S CROSS,TelLONDON,
grams-" Ormondengi, Kincross"

Te phone-Cierkems ell 9344-5-6

Factories-Whiskin Street and Hardwick Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.I.
Continental Agents-Messrs. Pettigrew & Merriman, Ltd.
"Phonos House," 2 & 4 Bucknall Street, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.t.

Advertisers Like to Know That You Saw it in "A.W."
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an.
CAN you imagine what it would mean to your Wireless reception
if you had an aerial that you could stretch out from nothing to
its full length, or vice versa ?

Even Elastic will not do that, but the new Met -Vick Elastic Aerial
Unit will, in effect, enable you to vary your aerial backwards and forwards to any desired length, from your maximum length to zero,
or zero to your maximum.
It is as though you had a thousand aerials, from the very shortest to
the longest your situation allows, as if you had whenever you wanted
the exact length of aerial to give the utmost selectivity combined
with signal strength, for any particular station you are trying to get.

With the new E.A. Unit, you can erect the biggest aerial, and still
bring your set into its most sensitive condition for the reception of
distant or difficult stations, without the " Local " or loudest
station overpowering everything. It makes the most perfect volume
control imaginable.

Simple and inexpensive, this device, which will add so greatly to
the pleasure of thousands of Valve -set users, is now available at
all radio dealers.

It sells for 12/6-14/- according to the style of mounting.
Ask your dealer for particulars of

AFT-VICK
Mains operated 3, 4, and 5 Valve
Sets; A.C. and D.C.; Eliminators.
New and interesting components.

The whole range

of Cosmos

Valves, including the wonderful
A.C. Valves with indirectly heated

cathodes, rectifying valves, etc.
METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD.
E.A.Unit Table Mounting
Price I4/ with series condenser.

(Proprietors : Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Co. Ltd.)

155, Charing Cross Road,
LONDON, W.C.2

E.A.Unit Table Mounting
Price 12/6
without series condenser.

R.P.
to

4e,4

Ontalem Wirelesi

You can solve the Great
Mystery Receiver at last!
For the past three weeks

the whole country has
been on tiptoes awaiting
this momentous day in

the history of Radio.
Fill in the coupon to -day
and solve
THE GREAT MYSTERY

FREE.
SIX -SIXTY RADIO COMPANY,
122-124, Charing Cross Road,
London, W.C.2.
Please send me the solution of THE
GREAT MYSTERY RECEIVER.
NAME (Block letters)

ADDRESS
A AA

To Ensure Speedy Delivery, Mention "A.W " to Advertisers
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Brighter Studios-The B.B.C.'s Side-show-Our Charming AnnouncersSir James Barrie-Fultograph in Germany-Next Week's Sets
Brighter Studios-Looking in at the
new No. 3 studio at Savoy Hill (writes our
B.B.C. correspondent), I was able to see
the decorators putting the finishing touches
on the new " futuristic " design for which

Sir James Barrie-Scottish listeners broadcasting station.

ten

From

to

will be able to hear Sir James Barrie on twelve pictures a day will be broadcast
October 15, when the ceremony of his during the probationary period. German

reception of the Freedom of Jedburgh is to and British listeners with Fultograph
be broadcast. In view of the fact that this receivers will thus be able, in a few weeks'
Mr. Oliver Bernard was specially com- is Sir James's wireless debut, it is regrettable time to pick up line drawings from at least
missioned by the B.B.C. Gone are the drab that the occasion
17
grey drapings, now replaced by brightly is not to be an r;
PRINCU'AL CONTENTS
coloured painted walls, backed by felt and " S.B." broadcast.
arranged to introduce a pleasant amount of The B.B.C. ex.. 485 Three Exhibition Cameos 501
Current Topics
echo. The children's hours will be given plained to us that
Broadcast Artistes in PicBaird Television as We
from the new studio when it is ready as the ceremony
.. 502
ture..
..
..
Saw It !
486
in about a month's time, as well as takes place in the
504
The Home 2 ..
487 All -wave Mains 3
chamber music programmes and ballad afternoon they
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Winding
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Figure
Thermion
Looks
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at
concerts.
are unable to
Coils ..
.. 505
the Show
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489
avail themselves
My Wireless Den
490 Without Fear or Favour 507
of the G.P.O.
.. 508
00 Your Wavelength .. 493 The Ranger
..
to the Exhibition expresscd disappoint- long-distance
Tracking Troubles with a
" A.W." Tests of
ment at the B.B.C. "side-show" which land -lines, which,
512
Milliammeter..
495
Apparatus ..
consisted of a series of cardboard models, during the day,
MSII1 ,,,,,,, 311 lllllllllllll
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depicting the growth of musical apprecia- are required for
tion from "B.C. to B.B.C." The studio set commercial purposes. They point out that two different sources. Dr. Bredow, the
up two years ago, when the listener could the only alternative will be the wireless German State Commissioner for broadsee some of his old favourites actually link, involving unavoidable atmospheric casting, states that the Fultograph is the
broadcasting, was a very much better idea, mutilation which would probably mar simplest system yet devised and that the
which, we suggest should be utilised again quality considerably.
cost is comparatively low,
at next year's show.
Our Charming Announcers- A Belgian
Television As It Is-On page 502 o f
writer, after criticising the manner of
address of the Continental broadcast this issue we give an authentic and indcannouncers, pays a great tribute to those pendent account of the progress of the
associated with 5XX and 5GB. "The Baird television system. The article is of
. .

announcer at t heie stations," he says, special value in that readers will now be
"does not decla.m; you would say that he able to gauge the exact state of the new
is making a confidence. He does not change

some slight announcement into a pretentious melody of words. He does not try
to please, and thus he pleases."
Talking of announcers, we are glad
to hear that Mr. Derek McCulloch
(Uncle Mac) has now returned to
the microphone as a
regular announcer.

Next Week's Sets-Continuing with the
good things of the new season, the AMATEUR

WIRELESS Technical Staff will, next week,

describe the latest thing in "straight"
three -valve short -wavers.

the Fultograph system

Preliminary
details of a remarkably efficient modification of the Reinartz system, as embodied
in a new two-valver, will be given by Dr.
E. H. Chapman, who has given AMATEUR
WIRELESS the benefit of considerable
experience with this type of circuit. In' a
recent bench test of the new Chapman set
we were .greatly impressed with 'the sharp-

understand,

ness of tuning - which, due to the new

The Fultograph in
Germany-An experimental picture broadcasting
is,

OLYMPIAN DREAMS.-He would have the latest components

science.

we

service

using

shortly to be inaugur- system, is not achieved at the expense of
ated by the Berlin volume.

486
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BROADCAST ARTISTES IN PICTURE

WISH WY NNE.-One of the most brilliant

entertainers in the B.B.C. programmes. Her songs
and sketches have won world-wide fame, and on

the variety halls of the world she is a comedy
queen.

1....4

LEONARD GOWINGS.-Lately heard again

from zLO and other stations, Mr. Gowings, justly
termed England's leading tenor, has long been a
broadcaster. Few artistes can approach him for
exquisite tone and clarity of diction.

She was heard by listeners very recently.

HELENA MILLAIS.-No one will forget

" Our Lizzie," the caster girl who was heard with
John Henry and Blossom in the early days. liar
sketches are always enjoyable. She is a Shakespearean actress, too, one of her finest roles being
Katherine in " Taming of the Shrew."

IIIMMISMImMMIM16.

DORIS LEMON.-A noted artiste of the

WILLL4MS.-Few modern com-

posers are better known than Mr. Vaughan
Williams, whose works have been made into special
IIVAUGHAN
.

13.N.O.C., and in private life the wife of William
Michael, also a well-known opera star ; there are
very few roles in which she has not scored success.
One of her most successful is as .S'iebel in" Faust."

RICHARD STRAUSS.-The famous German
composer whose name has become a household
word because of the sheer originality and force of
his work: Few listeners, perhaps, know his operas,

His best known
works are " The Wasps,' " A Shropshire Lad,"
programmes for broadcasting.

" Sahnne" and"" Electra," as it is usually his
concert tone -poems that are heard.

and " On Weadock Edge."

PARRY JONES.-Another B.N.O.C. singer

EILEEN ANDjELKOVITCH=This

liant Russian violinist has been heard from 2L0
in works of Beethoven and Tcherniak, as well as
during Proms. She has broadcast many times, and
is fantods for-rich-ries*. dad power of tone, as well as
wonderful technique.

with a wonderful gift for interpretation, Mr. Jones
was heard to best advantage in a recent Wagner night Prom. concert. He has been heard both from
wireless studio and opera stage ; one of his best
roles is in " Tannhauser."

LEILA MEGANE.-A great classical vocalist,

Miss Megane has been heard at many concerts at

the Wigniore and other concert halls. She has an
exceptionally wide range and is a good broadcaster.
She was recently heard from the National Concert

of Wales, at Cardiff.
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e_HomE 2
A Simple Good Quality Loud -speaker

Set for Family Use
By

ARTHUR
YORKE

AS its name was intended to suggest,
the two -valve receiver I am about
to describe was designed for home use. A
few preliminary instructions to the non7
technical members of the family will put

reaction and couple it to a low -frequency controls a spindle running through the
amplifying valve by means of an inter - rotor and stator sections of the tuner, convalve transformer. This arrangement, with tacts being arranged so that when this
suitably chosen valves,

a good make of transthem in the position of being able to tune in former, sufficient high-

-tension supply and a

moderately good cone
loud -speaker will provide a quality of
reproduction that will

I

10,

0002

not offend the ear of
any but the most
fastidious.
Everything depends
on the choice of accessories and results will
vary
considerably

according to the way

in which the funda-

mentally simple
circuit is interpreted

in terms of valves,
The circuit of the " Home 2 "
batteries and so on.
A rear view of the "Home 2"
All -wave tuning without coil changing
the local station and the long -wave is a definite requirement in a family type knob is is pushed in the long -wave winding
is brought into action and when pulled
Daventry on the loud -speaker without the of receiver, if the greatest use is to be made
slightest difficulty.
of the long and short-wave transmissions
The main features in the design of the without tedium.

" Home 2" are,

(r) good -quality loud-

speaker reproduction, (2) all -wave tuning

without coil changing and (3) a unique Two Wave Bands
system of reaction.

I have used the Wearite all -wave reaction
the " Home 2" because it

Most readers will agree that pleasing tuner in

reproduction is the greatest requirement provides a simple means of covering the

of the " family " listeners, who judge a two wavelength bands of 250' to 55o and
receiver simply by its results and not by the
circuit incorporated.
Limiting ourselves to two valves (which
is all a considerable number of listeners can

r,000 to 2,000 metres. The tuner comprises
two solenoid windings wound on an

ebonite tube, inside which is arranged a
smaller tube carrying a slotted reaction

greatly restricts our method of winding. The whole device is easily fixed
coupling together those valves. In fact, for to the panel and is provided with a dial
loud -speaker work there is only one practic- for rotating the reaction winding.
able method to use a detector valve with
A small auxiliary knob on this dial

afford)

Another view of the set. complete with valves

mo.t.atr Wtr0.9:1
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"THE 'HOME 2' " (Continued from preceding page)
out the short-wave winding is available..
The Wearite tuner avoids the trouble of
changing tuning and reaction coils when a
different wavelength band is required.
Moreover, as two aerial tappings are provided, the selectivity can be yaried.aecorcling to requirements.

be said about the theoretical circuit diagram.

Baseboard, I 2 in. by 9 in. (Cameo).

As usual, a .0005-microfarad tuning conOne .000i-microfarad variable condenser
denser is connected across the tuning coil. (Formo 5928 De -Luxe, Burndept, J.B.,
Rectification is obtained by the usual grid - Ormond, Polar "Ideal").
leak and condenser connections and it is
All -wave tuner (Wearite type, W.G .2.)

only necessary to point out that, as the
7 -ohm variable rheostat (Lissen, Igraine,
earth end of the tuning coil is connected -G.E.C.).
to low-tension minus, the grid leak cannot
Two dial indicators (Bulgin).
A Special Reaction System
Two anti-microphonic valve holders
shunted across the grid condenser but
Arising of of the use of this tuner is the be
has to be connected between the grid and (Trix, W.B., Wear*, 13( ija
low-tension positive, otherwise the grid
_

will be negatively biased.

The low -frequency amplifying rat
coupled to the detector by means of the
low-freqUency transformer in the usual way,

A filament rheostat wired in the positive
low-tension lead controls the filament
current of toth valves.
A 2-ligeralara4 fixed condenser across
-

the high-tension battery may be considered

as something, of a luxury and can be
omitted if expense is a great consideration.
Only one high-tension positive terminal is

provided so that both detector and low frequency valve receive the same potential,
which can be about 120 volts.
The construction is particularly simple
Turning now to the constructional aspects
inclusion of a special system of reaction, of the design I give below a complete list of
.0003-microfarad fixed condenser ,with
which can best be described as a reversal the components and parts required.
series clip (Dubilier, Lissen, Graham-Farish,
of the usual Reinartz system. Instead of a
:rrix).
fixed reaction coil anda variable condenser Components Required
.o)o2-microfara,d fixed condenser (DalPanel, 12 in. by 8 in. and strip 9 in. by lier, Lissen, Graham-Farish, T.C.C., Trix).
I used a variable reaction coil and a fixed
condenser. The tuner, was intended to be 2 in. (Raymond, Becol, Ebonart, Paxolin),
2-megohm grid leak (Dubilier, Lissen,
used with magnetic reaction, but the
Graham-Farish,
PANEL/1x6
EPR/NT
increased smoothness of reaction asso- N.AW/46
2-microfarad fixed ceaselenser, .(Fer4
ciated with the Reinartz system can
ranti, Dubihes, Lissen, Graham-FarWa,
2
quite easily be obtained by the sugT.C.C., TriX).
41A'6ms SHCRT
34
- /y4YE T1//Y07
gested modification.
High -frequency choke (R.I. and
4eackeff
As can be seen- from the circuit
Varley, Burndept, Wearite, Watraell,
.4005 m4:1
diagram, a .0002-microfarad fixed
Trix).
To mor,y,olaAts
condenser in series with the reaction
Low -frequency transformer (3 to a
coil of the tuner is shunted across the
ratio) (Bowyer -Lowe Ferranti, R.I.
anode of the detector valve and
and
Lissen, British General)._
earth,
.fraght terminals marked, Aerial,
The only extra component required
Earth, L.T.-, L.T.
1-1.T.
with this special system of reaction,
L.S.+, L.S.- (Belling -Lee, Eelex,
over and above those used with magIgranic).
eseloard hwel,
netic reaction, is a high -frequency
Connecting wire (Glazite).
choke, which has to be inserted
Half a yard of thin flex (Lewcos).

Few sou units are required as 'this plan

.

view shows

rk#

2

er.eh

between the anode of the detectOr
valve and the primary of the low frequency transformer. The .0002microfarad fixed condenser would, in
the ordinary way, be shunted across
the primary to by-pass. the high frequency energy to earth and thereby
assist magnetic reaction.
Now, however, it is used to by-pass
the high -frequency energy through the
.-eaction coil, the choke serving as a
barrier to this energy, In my opinion
the additional expense involved by the
high -frequency choke is more than
justified by the increased smoothness
cf reaction, which is actually just as

When all these parts have been ob-

tained the ebonite panel should be
drilled to take the variable condenser,
GNOME

rheostat, which, as the illustrations
indicate, are symmetrically disposed
on the panel. Looking from the back

0002,oci

2 miff/

I F TRANSPORAN

of the panel,

as

i n t h e reduced

reproduction of the full-size blueprint, you will see that the variable
condenser is on the left, the tuner -us

the right and the rheostat between

The panel with its components in position can then be screwed
to the baseboard and the terminal
these two.

strip which should have also been

good as with the orthodox Reinartz
arrangement,

Apart from this reaction modification there is really very little that need

the Wearite tuner and the filament

1/F

L.5-

E g
L.5*

FY lc.

6.45-

5
L

557
LT-

7-6A.

E

L fbondr

9;'2.

A

The wiring diagram. Blueprint available, price 1/-

drilled to take the battery. ;aerial,
earth, and loud -speaker terminals,

fitted to the back of the baseboard.
(Continued on page 52D)
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Thermion Looks Back at the Show
with brilliant invention, Mr. Baird had
Olympia, when he arrived an hour or got as far as being able to produce on a
so before the opening time on the first day, small screen a misty image that was just
was that it wasn't going to be easy to see the recognisable as a human face. To -day he
show at all ! From the doors away into can transmit and receive moving images
the dim distance stretched a queue of of quite excellent quality. The progress
enthusiasts, each prepared to spring off the made in twelve month§ is little short of
mark like a sprinter as the clock struck astonishing. I don't, think however, that
eleven. Let me see, what was it the we have yet reached the stage at which
croakers said about wireless when broad- television is sufficiently developed to
YOUR THERM.ION'S first impression of

represents the overcoming of astonishing
difficulties in design and manufacture.

The Value of the Future
In some quarters there appears to be a
tendency to regard the newcomer with
suspicion and to advise the public to await
developments.. Well, I have been using

pentodes for a great many months now,
and I am satisfied that this, or something
very like it, is the valve of the future. The
only trouble is that it is exceedingly difficult

to manufacture (just think what it means
to fix in their exact positions one filament,
three grids and -a plate-and to make them
stay put), and it is not likely that it will be
available in any quantities for general use
for some little time. The pentode certainly
wants a good deal of H.T. current (somehow, I don't think it will go too well in
portable sets with tiny dry batteries), but it
does deliver the goods. As soon as we get a

satisfactory output transformer for it-and
this ,is IDromised speedily-we shall have a
single valire capable of doing all the work
of several super -power valves in parallel
and of replacing all by its little self two
ordinary L.F. stages.
There are some wonderful new loudspeakers. I have said more than once that

casting first started ? They gave it about become a hobby
six months to live, I think ! Anyhow, this for the many.
year's queue began to form five hours The apparatus is

before the Exhibition was due to open, necessarily exand people were so eager to get in that pensive and its
they actually crawled under the big roller
shutters as soon as these began to go up.
Yes, on the whole, I rather fancy that the
popularity of wireless will linger on for a
few months yet.

current demands
are very big._

To my mind,
the most interesting of all the
wonderful things

The Best Show Yet
to be found at
I knew before it opened that it was the Exhibition
going to be by far the most thrilling show were the new
that we have yet had, for there were many valves. Not
surprises in store; but all my expectations everyone has re-

were exceeded when it came to a tour alised that in
round the stands. There was so much to
see that I could have done with a fortnight
instead of a week of Olympia.
It was only natural that a big proportion
'of the throng should have come with the
television exhibit as its main goal. Television is by far the most wonderful thing
that wireless has so far accomplished, and
high hopes had been raised by preliminary

Two views of

the pentode we the Exhibi-

have made one lion from the
of the biggest Gallery
forward
steps
that have taken place since Lee de Forest one of the drawbacks to the early models

first stuck a grid, between the filament of moving -coil speaker was that you
and plate of the original two -electrode needed a room about the size of a cathedral
valve. Don't imagine that the pentode was in order to give them full play. If you

invented about three weeks ago and suddenly blossomed out in its perfect state at
tus. Not so very long ago, as the result of the Exhibition. It is the result of a very
tremendous experimental work, combined long series of painstaking experiments and
announcements concerning the new appara-

reduced the volume it ceased to deliver the
low notes properly. The latest models will
give the moderate volume that most of us
want.
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Some Weekly Notes for the Amateur and Experimenter
A Popular Fallacy "

have to carry a current in excess of about
milliampere.
One often reads that a damaged transIt would be asking for trouble, for
many of them do not worry sufficiently former may be used as a choking coil in a
about the elimination of background noises. receiver, but I am rather inclined to view example, to use the secondary winding as a
filter choke, since the current passing would
In a local -station set, these noises spoil the this "tip" as a "popular fallacy !"
clarity of reception while in the case of the
As a rule it is the primary winding which be several milliamperes; the inductance
DX set, they make searching next to fails and if the ratio of the transformer is, would be considerably less than 6o henries
impossible.
say, 3 to r, and the inductance of the and probably the wire would not stand the
The sources of noise are many, but a primary is 40 henries the inductance of the current for long.
A position where the transformer may be
component that is often guilty is the grid secondary will be nearly 36o. But, and
leak. A good grid leak, of course, has a this is the point, this value of inductance employed as a choking coil is in the anode
constant and definite value of resistance, will only be obtained when the current circuit of the detector valve, when the
but those that are not good seem to vary passing through the windings is very small, detector is of the anode -bend type for then
their resistance at a fairly low frequency- and it would, therefore, be useless to use the current will be very small. 'When the
hence the noise.
the secondary winding of the transformer leaky -grid -condenser method is used the
As a rule, grid leaks are satisfactory, but as a choking coil, anywhere where it would current will be of the order of 2 or 3 milliamperes, which will be sufficient completely
now and again one meets a faulty sample;
to spoil results.
and if dne is troubled by noises it is just
Thus, Say I, always consider before you
as well to test this component immediately.
retract a damaged transformer from your
The simplest way, of course, is to try a
junk box with intent to use it in this way.
substitute, but if a spare one is not to hand,
short-circuit the old one with a piece of
That H.F. Stage !
wire or with the hand. If the noises cease
In the receivers of many amateurs, I
ROM what 1 have heard of amateurs'

I. sets, I have- come to think that too

you have no further need to search..

regret to notice, the high -frequency stage is

Reaction Control

often a passenger. It complicates the
operation, certainly costs money and performs no useful purpose. It seems to

Jerky reaction is worse than no reaction

at all.

There must be no backlash, by

L 1+

which I mean that the receiver should begin
to oscillate and stop oscillating at the same
Betting of the dial. In some receivers I have

known the reaction control has been most
unsatisfactory. As the control was tuned
slightly the circuit has suddenly burst into
oscillation and hag continued to oscillate

even when the control was turned back

0
C>

to

-

Fig. 1. A Method of Stabilising Reaction

several degreeS past the point where oscilla-

tion commenced. A circuit with such
a feature is, idrny opinion, next to useless,
and I advise any listener who is suffering
in this way to concentrate immediately on
putting things right.

With a little care an H.F. stage that

really magnifies can be made. I usually
obtain a pure radio -frequency magnification of at least 4o, while the total amplification is in considerable excess of this owing
to certain reaction effects which are present.
The trouble in many H.F. stages is due to

inadequate screening while tuning coils
should always be wound astatically as
indicated in Fig.

2.

Where there are only

two coils, however, they may be of the
ordinary type as long as they are mounted
at right angles.

A Neat Arrangement

A corrective which I have often used
with success will be understood by reference to Fig. 1. Here the grid leak is seen to
be joined not to the negative or positive
side of the filainent, but toan intermediate.
voltage point on the grid -bias battery.
Of course, the circuit values should have
been properly chosen in the first instance,
but wherrit is inconvenient to make major
changes - this --simple -alteration is worth
carrying out.

oscillate more than amplify.

Of the many neat and attractive accessories I saw at the Show last week, one that

Fig. 2. Diagrams of Astatic Coils

particularly took my eye was a combined
accumulator and charger contained in a
nicely finished metal case. There was a
switch on the case and two pairs of wires,
one to be joined to the L.T. terminals of
the receiver and the other having a plug
adaptor to an electirc supply point. As I
say, I liked it and ordered one On the spot.
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The goodness of a valve-its value to you as a
listener-is measured by what is known as " slope."

Mazda Nickel Filament Valves-because they, and
only they, have nickel filaments-have higher
slope values than any other valves of corresponding
types. They are the best valves in the world, and
are made in 16 types, covering every requirement
of the 2, 4 and 6 volt user.

NICKEL FILAMENT

VALVES

Ask your dealer for the valves with the nickel fil-

ament. They cost no more than ordinary valves

3030

The `British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd.

You will Hely Yourself and Hefty Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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Chno.teur Wityless

The most complete and useful
(.41_$.0..1fAir41

catalogue of receiving valves ever

produced is available to you on
T)pe, purpose
and specification
on every valve.

request to-

The Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd.,
Publicity Dept., 123/5, Queen Victoria
Street, London, E.C.4.

hart,w
cop*?

MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD'S FIRST RADIO VALVES
tten:ion of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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German Components
If Winter Comesadmit that, in spite of, the fact that this
There were heaps and heaps of loudIAN spring (cleaning) be far behind? season's concerts having been on a someThis doesn't seem to apply to wireless what higher level than that of previous speakers at the German Exhibition, but
men., whose annual spring cleaning usually years, the performances have never been so very few that would be good enough to,
takes place shortly after the Radio Exhi- popular or well patronised. The suppression please the more critical ear of the British
bition, just before winter comes. All of us of the sickly royalty ballad and the broadcast listener. Much of the apparatus
stepped homeward from Olympia laden with publicity of the microphone have both on show struck my friend as antiquated;
eatalogues,characteristic curves,and extrav- helped towards, the success of Sir Henry's basket coils-now rarely seen here, except
agant resolutions, convinced that our sets efforts. Huge crowds have been turned in musenms-are in common use in
werera.quite so good as we thought. In away on Wagner nights, while the pro- Germany, and still find a ready sale.
order to bring our outfits up to date we have grammes of the three great " B's "-Bach, Swinging -coil holders, too, which most of
to buy this choke, that pick-up, and those Beethoven, and, Brahms-always attracted us have not used for years, are seen both as
valves-and possibly the loud -speaker. full houses. Most unlikely people seem to separate components and as part of
We wallow in the thought of all this self- have fallen under the spell of one or other numbers of complete radio sets. Prices are
indulgence, extravagance that we considered of the great masters. Your THERMION is very low, for royalties are small, but in
we deserved, all things being considered. not a musical man by training or scientific many cases the craze for cheapness is
Then we awakened with a start; and the spcion-feeding, and even he has succumbed reflected in the quality Of the apparatus.
conductor smiled as we alighted from the to the lure of Brahms. There must be There were some first-rate sets on view at
right bus -going in the wrong direction.

thousands of other non-musical people who prices getting on for the equivalent of

have also discovered that some of this -troo, but there seemed to be few buyers.
so-called " high -brow " stuff is not really The Germans don't seem to be nearly so
Which is " the " loud -speaker at this out of their depths.
advanced as ourselves in the use of such
year's exhibition ? Opinions differ on this
things as mains drive, or screen -grid or
More and More and More
point, some favouring one or other of the
As I write, the Exhibition attendafice pentode valves.

" The " Loud -speaker

moving -coil loud -speakers, others preferring

figures are riot yet available; but, from

Are Frames Directional?
what one saw of the throngs who came and
Every now and then we read articles
cone, and still others "plumping" for a went unceasingly all day and every day,
common or garden cone. I am not going to they must have been easily a record. One showing how beautifully directional the
say what I consider to be "the" loud- very gratifying sign of the times was to be frame is, but no sooner have we' digested
speaker at the moment. As a matter of found in the number of foreign languages them than some expert comes along to
a special " super -balanced " reed -operated

fact, I haven't quite decided which of the
new loud -speakers I like the best; but you
may take it from me that the moving -coil
loud -speaker has, at last, a rival or two.

demonstrate that they are hardly directional
that one heard spoken, for this meant that at all. He proves from experiments that
buyers from abroad had come in numbers he has made in his own home that you can
to purchase- from our manufacturers. In turn the frame through " umpteen " degrees

Gramophone Progress

ly handicapped both by the big royalties mission that has been tuned in. That
and by the limited licence, which altogether seems to clinch the matter, does it not?
prohibited export to some parts of the
world. Now that the reduced royalty Seale
The Experimental Test
has been adopted by the Radio ManuReally, it doesn't do so a bit. So much
facturers' Association, British sets have a depends on the home in which the experi-

One of the most interesting talks of the
week was that entitled "From Cylinder to
Disc," a lecture with musical illustrations

of the progress of the perfection of the
modern gramophone and gramophone reExamples of very early cylindrical
records were played into the microphone on
one of the early talking machines, and a
most extraordinary noise it proved to be !
It rather reminded me of a Sunday evening
just before the B.B.C. commenced broadcasting in 1922, when the amateur transcord.

previous years the industry has been severe- without reducing the strength of a trans-

good chanCe of getting a firm hold all over ments are made. If you have a good deal of
the world. Our wireless trade has grown metal in the walls of the building, or if there
in just a few years from a turnover of half is a whacking great outside aerial connected
a million to one of about ten million pounds. to ft, you probably won't, find that the

It is, in fact, rapidly becoming one of our frame is particularly 'directional. The real
most important industries. An immense place to Make experiments is out in the
new field is opening now that trade can be open air in some unscreened place. You
done with so many more countries.

will find that if you tune in a weakish
transmission
with a sensitive set, the aerial
A
Comparison
not unamusing) with theifgramophone tests
a very marked directional property.
I was not able to go this year to the shows
and near -scientific back -chat. "Them
were the days "-when: 2OM (Brentford) German Wireless Exhibition, which was You may be able to turn it a few degrees
mitters made the ether hideous (though

was the oracle of the aerial amperes in the
London area, supported by 20N (Waltham stow), 5CP (Ealing), 2SZ (Mill Hill), and
5HY (Finchley). And who could forget
the shriek of partly rectified A.C. behind
the telephonic transmissions of 5LP
(Golders Green).

held just a little before our own; but I had
a long talk the other day with a friendwho
had spent some time at the Berlin show.
His general impression was that the Germans can teach us very little with regard
to wireless. In the matter of high -frequency
amplification they are far behind. They

one way or the other without making much
difference but if you increase the movement
you will notice that signal strength declines
rapidly. With the long-distance 'set, when
there are two stations on wavelengths very
close together you can often cut out whichever you don't want by a slight turn of the
frame, provided, of course, that the transmissions come from rather different directions.

undoubtedly can make sets that will give
excellent quality-but somehow they don't
Sir Henry Wood has every reason to be seem to do so. It is curious to notice what
Awarded the Biscuit
pleased with the "tie-up" of the Promenade extraordinarily bad reproduction the averConcerts with the B.B.C. Even the most age German will stand, for all his wellI really think that I must award the
"anti -broadcasting" musicians have to known love of music.
largest size in biscuits to the announcer of

The Proms.

-
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On Your Wavelength !

(continued)

WLW, the American station at Cincinnati, 'un thi:, year, why not add a high -frequency
who gave out recently, " The orchestra stage to your present little 'un ?. It makes a
will now play two classical pieces- set to world of difference to the pleasure to be
music." The orchestra then obliged with derived from it. Or, if you already receive a

yncopatcd paraphrases of Liszt's " Lie- good many stations on the telephones,
of Tschaikowsky's think about fitting up a second I,.F. stage

bestraurn " and one
waltzes. Gee whizz !

which will enable them to go on to the loudspeaker. The addition of a good note magnifying stage to an existing set means,

isolation on the corner of a bench. There
were two wires connected to it, but they did

not seem to be part of any particular circuit, and, in fact, one wire was connected
to the earth bus -bar running round the
laboratory. So, cheerily like, I pushed my
fingers across it and said : " What's this
little beast doing? "

Television in America
I discovered the next moment that it
Much interest is being aroused in the as a rule, that any station which was was doing something fairly useful-at
States just now by various television previously of moderate telephone strength any rate, to judge by the nasty kick that
systems which have been developed over will now give loud -speaker reproduction.
Experimental transmissions are
:here.
being made from quite a number of stations,
whilst two, at least, promise regular services

in the near future. KDKA is to begin in a
week or two and WRNY (which is relaycd
on 30.91 metres by 2 XAL) is to devote five

minutes of each broadcasting hour to tele-

A short time ago WGY tried a
big experiment which was moderately
vision.

successful. A play was given in the studio
whilst on a miniature stage tiny marion-

ettes duplicated the movements Of the
actors. The actors were broadcast in the
ordinary way and the puppets televisetl.

Film Transmissions
KDKA was also responsible for a very
wonderful transmission. A cinematograph
film was actually transmitted by wireless
and reproduced satisfactorily by a station
some distance away. All the transmissions
made in America are still entirely experimental, and it should be pointed out that
a television receiver will work properly
only in conjunction with the transmissions

made upon the system for which it is
es gned

Now is the Time
As soon as summer begins to give way
to the colder and darker autumn, wireless
really comes into its own. There is a great
deal of pleasure to be got out of listening
in summer time (except in a phenomenally
atmosphericky summer such as the last),

but one can seldom obtain reception of
real quality from distant stations during
the lighter part of the year, owing to the
amount of H.F. amplification that must
be used and the sharpness of tuning that
is required for DX work under difficult
conditions. In autumn, winter, and early
spring there are heaps of stations, both in
this country and abroad, which come in so
powerfully that the set need not be worked
in a very sensitive condition so that quality
is really obtainable.

A Suggestion
I am getting wonderful reproduction on
the loud -speaker just now from Toulouse,
Cologne, Munster,Kattowitz, and Budapest,
to mention but a few. In a'week or two
matters will be even better, and then is the
time that one really appreciates the variety
of entertainment afforded by a big receiving
set, If you cannot manage to build a big

AN 07,YMPIAN ROMANCE
I met her at the Exhibition,
She filled me with surpf.seA perfectly enchanting visicn,
A sight for tired eyes.
Her dial certainly was plain
Though when rubbed with a flannel
She had a highly finished stain
Upon her polished panel.
She was a most attractive witch,
For her I felt I'd die, sir,

What matter if she wore a switchIt made her all the nicer !
I asked her if she'd like to wed
Or if she had a bias,
"She'd love you to," the salesman said
(The knowing Ananias !)

I took her home that very day,
She proved a great attraction,
But later I regret to say
There came a slight reaction.
At first she howled most dreadfully
Whene'er we chanced to roam, sir,
But now she's very pleased with me
. For giving her an ohm, sir

I got. I found, on looking into it, that the
condenser was connected to a lead used to
earth the metal framework of a dictaphone
machine, and it happened that there was a
leak on the motor or something, rendering
the framework live. The result was anything up to 240 volts A.C. drifting through

the condenser; or for the fraction of a
second through yours .truly.

'Ware Condensers
The drawback about experiences like
.

this is that you cannot get really aggrieved

with anybody else about it, because it is
entirely your own fault; but it points the
moral that apparently inoffensive conden-

sers in earth leads of receivers having

anything to do with electric -light mains,

may, and are often, charged to give a
healthy value, and the discharge of conden-

sers through one's body is not a hobby
which appeals to everyone.

_

A New Loud -speaker
I am looking forward to playing with
one of the new Amplion loud -speakers.
I heard a demonstration of this the other
day, and it was certainly quite good in
quality. Whether I altogether agree with

the claims made that real moving -coil

quality is produced is rather doubtful, but
I am waiting until I can try the instrument
for myself before I pass judgment. There is
no doubt, however, that the makers have
made a definite advance in the science of
loud -speaker design. The ordinary loudA Nasty Knock
speaker has a tendency for the magnetic
The other day, on a visit to the Furzehill pull to increase as the distance of the reed
Laboratories, I found an apparently harm- from the magnet decreases; thus on a loud
less -looking condenser staliding in solitary signal the reed will click on the magnet.
The particular formation used in the new
Amplion speaker arranges that the magFREE
netic pull shall decrease as the reed comes
closer-or, rather, that it shall remain
FULL-SIZE BLUEPRINT
constant.
OF THE " INCEPTOR 3"
These arrangements, coupled with the
A three " as good as a five."
use of a very light mechanism, are claimed
Incorporates a Screen -grid H.F.
to result in a movement which is capable
Amplifier, Detector and Pentode
of responding to all variations in current,
Power Valve. Fully described in
particularly the transient or very sudden
changes, as a result of which the essential
!

WIRELESS
MAGAZINE
Now on Sale I/.

qualities and attack in a musical transmission are faithfully reproduced. As I say,
we shall see and hear more about this loudspeaker, and I am reserving my comments
until I have been able to try it fcr myself.
THERMION.
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TrackingTroubles
with the Milli

ammeter

By R. W. HALLOWS
FOR as little as fifteen shillings you can aerial and earth leads w -e connected up.
purchase an instrument which will Is the current reading less than it ought to
enable you with small loss of time to track be ? If so either one of the batteries is
down almost any ordinary fault that occurs run down or something is wrong with one,
in the valve receiving set. The instrument or possibly more, of the filament or plate
is nothing more or less than the simple circuits. We will suppose that the batteries
milliammeter, whose function it is to are blameless. The next thing to discover
is which valve is causing the trouble. Switch
off all the valves and

record any plate current. In the case of
bright valves or of dull -emitters whose
filaments give a visible glow it is easy to

tell by inspection whether the valve is
lighting up or not. Many dull -emitters,
however, are of the glowless type nowadays,

then switch them on so that the eye cannot perceive a defect
in the filament circuit. In these circum.
.
The culprit will be dis- stances, it is best to make use of a flash covered by the fact that lamp as a tester. Fix a couple of flexible
the milliammeter re- leads to it and hold the ends of these
cords either no current against the filament legs of the valve holder,
at all .or a microscopic being careful to remove the high-tensio:a
singly one after another.

C4

positive wander plug before you do so,
lar valve is turned on. so that there may be no ppssibilty of a
Another way of carry- short-circuit. If the lamp lights up all is
amount when a particu-

ing out the test is to well with the filament circuit.
remove all the H.T.
CR

--7Fig. 1.

We will imagine that the filamelit circuit
and to see whether of the offending valve is foUnd to be intact.
current passes when Is the filament itself broken? The milliameach of them is replaced. meter will tell us. Remove it temporarily
If the replacement of from its position in the negative high-tension

any one of them fails lead, and take the valve from its holder.
to cause a flow of cur- Connect its positive terminal to the plus
rent, then the trouble contact of a single dry cell. Attach a lead

has 'been tracked down
to the plate or filament
circuit of the valve which it serves.
Which of the two is it, plate or filament
circuit? Before going on to investigate this,
splay out each of the pins of the valve and
try it again. Often there will be no need for

Diagram showing position of Milliammeter

measure current flow in thousandth parts
of an ampere. The most generally useful
type for employment as a wireless sleuthhound is a moving -coil instrument reading
;from o to 20 milliamperes. Fig. i shows

Testing a Valve

positive wander plugs

to the negative pole of the cell and another
to the unoccupied terminal of the milliammeter. Hold the bared end of one of these
against one of the filament pins of the valve

and with the other lead touch the second

filament pin. A kick on the part of the
milliammeter needle shows that the filament

the position in which it may be placed any further trouble. But we will suppose is intact. The trouble then, must be in the
It will be that the milliammeter still declines to plate circuit.
!noticed that when wired thus into the
common negative high tension lead it is
,semi -permanently in the set.

shunted by each of the high-tension battery
condensers, C6; C7. and CS. It is most
desirable that this should be done for other-

LOOP)

wise the fact that the windings of the

44)5111.,

instrument possess both resistance and
inductance may cause queer effects to
occur.

Fig. 2. Hook-

What the Meter Will Do
Now let us see what the milliammeter
can tell us in the case of a break -down.

Method of

,When the instrument is first installed the
current reading given for any particular

set of valves when the set is working

;thoroughly well should be carefully noted

and kept for reference. ' When the set
refuses to function we glance at the milliam-

meter before doing anything else-except
that we should be careful to see that the

up showing
Testing Coil
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"TRACKING TROUBLES WITH A MILLIAMMETER " (centimud)
the grid circuits. Here is the way of final,*
out with the aid of the milliammeter which
grid circuit it is. Try the low -frequency
valves first of all, by the simple proces..
of pulling out the grid battery wander plug,.
of each in turn. If these grid circuits are in
the valve is undoubtedly at fault. If, good condition there will be an immediate
however, the milliammeter still declines to large increase in the reading of the milliamregister anything we know with certainty meter. Should no rise in current take place
that there must be a breakdown or a dis- when any grid battery wander plug is
connection in the coil, choke., transformer, removed, then the trouble is definitely
primary, resistance, or telephone or loud -speaker wind-

We will first of all make sure that the
plate lead is not broken within the pinch
or the bulb of the valve. This. we can do
by placing another valve in the holder and
seeing what the milliammeter has to say
about it. If there is now a current reading,

..ther valves being, of course, switched off.

if there is a potentiometer, all that is
necessary is to move its slider slowly from

end to end of its travel, watching the

.ailliammeter needle meanwhile. Current
fteoulcl rise as the slider moves towards its

positive end and fall as it travels in the
opposite direction. If, however, there is no

potentiometer, disconnect the lower end

ings, that acts as the plate

of the grid coil from L.T. negative and with
the aid of a piece of flex make use of the grid battery as previously described.
A condenser suspected of a

circuit impedance. Here again
the milliammeter will enable
as to make sure.

by means of the milliammetet.
Connect one of the high-

short-circuit is easily tested
tension positive leads to one
of its terminals and attach to
the other a short piece of flex
provided with a wander plug
Insert the wander plug intc.
a socket of the
ensior

Testing Cc tnponents
Components of comparatively high resistance such as
tow -frequency transformers,
low -frequency chokes, anode
resistances, telephones or
loud -speakers may be tested
very simply. For L.F. chokes
ar transformer "primaries use
one

battery and switch on tlic

valve served by the particular
H.T. lead used. If the condenser is in good order there
should be a kick at the instant
of switching on, but after that
the milliammeter should read

or two dry cellsthe

sockets of the grid battery may

be employed very handily.
Connect one terminal of the
suspected component to the
positive terminal of the milli ammeter. From the unoccupied terminal
of the component take a lead to the positive
terminal or socket of the battery. Connect
the negative of the battery to the negative
terminal of the milliammeter. 'Of there is no

zero.
Fig. 3.

Testing a Condenser for Breakdown

To test a condenser for an
internal disconnection proceed

fixed in the grid circuit of the valve served as shown in Fig. 3. If it is in good condition a condenser should pass alternating
by that plug.

current, and we can produce alternations
Faults in the Rectifier
The rectifier can be tested on similar by making use of a low -frequency translines, though the process is slightly more former in this way. One of the battery

break in the windings there should be a complicated. Remove the grid leak and leads is fixed to a primary terminal of the
current reading. For high -resistance tele- short-circuit the grid condenser. Remove transformer, but the other is held in the
phones or loud -speakers or the primaries the lead running from the lower end of the hand and brushed against the second
of large transformers, the test is made in grid coil to low-tension positive or negative. terminal, thus making and breaking contact.
exactly the same way, but it is best to use a Replace it with a piece of flex provided At each make there is a whiff of
battery with a voltage of 4 or 6. Test out with a wander plug. Place this in various current through the secondary in one
anode resistances similarly, employing as sockets of the grid battery one after another direction, a flow in the reverse direction
Much of the high-tension battery as is and notice whether the reading of the milli - taking place as the circuit is broken. If
needed to give a reading of one or two milli- ammeter varies as you do so. Should the the condenser is in good condition the
amperes. To driver milliampere through a grid circuit be intact, the instrument should
resistance of 50,000 ohms, 50 volts are show less and less current as the negative
needed and so on.
bias is. increased by means of the grid
Inductance coils and; high -frequency battery. This test shows whether there is
transformers cannot be tested exactly in or is not a break in the wiring of the grid
the way just described since the resistance circuit or in the windings of the grid coil.
of their windings is so small that an Should no fault be found replace the grid

milliammeter needle should therefore show
a series of kicks as the loose lead bruSheS
against the primary terminal.

it will be seen that there are very few
defects in the wireless set that cannot -be
tracked clown very rapidly by means of
that smart little detective the milliammeter.

excessive amount of current would be leak, and it it is wired in shunt with the

passed even if only a single cell were used. grid condenser repeat the test, first
Experiments were recently carried out
Fig. 2 shows how tests may be carried out removing the wire short-circuiting this by the French naval authorities in short-

by making use of the primary of a trans- condenser. If the grid leak is intact there
former (which should itself first be tested). will be similar current variations when the
to cut down the current to reasonable wander plug is placed in different sockets
dimensions by adding resistance to the of the grid battery. When the grid leak
Arcuit.
is wired direct between the grid and lowSo far we have discussed particularly tension positive, test out by disconnecting
ow the milliammeter shows up faults in the lead between the leak and L.T.+,
plate or filament circuits. If, when the set replacing it with a piece of flex and using
refuses to function, the inilliatumeter the grid battery as before.
shoWs its normal reading, or is on the high.

The

grid circuits of

high frequency

side, we must look for the fault in one of amplifiers are tested on similar lines, the

wave wireless transmission on the sea
bottom. Messages sent out by a submarine
in the Bay of Biscay were clearly received
in Holland.

Owing to the exceptional demandS
upon our space in this, issue, we regret:

that it bas been necessary to hold.
over the Letters to the Editor.
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CONDENSERS
FOR
CAPACITY 2pF
TESTED AT 1000v.Pc

Type C.1.
PRICE

5/6

HIGH
TENSION
SUPPLY
UNITS

CAPACITY

2µF

ifrAT5O0 DC

Type C.Z.
PRICE

3/ 6

Condensers that were good for conditions a year or two ago, when

12o volts, or less, from a dry battery was the maximum H.T. in
general use, are not good enough for modern requirements. For use
in H.T. Supply Units, and Receivers operated by such Units, Con-

densers capable of withstanding at least 2 x the mains voltage are
essential if safety and satisfaction are to be assured. Inferior condensers bought to -day will have to be replaced as conditions change,
whereas a good condenser is a sound investment for all time.

FERRANTI Condensers are specially designed for H.T. Supply
Units and Mains Work ; are tested at i,000 volts Direct current ;
and can be relied upon.

FERRANTI LTD., HOLLINWOOD, LANCASHIRE
Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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The remarkable Blue Spot Speakers
and what they say about. them
" Blue Spot " Speakers have won

BLUE SPOT 44

outstanding prai se from all quarters.

This cone speaker embodies the
well-known and well -tried prin-

These are extracts from a few of
the Press opinions about " Blue

ciple of the free edge cone. Only
after a good deal of experimental
and research _work did we decide
finally on the material and size of
the cone, and buyers are therefore
assured that it is to all intents and
purposes impossible to improve on
this practical demonstration of free
edge cone theory. The cone is
driven by the famous" Blue Spot "
Balanced Armature Unit which
we submit is generally recognised

Spot " models.
"It gives to each note its true value,

whatever its pitch, and covers a
very wide l a
of . frequencies.
Bass notes are reproduced with a
faithfulness that has to be heard to
be realised, while treble notes are

clear and smooth, and unmarred
by any harshness or rattle.'

as the finest balanced armature

All false
movement available.
resonances and natural frequencies

speaker gives to wireless
reception an added enjoyment, as
every note is reproduced exactly as
This

have been carefully obliterated, and
the performance of the speaker has
so far received nothing but praise.

transmitted-there being no dis-

Price £1 17s. 6d.

BLUE SPOT 49
This attractive loud -speaker is

enclosed in a " Trolite " case of

The new one -o -one is Blue

pleasing design,, and faced with an
attractive tapestry front -piece. The

Spot at its

best-a speaker

and yet at the same time give quite

whose interpretation is a revelation in realism.
You can rely upon it for any programme-it is equally happy on

values.

speech, symphony, or grand organ.

driving: unit is the " Blue Spot "

Adjustable Tongue System Driving
Unit, which is capable of handling

great volume without distortion,
pleasing results with low H.T.

The cone is mounted on a baffle

plate, and is based on the same
principle as our more expensive
models. The cabinet has been care-

Nothing escapes it-your dealer
will demonstrate.

fully designed to avoid distortion

£3 13s. 6d.

complete speaker gives very faithful and pleasing reproduction.

Ideal Blue Spot Cone Speakers are sold

Price £2 2s.

under full protection of the patents owned

by natural resonances, and the

BLUE SPOT 59
Designed according to the results of
our very latest research work, this

:one speaker is a striking tribute
to the Blue Spot " principle of

reproduction.

The driving move-

ment is No. 66K, our very latest
model. The cone is of special paper,

mounted on a ring of Balza wood,

which, in turn, is floated on a

by Standard Telephones and Cables

and the Hopkins and Lektophone
Corporations.

SLUE
SPOT

baffle plate by means of soft leather
segments. This special method of
mounting the cone is based on the

graph.
" A loud -speaker that gives clarity

of tone, and is sold at a moderate
price, is the ideal that we are all
. .
.
Those who are
seeking a cone loud -speaker of this
sort should ask their wireless dealer
to give them a demonstration of its
capabilities, and I should be much

seeking.

surprised if they came away without buying this excellent component . . . there is an absence of
the dissonances that so frequently
mar the reception that one gets by
means of aloud-speaker."-Morning Post.
" This instrument . . . incorporated
the well-known Ideal four -pole .

Spot ' device which will be familiar

to most discriminating amateurs.
. . . We have had exi etional re-

ance of the middle register, and

Price £4 4s,

heavy load ' without turning a
hair,' and its reproduction has a
depth and roundness that are a
revelation to all who hear it for
the first time."-The Daily Tele-

balanced armature unit : a' Blue

theory -of filtering out the dominthus giving equal response over the
whole audio range.

tortion through excessive resonance, nor loss of notes through the
frequency band covered being too
restricted. It will take a very

CONE SPEAK E R

sults with one so used, and can
endorse the makers' claims for it."

-Modern Wireless.

F. A. Hughes & Co., Limited, 204-6, Great Portlano Jtr2et, London, W.x.
DISTRIBUTORS FOR NORTHERN ENGLAND, SCOTLAND & NORTH WALES :
roo London Road, Sheffield.
H. C. Rawson (Sheffield and London), Ltd.
185 Princess Street, Manchester.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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FIRST AGAIN

At Olympia this year IGRANIC products again set the standard of advance.
IGRANIKIT-the 2 -valve ALL MAINS OUTFIT-t7-was the triumph of the
Exhibition.

THE " UNIVERSAL " PORTABLE-with screened grid valves in the two
H.F. stages and ample battery power in the separate case-was right in the fore-

Covered in selected hide, it is selling fast at £33 4s. (inclusive of royalties).
COILS, which first made the name of IGRANIC famous in the radio world, were
as popular as ever. The " J " Type Transformer, at 17s. 6d., stood without an
front.

equal in its class.

Send for free catalogue of the best Radio Components.

Here are some :-

COILS
Triple Honeycomb Inductance, Tapped Triple
Honeycomb Inductance, " Xllos " (Extra Low
Loss) Inductance.
Igranic Centre -tapped
Inductance.

" Xllos "

Short-wave

CHOKES
H.F. and Short-wave H.F.

CONDENSERS
" Lokvane " Square Law Variable.
Gang Condensers.
Low Loss Square Law Variable.
Igranic-Pacent Variable.
Vernier Drum Control.
Micro Condenser.
Balancing Condenser.
Igranic Screened Condenser.

THE " UNIVERSAL "
PORTABLE

OTHER COMPONENTS
Indigraph Vernier Knob and Dial.
Anti-microphonic Valve Holder.
L.F. Transformer, Type " J."
Springmore Plug.

\ Phonovox Pick-up.
\ H.T. Supply Units.

SETS
Igranic Neutrosonic Receiver.
" Universal " Portable Receiver.
IgraniKit Set.

IGRANIC ELECTRIC C9 LTD

bP-c'c'e3

.4

149 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET
LONDON, E.C.4

ccs.c

4c;ls:' ? 4,34

,'60

C

Branches : Manchester, Birmingham, Cardiff,

Newcastle, Leeds, Bristol, Glasgow.
\t`',
.

'CL'>o
Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

c

o'',CS
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5c

Cmaieur Wire

each contains
A 32 Page BOOK
which tells you all about the wonderful
New Cossor Melody Maker ... about its as.
tounding SELECTIVITY... how it cuts out
the local station like magic ... about its

amazing POWER ... how it will bring you
superb music from over 20 stations ... about
its absolute SIMPLICITY . . . how even a
child' can work it . . . all about the most

wonderful Wireless Set ever produced .

.

.

An 8 Page CHART
which shows bow anyone can build the wonderful
New Cossor Melody Maker in 90 minutes . ... it's as
.
simple as Meceano .... no drilling, no soldering
no Wireless knowledge necessary .... everything you
need for building the New Cossor Melody Maker is
packed in a sealed carton .... even the tools .... and
its cost is less than half the price of a factory -built Set

of equal performance .. .. get to know all about it,
.

fill in the coupon now !

,viktIMIDIERtrut

ossor
Melocklifakgr

Advt.A. C Cossor, L td. , Melody Depa Inept, Highbury Grove. London. N. 5.

A.W. 6: t 6128

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresvondino. with Advertisers
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Three Exhibition Cameos

SGkeAtcbhamhraedbyJe

Television, or the Different Point of settling days, Edward, I could switch scientiously he switches each one up and
this on and see you at work in ) our down in turn; nothing happens, in view
View

IN a moment of generosity, as a result office. I could, couldn't I ? " (this to the of the Exhibition regulations.)
of a successful deal (he is a wealthy salesman).
Grandma (impatiently) : "Yes . .
The latter is about to mumble well, get on, my man."
stockbroker), he presented his wife with
a crystal set. On this evening she has something, when the husband, whose
Salesman (hurriedly) : " The various
dragged him to the Exhibition as she heart skipped a beat at this vague circuits having been previously adjusted
now wants a receiver "worthy of their possibility, chimes in : " Well, it's not to the wavelengths of the individual
home." He is hail -fellow -well -met with yet quite so advanced as all that. But, transmitters to which you desire to tune
his friends and tells them " witty " perhaps one of these days, they may get in at regular intervals," (he stops to take a
these contraptions deep breath)-" all you need do is to
adapted to tele- depress the particular lever, and by this
phones, so that you means listen through the medium of the
can talk and see at loud -speaker to concerts from, say,
the same time." (He Madrid, Constantinople, Oslo, Hamburg,
winks at the salesman Prague, and Paris."
who is far too superior
At the latter name Grandma (metato respond.) phorically, of course) has pricked up her
She : "I think, ears. The face of her favourite grandson
Edward, that-" has suddenly brightened up, and evinces
He (rapidly) : "It (what she considers) undue interest in
might be awkward doings of the French capital.
clear. Supposing I
H. F. G. Buggs Major said that this
'phoned your mother was the best wireless set in the show;
one evening and she his father is a
was just having her
Grandma : "What his father is does
.

-I mean that she not in the least interest me, Arthur."

had not left the bath- (To the salesman) : "You can guarantee
room. It would
this instrument, I presume ? "
She :
" Edward !
Salesman ,(unblushingly) : "Most cerHow indelicate ! I tainly, Madam. It has never been known
wouldn't have such to fail."
an instrument in my (Continued on
house at any prise."
page 516)
They pass on.
PO

Seen at the Show-an outsize in transformers!

I

111

stories. Contango and settling days for Radio-a Danger to Youth ?
Scene : A gorgeously illuminated stand,
a longtime have proved valuable alibis
and plausible excuses for a late return replete with multi -valve receivers housed
in ornate cases.
borne.
Dramatis Personae : Grandma, outThey have wandered to a serious looking stand exhibiting a new process sized and majestic with a loud voice
and H. F.,G. her favourite grandson.
of television.
He (hoping to drag her away to some- As an encouragement to a term's hard
thing cheaper): "Hardly in your line, work, she has finally decided to give
him a radio receiver.
Bertha, is it ? "
H. F. G.: "Buggs Major told me
She (seeking information and anxious
not to be put off with a one -valve amplifier that this was the place, Grandma."
suggested by the salesman at another (He draws nearer to the stall; the salesman steps forward).
stand) : " But what is it, anyhow ? "
Grandma (adjusting her lorgnette):
He (casually): "0, one of those newfangled things by which you can see ,"Buggs-what a commonplace name!
what is taking place at a distance."
I hope, Arthur, you have more aristo. Nothing
She : "How lovely !" (To salesman): cratic friends. Ah, well
seems the same since the war."
"Is it wireless ? "
Salesman : "May I interest you
Salesman (a very superior individual):
" Yes, Madam, entirely controlled by Madam, in these receivers ? They are
.

radio. This instrument combines a
wireless receiver, loud -speaker, gramo-

.

of the very latest type.

Wireless

without tears, Madam." (He allows
his face to slip and express the ghost

phone pick-up and televisor."
He (interrupting) : "An awfully com- of a smile, but Grandma, giving him a
plicated affair, Bertha. Now, over there stony stare, precludes any further
attempt at levity on his part.) "Here
I can see a
111

She :

"But how wonderful !

On

you have six little levers."

(Con-

A fair listener sisappel by the czmera at Clympis

g1
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BAIRD
At a time when almost the entire wireless public has been asking
questions and mutually debating, on somewhat meagre information,
the possibilities of Mr. J. L. Baird being able to provide a broadcast
television service, it has been our fortune to be given three leng!hy
demonstrations by Mr. Baird himself, firstly of his colour television,
then of his monochrome television as transmitted over a wire Pom
one room to another, and lastly of television broadcast over a dis-

tance of a few hundred yards. In the following article u:e give
our readers, as far as we can, a first-hand impression of what we

Mr. j. L. Baird

rrHE announcement that

the Post" master -General will raise no objection
to the broadcasting of television and that,
as a result of discussions now taking place
between his officials and the B.B.C. it is
considered likely that the latter will
afford Mr. Baird facilities for the demon-

saw, ignoring colour television and confining our attention solely to
the ordinary monochrome system of television with which Mr. J. L.
Baird's name has been associated for five years.
such visitors, the individual had to be perforated wheel revolving in front of it.
satisfied with a cursory examination of the At the moment a perforation comes
apparatus and with a very brief view of the

between the neon lamp and the observer's
transmitted image. We have been more eye, the intensity of the glow corresponds
fortunate in having been given oppor- with the amount of light passing through
tunities of examining the apparatus in the corresponding aperture of the scanning
some detail and of viewing the transmitted disc of the transmitter on to a light-sensistration of his -system from London or image for twenty minutes or half an hour tive cell. That essentially is the Baird
Daventry, (with a view to the B.B.C. sta- at a time. Our experiences, therefore, will system.
Everybody knows that the scanning disc
tions in general attempting some sort of be of interest both to those who attended

the demonstrations near the Exhibition of the transmitter and the wheel or disc
and to that larger public which, devoid of in the receiver contain a series of stagWIRELESS have had with Mr. Baird in opportunities of personal investigation, is gered holes.. At the transmitting end the.
television service), lends especial interest to
the many interviews which we of AMATEUR

recent months and to the demonstrations

obliged to look to the Press for any criteria revolution of the scanning disc exposes in

the state of the science of television. Those
who ought to know have been divided into
two camps, the one saying that its accomplishment with our present knowledge and
apparatus was physically impossible, and

shown by the ac-

of the Baird system which have been of judgment.
afforded us during the last few weeks.
It is safe to say that within the past few The Baird System

turn every portion of the scene or picture
to a highly sensitive light -cell, the whole
of the scene being traversed many times
The outward form of the television re- each second. Now, at the receiving ends
years there has been no subject around.
which more uncertainty has existed than ceiver varies, but in general takes the form the current, constantly altering in it,
companying photograph. The receiver

resembles more or
less a large wireless

the other maintaining that the progress cabinet, some 4 ft.
that had been made pointed to both a or so wide. Of the
rapid and commercial solution of the pro-

two apertures in

blem.

the front the left is

Many of our older readers will remember
that as fax back as five years ago AMXrEL'R
WIRELESS was among the first to publish
details of Mr. Baird's early apparatus, and
we then indicated that though both appara-

occupied by the fret

of a moving - coil
loud -speaker a n d

the right by a con-

vex glass-a magtus and results were crude, there were nifying glassdistinct possibilities. Since then, from about 6 in. in diatime to time, we have kept our readers meter. It is
informed of the progress that was being through this glass
made and have maintained that the that the televised
development was sufficient to justify our image is seen. The
early impressions.

Public Demonstrations
To what extent those impressions were
correct it is probable that a large number
of our readers will have been able to judge
for themselves from the demonstrations
given in the Olympia neighbourhood to
visitors to the 'Wireless Exhibition. In-

receiver is extremely simple and, apart

from the wireless
gear (an amplifier
of not less than
three valves), consists ess en ti all y
of a neon lamp of
Mr. Baird's patent-

evitably, owing to the large number of ed design with a

An Interior View of the Baird Televisor
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intensity owing to the action of that cell,
affects the neon lamp and causes some
twenty thousand fluctuations per second.
The scanning disc at. the transmitting end
and the viewing disc, as we may term it,
at the receiving end rotate in synchronism,

with the result that the fluctuating light
of the neon tube, as observed through the
perforations, aided by the phenomenon
which we call persistence of vision, creates

through the eye of the observer a reproduction of the transmitted scene.

The Image
It has often been pointed out that one
of the great difficulties of television would
be the extremely small size of the received

image. The image in the Baird receiver
measures only an inch or so either way, but
there is a system of two magnifying lenses

through which the image is viewed, and

At first, we saw the familiar dummy as re -effected. As an instance that the image
remains fairly constant once it is adjustments. It soon gave way to a human face: ed, Mr. Baird switched on the, receiver
that of one of the young engineers who is after it had been out of use for a minute
qualifying, we rather think, as a comedian or so, and the image of the dummy
-or, at any rate, to be the Eckersley or appeared in almost perfect synchronisaUncle Arthur of television. This human tion and reasonably still. As to the
face we viewed with all its varying tones exact method
of
synchronisation,
or textures, but, of course, not in colours. we learned only that the speed of
In effect, it rather resembled a photo- the electric motor is controlled by the
graphic enlargement of somewhat varying knob and that, when once synchronisasharpness, the variation being caused by tion is obtained, it is automatically "held."
the person at the transmitter moving away No details of the automatic arrangement
from or towards the source of light. This were forthcoming.
suggests the presence at the transmitting
We must emphasise that the image is end of a projecting lens.
instinct with life, and- while obviously it is'
In the course of synchronising one sees capable of improvement, we must state
a very curious pattern in the televisor- with pleasure that it is miles ahead of the
lines of reddish or pinkish light dissolving televised picture of three or four years ago,
one into the other in a rather fas- when at the best we had a series of moving
cinating way.
(Conthwed al fool of next Page)
The quality of the
used by Mr. Baird. in so many of his experi-

these have the effect of increasing the
apparent size to something like 3 in. by image suggests, as we
5 in. or 6 in., increasing also, of course, the have said, that of a
"grain" of the image, but not unpleas- photographic en-

antly so. Owing to the convex surface of largement, the likethe outside lens not more than three or, ness being quite unfour people can view the transmitted mistakable and the
image at one time.
face, of course, being alive with rnov.Wire Transmissions
ment. Such details
In the first place, we will give readers as the whites of the
our impression of the transmission by wire, eyes, the movement
.'vhicl, we saw at the offices of the company. of the pupils of the
The cabinet was of the kind illustrated on eyes, the putting out
this page, its bottom part being occupied of the tongue, and,
by amplifiers, rotary converter, etc. Two in particular, the
little controls were to the left of the view- movement of the

ing disc, that on the right being a syn- hand with fingers
chronising' control and the left a phase extended upwards
control. The supposed impossibility of and downwards

synchronising the image in the absence of across the face,. are
most elaborate arrangements has been the clearly distinguishsubject of many a conversation in technical able. The speech and
circles during the last year or so, and it song from the loudwas therefore a surprise to us to learn that speaker synchronthe whole of the synchronisation could ised, of course, perbe effected merely by turning a knob.
fectly with the
We tried the synchronising for ourselves transmitted image,
and, after spending -half a minute in getting there being not the
the knack of it, had no difficulty in bringing least technical diffithe picture to "rest." We put rest in culty in obtaining
inverted commas because, in our short this result.
The picture transexperience, we never saw the image quite
still for many moments together. There mission and the
'is a certain amount of " hunting," in the vocal transmission
nature of vertical swing, which results in are transmitted at

the picture floating up and down in the

viewing disc; this varies with conditions,
and we were told that at times the picture
is practically still. We saw it so ourselves
for just a short period only.
The phase control, the second knob, the
one on the left, places the picture centrally

different wavelengths, but are
caught by one aerial.
Any violent inter-

ruption or a knock
on the

receiver

destroys the synshould it get too high or too low on the chronisation, which,
however, is speedily
screen.

The BAIRD Telev:sat
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THE ALL -WAVE MAINS 3
A Straightforward Three, designed by

"A.W." Staff, employing " Q"
coils, which takes- its H.T. and L.T.
the

supply from the A.C. Mains.
(Continued from Last Week)
up this receiver. As shown on the reduced through them a common wavelength reproduction of the blueprint p. 426, the changing switch spindle which necessitates
UNLIKE the majority of receivers, the panel occupies the central position at right accurate placing of the " Q " coils to ensure.
panel on the "All -wave Mains 3 " does angles to the baseboard, and 'carries the a smooth action of the small ebonite knob
not extend the full length of the baseboard. aerial tuning condenser on the right, reaction attached to the spindle projecting through
As there are only the two tuning condensers condenser in the middle and H.F. trans- the panel.
and reaction condenser controls on the former -tuning condenser on the left The "Q " Coils
panel, the use of a longer one than that (looking from the back of the receiver), as
The two "Q" coils must be placed the
specified would be sheer waste. The cabinet shown in the blueprint, which also indicates
into which the receiver is fitted has two the spindle of the ganged " Q " coils, low correct way round as shown -by the blue -print. The H.F. transformer "Q" coil is
wooden side panels to make up for the down on the extreme right of the panel.
The completebaseboard assembly roughly near the panel and the aerial " Q " coil
reduced length of ebonite panel, resulting
in a highly attractive instrument. Those divides itself into two, the larger section between this and the back of the baseboard.
The threefive-pinvalveholderstotake the
who already have a cabinet, or would prefer accommodating the three -valve receiver
components
on
the
right,
whilst
the
smaller
Cosmos
-A.C. valves are mounted in a line
to obtain a cabinet of the more simple
type, will have to extend the ebonite panel section on the left is utilised for the disposi- about half -way between the back and front
tion of the H.T. elirriinator components. of the baseboard. Round these are grouped
to the full length of the baseboard.
When the panel with its associated the L.F. transformer, H.F..choke, neutralisConstructional Details
components has been mounted in position, ing condenser and other components. On
The blueprint, price is. 6d., giving full the constructor will see just what room is the extreme right of the baseboard is a
constructional details, should be in the left on the baseboard for the remaining small strip of ebonite, mounted horizontally
(Continued on page 522)
bards of every reader who proposes to make parts. The two "Q" coils have running

" BAIRD TELEVISION AS WE SAW IT" (continued)
I lobs in which one could identify by wire running round three of. the walls of The detail was not quite so sharp, the
coartesy the semblance of a face. Now we the room. The wireless part of the gear
have the actual face-not as clear and dis- left just a little to be desired; the tuning
t 'Alet as it will be one day, but comparable; was not so sharp as it could have been, the

likeness not so certain; but, in any case
the image was a better one than we had
expected to find. It remains to be seen
as we have said, with that of a face in a effect of broad tuning being to rob the whether the experimental transmissions
somewhat soft photographic enlargement. image of detail.* The televisor receiver was which we hope the B.B.C. are about to
As long as the transmission model does not of the latest pattern; it had been used put in hand will achieve better results.
not move too quickly, but is content to in many experiments, and was just a little
incline his head to the right or left, or put the worse for wear and the effects of
out his tongue slowly or _.move his eyes repeated rebuilding. In general style and
with deliberation, the picture is not design it resembled the receiver here illusderanged and every movement is observable trated, the control of the synchronisation
and phase. being exactly as already desclearly.
Now that is all that need be said at the cribed.:
moment of wired television. What of
The critic may say that the test was not
television broadcast ?
a severe one --that the transmission over
a few hundred yards is not to be compared
Broadcast Transmissions
with conditions which practical everyAt the third demonstration afforded us day television will be called upon to meet.

we spent an hour watching a broadcast Be that as it may, we have to place on
image. The scene was a darkened room in record that the transmission, while not
the 'Engineers' Club in Leicester Square, reaching the efficiency of the wired transLondon. The transmitter was on the roof mission, was in every sense enjoyable and

of the Baird Television Company's offices reasonably successful. Making allowances
in Long Acre, only a few hundred yards for all the conditions, we should say that
away. A 500 -watt television transmitter the broadcast image was from 50 -to 7o per
was working on a closed circuit without - cent as good as the. image in the wired

The Future

Much depends on what happens when
Mr. Baird's experiments are translated to
a bigger field, and he will have the good

wishes of all who admire a man who,

through years of very mingled encouragement and discouragement, can hold tenaciously to a purpose. Mr. Baird remains
what he' was when first we met him five

years ago-a charmingly modest, natural
man. He would be the very first to claim
that his system has not reached perfection,
but no one can converse with him for many

minutes without realising that he is confident of complete success. Surely, when

we attempt to measure his progress by
contrasting the results of four years ago
with his achievement of to -day, we must

agree, that he has every reason for his
transmission and that, using such trans. faith.
transmission was admittedly a little im- nutting apparatus as, for example, the
Radio facilities in Sweden are to be
provised in its nature having been arranged B.B.C. could employ, it is to be expected
for hurriedly. The receiving aerial in the that the broadcast image would be quite improved by the erection of a 10,000 -watt
Engineers' Club was a length of insulated as good as in the previous demonstration. broadcasting station near Horbv.
aerial, the wavelength being zoo.

The
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An article describing a simple method of winding an ercient type of coil
By H. J. Barton Chapple, Wh. Sch., B.Sc.
THERE is on the market at the present astatic coils, air coils, solenoid coils, etc., 4 in. by % in., and twenty cylindrical rods
time a wide range of coils of various all of which fulfil their particular function of ebonite or other insulating Material, 3 in.
shapes and sizes designed to meet the with a remarkable degree of efficiency.
long and 0 in. diameter. Referring to
Now, although we have such a wide Fig. 2, it will be found necessary to draw a
demands which have arisen in connection
with receiver design. The ordinary plug-in choice open to the home constructor, there pencil centre line across the face of the
coil has enjoyed a wonderful run of popu- are still a large number of enthusiasts who wooden base. The small circles indicate the

take a pride in constructing as much of
their own apparatus as possible.

N,

r

1/

A Special Design
The object of the present article is to

\

I

if! \\1t 111 /Al; r

I

show how a special winding board can be
constructed, and by following the instructions given, very efficient "figure 8" coils
may be wound which possess certain distinctive features worthy of consideration.

In addition, by using only half the pegs
available, it is possible to wind the more
orthodox lattice -work coils without any
difficulty. As a rule an ordinary plug-in
coil or a plain cylindrical coil has a fairly
large external magnetic field, and any

11 1 1

I

k

\

\ \

/,;

/

A

means whereby this can be reduced gener- Fig. 1. The Lines of Force of a "Figure 8 " Coil
ally results in an increased efficiency. One

way of accomplishing this is to adopt an positions of the pegs, and these lie on the
" 8 " pattern for the winding. This will circumference of two large circles, which, it
larity and is still in vogue for the simpler he made clear by a reference to Fig. r, will be noticed, overlap slightly. The
types of sets. Added to this, however, we where two cylindrical coils in juxtaposition centres of these two large circles are 17 in.
have the "fieldless" coils, which, as the are diagrammatically portrayed. By wind- from the' edge of the board and have a
ing the turns on coil A in the opposite diameter of z in. Having drawn them,
direction to those on coil s -say, clockwise adjust the distance between your compass
Eir/CH PEG
for one and anti -clockwise for the other- points to 6{ in. and, placing one point in
.7# /0/Yo
//YCLIZOPYG
then -the resultant magnetic
A Finished "8" Coil

/24. .57//r/(//Y
WOO/2E1Y

BASEBOARD

fields of each coil assist one
another in the manner shown,
and externally the stray
field is reduced.

Another characteristic of
Fig. 2. Details of Windirg Board

name suggests, are constructed to limit the
external field- to very small dimensions and
thereby impa.rt stability and efficiency to
Multi -valve receivers.
Then there are

the coils about to be described is that they require
no coil former, the only ad-

dition being a binding of
thread where the lattice
formations cross on each
layer. Naturally, the coils
when made up in this body less fashion without formers
must be handled with reason-

able care, and if preferred,
they can be mounted on a

plug base to facilitate removal when any coil changing becomes necessary.

Making the Winding Board
Coming now to the actual coil winding
board, only a small amount of material is
required, but careful attention should be
rig. 3. System of Winding for Broadcast Wave- paid to the marking out directions given in
Fig. 2. Procure a piece of wood, 6 in. by
band

A Coil in Course of Whirling

the intersection of the circle and centre
line on the lekt-hand side (marked x in
Fig. 2), mark off the centres of the small
circles one on either side of the centre line.

Now place the compass point in the new
small circle centre and mark off the next
circle, and so on round the two circles for
the whole twenty centres.
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" WINDING ' FIGURE 8' COILS "

(Continued)

11,==amismi

If the dimensions given are accurately the formation automatically and with deft
fingers rapidly build up the coil. To cover
the normal broadcast waveband, the total
number of layers or double turns (Fig. 3
(one) representing a double turn) required

followed, it will be found that the intersections of the two large circles coincide with
two small circle centres, and this will serve
as a check on your work. At these twenty
marked positions, drill .(3 in. holes (or very

lightly under this diameter,
i f possible), so that the pegs
can be forced into position,
giving a 212 -in. vertical projection above the board surface. This completes the construction, the appearance of
the finished article being
gathered by an examination
of the photograph showing
one coil partially wound.

Starting the Coil Winding
Attention can now be turned
to details of actual coil wind-

be obvious from the formation that there is
a very low self -capacity. If it is desired,

the coil can be. mounted -on' an ebonite

is sixty, using the 26 d.s.c. wire.

o0

tratcd in one of the photographs accompanying this article. On test in a receiver,
the coil functioned excellently, and it will
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it being necessary to provide

a base with
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0
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metres, a different formation should be adopted, other-
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wise the height of the coil is

likely to become too great
if the Fig. 3 arrangement is
followed. This will not be

ing, which, of course, to the
majority of interested readers,

-

Long -wave Coi!s
When it is desired to make
up a coil suitable for the long
waves, i.e., 1,000 to 2,000

17/WS/51,01-2-40441/rX

0 0

corresponding

sockets if the first method is

01-LoaVER

0

strip, 6 in. by 1/", in. by 1/4 in
with plugs or small terminals,

Fig. 4.-System of winding long -wave coils

the case, of course, if a finer gauge wire is used, but the original gauge
suggested is about the best from a mechanical standpoint. To wind up a long -wave
coil, therefore, the winding shown in Fig. 4
pegs by inserting a screw -driver under the is to be preferred. It will be noticed by
wire crossing and levering with the screw- comparing the two diagrams that whereas
driver point and the board as a fulcrum. in Fig. 3 the coil height is equal to the
Now tightly bind thread twice round each number of turns multiplied by the overall
wire crossing position as this will retain the diameter of the wire and insulation, in the
coil formation and prevent the wire slip- case of Fig. 4 the height is half this amount.
ping when the coil is off the pegs. Having Hence for large numbers of turns follow
completed this, pull or prise the coil by Fig. 4, whereas for the smaller numbers of
degrees off the pegs, being careful not to use turns adopt the Fig. 3 schenie or any
undue pressure and thus spoil the lattice other of a similar character that the
constructor feels disposed to invent.
work.
Examining Fig. 4, we see that a complete
A coil wound to these instructions is illuscycle of operations is not undertaken until
four layers of turns are wound on the pegs;

constitutes the most fascinating stage. It is not easy to portray Binding
in one diagram alone how this is done,
When the coil has been completely
simplify matters the operations wound, it is advisable to prise it slightly off
FO to
are split up into sections to illustrate the the board, i.e., move it about a 1/4 in. up the
winding stages. Having completed the one,
two, three, or four stages, as the case may
be, the layers are then repeated a number of

times until the total number of turns are
wound on. The actual ;wire to employ must
be of large enough gauge so that the resulting stiffness will enable the coil to retain its
shape in the absence of formels, and I have

obtained excellent results with No. 26
d.s.c. wire.
For the purpose of illustration, two wind-

ing methods are given, but' it will be
readily understood that several interesting

combinations can be effected with this

and the operations one, two, three, and

skeleton arrangement. For the 250 to 550 metre waveband, one of the best formations
is that shown in Fig. 3, (top and bottom).
The peg marked s is the starting point, and

four should be followed in the proper order.

For the 7,000 to 2,000 -metre band and
using No. 26 d.s.c. wire, the number of
turns or layers required is 160, that is to

a length of the wire should first of all be
passed through a small hole in the board
or wound round a peg on the right-hand

say, forty complete cycles. The coil should

side. Now, maintaining an even tension on

be finished off with binding thread and
gently eased off the pegs in exactly the

the wire with one hand and holding the
board in the other, or flat on the table,

previously.

same fashion as for the coil described

whichever appears to be most convenient,.
wind the first layer as indicated in Fig. 3
(top), the wire passing round the outside of
pegs, round the inside of the next peg, and
so on until a figure 8 is wound round the
two sets of pegs. The start and finish of the
wire are clearly shown, and then proceed

Experiments are being made on the
steamship Mauretania to develop a formula
for an international radio medical code that

will be understandable in any language.
The object is to assist shipmasters whose
personnel does not include a physician or

to wind the second layer, as indicated

diagrammatically in Fig. 3 (bottom). The

coil is completed by following out these

surgeon.

double layers a stage at a time, taking care not to strain the wire.

Each layer should rest on the next, and
the positioning of the wire is assisted by
pushing it into place with the fingers, and
it is surprising how quickly one can followi

Westinghouse officials

state that the

regular transmissions of motion pictures
from KDKA will begin in a few weeks. The.
Mr. A. E. Bowyer-Lcwe, Chairman of the
Radio Manufacturers' Association

receiving apparatus, when produced commercially, will be sold through the Radio
Corporation of America.
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley
As one who is all for programmes with others played by the
freedom of thought and expression average military bands, especially those at
'-up to a point-I was rather alarmed at the seaside, he would see that they have
the tendency shown in one of the latest certainly got out of the rut. As for Cal wireless plays. I refer to The Greater lenders' Band, the Birmingham Police
Power, " a drama for broadcasting by Band, and other outside bands, I think
Frances J. Mott." It started well. There I have paid my tribute to them as occasion
was an idea behind it all; but it was soon has arisen.
seen that the author had gone from liberty
to licence. His expressions here and there
The Wagner night at Queen's Hall was
were certainly not meant for the home.
always the most popular of the week, but
it was sad that Miriam Licette could not
WHOA, Censor !

Watford to hear that ? It is a pity, because
with some of the sentiments expressed by
him I was completely in sympathy.

Character by the sound of voice. Would

you have imagined that Mr. Steuart C.

Knox, who gives the appeal on behalf of
the Mission to Seaman, was an M.A. ? He
sounded too seaman-like for a scholar.

Doris Vane not only sings nicely, but
also sings the right songs. True, we have
Why won't broadcast authors and broadcast. Her deputy, however, did quite heard "The Wayfarer's Night Song," by
artistes realise that they are appealing in well; so did Walter Widdop, especially in Easthope Martin, before, but it sounds
the main to the home circle ? You might his encore in the second half. Long live fresh when she renders it.
say that it is no better than modern litera- the Promenades !
ture and modern journalism. The people
There is no doubt that' listeners are
who buy Sunday newspapers know what
In this connection, listeners who have going to have additional enjoyment in
to expect and they have their choice. The not managed to see a huge orchestra in listening to improvised and controversial
same with literature. One soon gets to action have missed a sight, and will not realise talks. Up to now I can only remember
know the kind of author to avoid when how much is lacking even in the best of two, one besides Jimmie Thomas's, which
the youngest member of the family can wireless transmissions. The sweeping of a made it great fun to listen -in.
get hold of the book.
hundred bows, the tense faces of the memI say " great fun" advisedly, because it
bers of the orchestra, the spiritual uplift is obvious that not everybody is going to
In broadcasting it is another matter, of the audience, and last, but not least, agree with it. There may be some who will
And this was brought home to me by the conductors of the type of Sir Henry Wood, probably demaad the censorship back
rather mixed "audience" who heard this Sir Landon Ronald, and Sir Hamilton again. My only objection to extemporary
play with me.
Harty-well, one must be present in order speeches is that they are usually very dull,
Such expressions as "lousy," "louse," to feel the full effects of the power of music. because actually there are few people who
and the base suggestions when the seaman
can talk in a flowing, conversational manfinds himself alone on the island with the
ner. Personally, I don't mind an occaA serious grouse :
woman were not only unnecessary, but
That Birmingham announcer is often sional expletive, providing it will pass
indicated that the B.B.C. drama depart- too much in a hurry. Aren't the train muster by, say, the Canon of Southend.
ment is taking a definite turn downwards. services in " Brum" as good as they used
This taint of vulgarity would kill any play, to be?
Mr. Percy Scholes has resigned his
and certainly The Greater Power was not
position as music critic of*the B.B.C. and
sufficiently striking to excuse these regretThe vicar who gives addresses from the music editor of the Radio Times in order
table lapses.
Watford Parish Church belongs ,rather to to devote himself to other work, including
the old school. His delivery is dull and the completion of a music encyclopedia
Like all melodrama, it was blood- monotonous'. Why go all the way to for broadcast listeners.
curdling, they "lived happily ever afterwards," the long arm of coincidence being
stretched as far as plays of this sort permit,

but the acting of Gall, the inventor, and
his "stage laugh" quite suited the purpose.
Personally, however, I don't want to hear
this play again, nor do I imagine do most
listeners.

I am always interested in intelligent
criticism. The letter in AMATEUR WIRE-

LESS from H.B.E. (Woking) was a case in
point. . The Wireless Military Band, to

which I gave a mead of praise, does not
appeal to him. But apparently he refers

more to what they play than to their
playing. Yet if he would compare their

A NOVEL FORM OF ADVERTISING
One hundred masked men in the costume of Klu Klux Klan parading througla the streets
of London, escorting the "mystery. box" to the Radio Exhibition.
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BECAUSE it lives up to and often exceeds
the claims made for it, the screen -grid

i!1

valve has come into favour in a comparatively short time after its inception. But
the very virtue of the screen -grid valve, its
high magnification factor, introduces certain problems that did not previously confront the wireless engineer. It was soon
realised that, whereas the screen -grid valve
offered the advantage of perfectly stable
and considerable high amplification per
stage, it did so at the expense of selectivity.

For with a given tuned circuit the

resorts

to

excessive'

screening.

We have overcome this difficulty by

centre -tapping the anode coil and taking
the anode of the screen -grid valve to the
centre -tap instead of to one end of the coil.
In this way high magnification' is -retained,

A FO UR -V ALVER FOR
DISTANCE, incorporating
A SCREEN -GRID VALVE
AND IMPROVED TUNED -

complete stability is ensured, and the
associated screening is reduced to a mini.
mum.
No stabilising resistances arc
required and, of course, there is no "neu-

ANODE COUPLING

electrode valve.

tralising" to be done, as with a three -

selectivity of any particular tuning arrange-

A Sensitive Set

ment appears to be less with a screened grid valve than with an ordinary valve,
due to the relatively greater amplification.

The truly remarkable sensitivity holds
good over all the available wavelength
channels, from 250 to 2,00D metres. Re-

New Method of Coupling
As a result of experiments along original
lines we have evolved
coupling the screen -grid

a method of
valve to the

detector valve in such a way that, while a
fair measure of selectivity is gained, a still
greater advantage in the form of complete
stability with simple screening is readily
obtainable. For the present we feel that
the average reader of AMATEUR WIRELESS

will content himself with a receiver incorporating only- one screen -grid valve and
this being so, the type of screening required

is of a simple nature and need not deter
any constructor.

High Magnification
So great is the magnification, even with
of - the - latest screen -grid valves

one

(such as the Cossor, Ediswan, Mullard,
Six -Sixty, Marconi, .and Osram types with

thing like average loudspeaker strength ; with fine

interference is unavoidably
amplified at the same time.

adjustments of the reaction
condenser and tuning controls this can be done quite
easily, but, with the amplification of the initially weak
signal of the Swedish relay,
would be an accompanying
amplification of mush and
morsc, the initial strength of

To a certain extent the

above remarks apply to all
sensitive receivers, but with
the screen -grid valve the
limitation of range imposed

by atmospheric conditions
is a great deal more emphasised due to the greater
"ranging" capabilities of a

which is comparable with the
initial strength of the Swedish
relay. It would, therefore,

receiver using a screen -grid
valve.
The greatest amplifica-

be utterly valueless to have
amplified the Swedish relay
up to good loud -speaker
strength because of the unavoidable amplification of
the unwanted background.
What the " Ranger" will

tion from the screen -grid
valve is obtained when a
tuned -anode

coupling is
adopted, which means a
high -impedance circuit following a high -impedance
valve. The simple straightforward coil and condenser

the four -pin tap3 and insulated anode
terminal on the top), that unless a short do is to bring in those
aerial is used, the signals from the local stations whose initial
station swamp the tuning dial and the strength is so much greater
distance -getting 'advantages of the new
valve are nullified. In practice it will be

found that a small aerial will impart a

measure of selectivity to the aerial tuning
system or' circuit. Whilst this is at the
expense of a certain amount of sensitivity,
the short aerial will, in conjunction with
the super -sensitive screen -grid valve, give

than the strength of the

arrangement in the anode
circuit of the screen -grid
valve provides such a high

an amplified signal still
moderately clear of interference, even though - that

magnification with the latest
types that it is really a
matter of some difficulty to
achieve stability unless

background as to result in

action effects can only be obtained by a
definite application of Reinartz reaction,
which incidentally adds to the sensitivity
of the receiver and is not merely a " squeak control.

At this point a refererce to the complete

circuit diagram will prove illuminating.
Four valves arc involved in the sequence
of screen -grid valve, detector valve with
Reinartz reaction on the anode coil,
resistance -capacity -coupled. low -frequency
amplifying valve and transformer -coupled
low -frequency amplifying valve.

Selectivity is moderately good, due to
) the tapped aerial tuning coil, which can
be either an " X "-tapped or centre -tapped
type and (2) the centre -tapped anode coil.
Listeners under the shadow of a powerful
broadcasting station will require a wave -

trap to cut out the local station when distant transmissions cn wavelengths near
to that of the local are tuned in. For
example, when the "Ranger" was tested in
5.outh-west

London

it was not found

possible to get Toulouse clear of 2LO's
transmissions, unless a wavetrap was
brought into service. From Langcnberg
upwards the distant transmissions were
quite free from interference, the two tuned
circuits in the receiver being quite adequate.
Those who are troubled by local station

"swamping" are strongly recommended
to try the long waves, above r,000 metres,
for, under the conditions of test referred
to, at least four. Continental stations,
Hilversum, Radio Patis, Berlin, and Mos-

a combination of selectivity and sensi-

tivity far above that possible with an

cow, were all brought in at full loud-

ordinary high -frequency valve and long

speaker strength, free from interference,

aerial.

without resorting to a wavetrap.

that the only limitation to range and

The
aerial, it should be emphasised, was a short
indoor one.

volume is the atmospheric condition. For
example, it is possible to tune in Budapest

The Circuit

Moreover, even with only one screen grid valve the magnification is so great

at good loud -speaker strength with the

_Retirning to the circuit diagram, it will
be seen that to the right of -the screen -grid

without magnifying to an
annoying extent the inevitable background
" Ranger "

valve is a vertical line, which represents

of mush and morse associated with the

the screening partition separating"the 'com-

wavelength of that station.
It is not outside the capabilities of the

ponents associated with the ' grid circuit
of the screen -grid valve from those asso-

receiver to tune in a Swedish relay at some -

The photographs above show all the main featu es of the receiver

ciated -with its anode circuit.
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THE RANGER " (Continued front preceding page)
High -frequency choke (Lew -cos, Lissen farad fixed condenser to the grid of the
The screen -grid valve, in an ordinary
four -pin valve holder, together with a R.I. & Varlyy, Igranic, Furndept, C.D.M., detector valve. The centre -tapped terminal
connected to the anode of the screen -grid
centre -tapped coil and a .0005-microfarad Watmel).
Two wire -wound valve completes an eminently simple high resistances,
o n e frequency coupling device. There is no
20.000

ohms and difficulty in supplying reaction to this

one ioo,000 'ohms, anode coil and there are obvious advanwith holders (Fer- tages in adopting such a procedure, for any
ranti, R.I. & Varley, local oscillations thus developed will not
Lissen, Dubilier).

be reradiated, because the screen -grid valve

Low - frequency intercepts the source of oscillation and the
transformer (Liss'en aerial circuit.
Super, R.I. & VarFor reaction a coil and variable condenser
ley, Ferranti, Igran- in series between the anode of the detector

valve and earth are provided, the coil

ic, Mullard).

Copper screen of being coupled in a fixed position with
dimensions given respect to the anode coil, and the reaction
next week (Parex). condenser varied to control the amount
Baseboard, 21 in. of reaction applied.
by io in. (Cameo).
The moving plates of the reaction conPanel brackets (Bul- denser are connected to earth so that fine

46
e

adjustments of reaction can be made

gin, Raymond).

Two dial indica- without hand -capacity effects.

tors (Bulgin).
The low -frequency part of the " Ranger "
Twelve terminals, embodies the now standard sequence of
marked: Aerial, resistance -capacity followed by trans'tuning condenser, are separated by a three - Earth, H.T.-F r, L.T.-F, L.T.-,
former coupled amplifying valves. Between
'sided screen from the remaining components. G.I3.+, G.B.-r, G.B. -2, H.T.-(-z, L.S.-F, the detector and first low -frequency ampliThe anode connection of the new screen - L.S. (Belling -Lee, Eelex, Igranic).
fying valves are the resistance -capacity
Connecting wire (Glazite).
grid valve, brought out to an insulated
coupling components. It will be noted that
2 ft. rubber -covered flex.
terminal on the top of the bulb, forms a
the anode resistance is divided into two
flexible wire link between the two compart
sections of ioo,000 and 20,000 ohms each,
The anode coil, tuned by a .0005 -micro - and that between the junction of these two
ments
The Circuit Diagram

farad variable condenser, is connected at resistances and earth is connected a 2 one end of the high-tension battery, the microfarad fixed condenser,
(Continued on page 533)
Ebonite or bakelite panel, 21 in. by 7 in., other end going through a .0003 -micro -

List of Components

and two strips, one 12 in. by 2 in. and one
3 in. by 2 in. (Raymond, Becol, Pertinax,
Paxolin).

7a maray,doess----Eariledscreen

-

condenser

'

(Ormond, J.B., Burndept, Lissen, Polar
" Ideal").
Four anti-microphonic valve holders
(Formo, W.B., Benjamin, Igranic).
Three single coil holders (Lotus, Lissen).
Panel -mounting rheostat, 3o ohms (Peerless, Lissen, G.E.C., Igranic).
Push-pull filament switch (Igranic,
Lissen, Trix, Wearite).
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.0003-microfarad fixed condenser (Hunt's

r-microfarad fixed condenser (Hunt's
Lissen, Dubilier,
Polymet type

caw°

VOW

1T

SW/ TCH

RHEWAT

sereemey,a.ta

Y

--4°

=MI.'
seetta

"

-..

faatse I l'

Two 2-megohm grid leaks with bases

T.C.C.).

:

PANEL 2/:(7'

AERIAL TUN/NO

/

(Ormond, J.B., Burndept, Lissen, Polar
"Ideal").
reaction

OfAv....,

.,14

ANODE raNINC COW'.

Two .0005-microfarad variable condensers with slow-motion movement
.000r - microfarad

REACT/CAN CONDENSER 17)
f.,
0
ili '

/3LI/EPI?//VT IVA.Whill

Blueprint available, price 1/6

ea,
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Newcomers to the Lissen Range which

will appeal to home constructors

0

Here are three additions to the Lissen Range of Radio Components, which wi I be welcomed by all who,
in the course of construction, desire a complete range of balanced and interchangeable components.
Each is a distinct advance on previous commercial components-each is designed to be of universal

utility and -to replace any similar specified component with added efficiency in any published

LISSEN
VARIABLE

circuit.

LI SSEN

CONDENSER
You can use it as a standati

SUPER
TRANSFORMER

You can gang it-two or three

technique yielded the know-

You can mount it on a panel
and it has feet for baseboard

It represents a big saving in
price to the transformer -buying
public, in comparison with
every other high-priced trans -

condenser in any circuit.

of them together.
You can use a drum control for
it instead of a dial.

mounting, too.
.0001
.0002
.0003
.0003 5
.0005

One -hole fixing, of course.
mfd. capacity .. 5'9

59
63
66

Only now has the depth of radio
ledge which has made the Lissen
Super Transformer possible.

Milner available.

Ratio 31, to 1.

Price 19 /-

LISSEN WIRE -WOUND
RESISTANCES
Suitable for use in power amplifiers --unaffected
by current density or atmospheric changes.
Made in the following valuesPrice
Ohms.
Price Ohms.
o,000
20,000
25,000
50,000

.
.

:

.

.

36
36
36
36

&i,000
100,000
150,000
200,00')

250,000 Ohms

.

.

.

.

.
.

'4:-

46
5/6

66

LISSEN RESISTANCE BASES
Price

.

.

1-

7 DAYS' APPROVAL. You can get the new Lissen components from practically every radio dealer.

LISSEN COMPONENTS
LISSEN LIMITED, Friars Lane, Richmond, Surrey
Managing Director : Thomas N. Cole
1YIE1DLU1`9i,'S9YsinK7MI1M£-
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You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted by our Technical Editor, J. H. REYNER, B.Sc.(Hons.),

centre of the choke. A terminal is mounted With a standard P.M.G. aerial it was found
WITH the delicate internal structure of on either side of the component, thus that the tuner would oscillate and receive
modern valves, the importance of decreasing the self -capacity to a minimum. on wavelengths varying from 30o metres
On test in a short-wave receiver, the up to 2,000 metres.
good valve holders cannot be over -estiSignal strength and selectivity were good
mated, particularly in the case of a detector
on all wavelength ranges, although the
valve. Not only must the valve be insulated
reaction demand varied somewhat between
from external shock by suitably springing,
the high and low wavelengths; no trouble
but the high -frequency losses in the holder
was experienced, however, in obtaining
should be reduced to a minimum if successreaction sufficient to cause oscillation.
ful results are to be obtained on the ultra short wavelengths.
D.X. L.F. Transformer
A distinctive valve holder has been sent
Wearite Short-wave H.F. Choke
in for test by J. Dyson & Co Ltd., of
RECENT advances in transformer design
5-7 Godwin Street, Bradford. The metal choke acted efficiently on wavelengths
have shown that it is no longer possible
valve sockets are mounted in a neat brown varying from io metres up to roo metres. to state the efficiency of a low -frequency
insulated moulding, in which the dielectric At no point on this range did the component transformer in terms of its physical

Godwinex Valve Holder

between the sockets has been reduced as lose efficiency.

The workmanship and dimensions. There are some small trans-

finish are very satisfactory.

Tunewell Tuner
THE all -wave tuner is popular with a
large section of the radio community
that, rather naturally, dislikes plugging
in short- or long -wave coils and altering
reaction windings. One of these tuners has
been submitted for test by Turner and Co.,

of 54 Station Road, N.rr, who market
Tunewell components,
In this unit, the main tuning inductance,
which comprises a Tunewell coil, is mounted

Godwinex Valve Holder

I M. IN

much as possible. Metal springs bent over tappings are taken out to a switch conin the form of loops are soldered to the trolled by an exterior dial. A further inducsocket and terminate in soldering tags. tance encased in a second moulding hinges
The tags are fixed to an outer circular on the top of this coil and forms a
moulding by four terminals. The outer reaction coil. The position of the reaction

moulding forms a support for the inner coil relative to the main tuning coil is
portion of the holder when the valve is controlled by means of a small knob which
being withdrawn or inserted.
forces the coil to move away from the
The insulation resistance between the tuning inductance.
terminals proved to be infinity, whilst the
workmanship and finish are all that could

formers which have better characteristics
than larger types.
D.X. Coils, Ltd., of London, E.8, have

recently placed on the market a low frequency transformer which sells at the
popular price of.8s. Primary and secondary
windings are not mounted on formers, but
are sell -supporting and are housed inside a

metal casing in the approved style on

which primary and secondary terminals are
placed in an accessible position.

be desired.

The iron core provided is on the light
from which it can hardly be
expected that the instrument would have a
high primary ,inductance, especially when
side,

Wearite Short-wave H.F. Choke
ASHORT-WAVE choke shOuld include

efficient inductance to give the required impedance and a particularly low
self -capacity. A high self -capacity would
tend to by-pass the very high frequencies

the step-up ratio is 3 to r. On test the

primary'inductance with a small polarising

current of 2 milliamps. was found to' be
ro henries; thus when the component` is
employed under suitable conditions, the

associated with low wavelengths.
A short-wave choke has been submitted
.

-

1.1. I. I*

D.X. L.F. Transformer

in an insulated container and a number of

.

for test and report by Wright and Weaire,
Ltd., of 740 High Road, N.r7. An examination of this component will reveal that the
makers have taken the necessary precau-

performance is -good as regards reproduction
and general transformation efficiency.
Tunewell Tuner

Baker's Selhurst Radio wish us to
The tuner was placed on test in our
tions in the design in order to obtain laboratories in a simple two -valve set with point out that owing to the wording of

their advertisement in our September 29
issue it may not have been made clear, as
sisting of a spiral slot, which increases coupled on to this unit through a .000r- was desired, that one of their instruments
in diameter towards the centre. Most of microfarad condenser. The tuning coil has can be used in the "New -style Baffle
the winding is placed in five slots at the been designed to allow this to be done. Three."
adequate choking on low wavelengths. The one low -frequency stage. In order to obtain
winding is placed on a special former, con- the requisite selectivity, the aerial was
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The
VITAL

Actual Facsimile of the
NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY

Certificate

CURVE

that

CANNOT

LIE
' It PROVES the claims that
LISSEN make for the NEW
SUPER -TRANSFORMER
The curve which we reproduce above is a photographic facsimile of the Report of the
National Physical Laboratory upon the Lissen Super Transformer. The original was
exhibited at Olympia, and may also be seen at the Lissen factory upon request.

Study It Well, for it proves conclusively that the Lissen Super Transformer has no
superior at any price. It is a distinct advance in transformer design. In its amplification it retains the deep sonority of the bass notes to a degree hitherto unknown and
gives crystal clear reproduction of the high notes.
(Sce the exceptionally gradual drop in the curve for the lower frequencies and the almost

perfect uniformity in the higher.) Many manufacturers, in showing curves of their
transformers, cut off part of the curve in order not to show any reproduction below
100 cycles.

No transformer, however high in price, can claim comparison with this latest Lissen
product, unless that transformer has been made within the last few months. Because
only now has radio knowledge revealed the means by which such even amplification
can be maintained at all frequencies.
and also 21
This Super Lissen Transformer is made in two ratios, namely, 31 to
to 1. The 31 to I ratio is suitable for use in either the first or the second stage of an
LF amplifier, or can be used in cascade for both stages and with practically any valve.
The 21 to transformer is suitable for 1.13e after a high impedance rectifier valve
without fear of distortion or loss of high notes and overtones.
The price is the same for both ratios, 19,/
1

1

7 days APPROVAL
PRICE

19/

Ratio 3-1- to 1.

Also 23 to 1.

You can get the new Lissen Super Transformer from
most radio dealers. If you have any difficulty, order
on a post card, and transformer will be sent C.O.D. by
return of post. Kindly give dealer's name and address.

LISSEN LIMITED, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY

(Managing Director : Thos. N. Cole).

Mention of "Amateur Wireless " to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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ACE eTsvos
Constructional details of this remarkable set, "the two -valuer
with the three -valve punch," were given in the two preceding
issues. Our Technical Editor here gives further details
regarding the operation of the receiver
THE operation of the "Ace of Twos"
requires little comment owing to its
extreme simplicity. Suitable valves were
given in last week's issue, an H.F. or

obtained. The reaction condenser can be suffer and the quality will be very thin
made to bring the receiver gently up to and scratchy. The position which gives
the oscillation point so that it slides into the most satisfactory results can easily be

oscillation almost imperceptibly,
R.C. valve being used for the detector and
This is more particularly important on
one of the new pentode valves being the short waves, but it will be found that a
employed for the last stage. The majority
of pentode valves are made to suit 2 -volt Test Report of Stations Received on
Loud -speaker
batteries, but the Mullard Company are
also supplying a 4 -volt pentode known as The dial settings refer to an S.L.F. condenser.

the PM24, which is a distinctly better

valve and enables a 4 -volt detector valve

to be employed. Pentodes in the 6 -volt
series are not yet available, but all tests

on this receiver were carried out with

2 -volt valves, and the results quoted herewith were obtained with a Cosmos SPI6B
as detector and a Mullard P14122 as output valve.

A Pentode Not Essential
It may be remarked at this stage that if

any reader does not wish to utilise a
pentode in his receiver, he can use an
ordinary power valve with every satisfaction. Preliminary testing, indeed, can be
,carried out with a power valve in the last
stage, should there be any delay in obtaining a pentode valve. If this is done the
power valve is- simply, plugged into the
last valve socket and the flexible lead to
which is connected 'to the terminal on the
pentode valve is not used. Care should be
taken, of course, not to allow this lead to
straggle about the set, as it is connected

to H.T.+, and if it touches fhe filament

circuit a short-circuit will result. There is
a fuse in the circuit to protect the valves,
but it is not wise to tun any unnecessary
risk.

Broadcast Reception
For reception on the broadcast band,

LONG -WAVE BAND

Condenser
setting.
169
161

1$o
129
112

96
89
82
574
172
169
164

156
151
147
144
137
130

'18

zoo
zoo
87
84
57
z6
3o
46

- 55

68
71

76
114
23
34

go

Station.
Huizen

Radio Paris
5XX
Motala
Kcenigswusterhausen
Kalundborg
Warsaw ...
Hilversum
BROADCAST BAND
...
Vienna
Brussels ...
5GB
Langenberg
Brunn

Kattowitz...

Berne

...

Hamburg ...

Stuttgart ...

21,0
Copenhagen
...
Dublin
Koenigsberg
Cologne ...
Barcelona
Nurnberg
SHORT-WAVE BAND
A.M.S.4
2XAD
5SW
...
KDKA (8XK)
2FC (Sydney)
2XAF
3L0 (Melbourne)...
2NM (Marcuse)
KDKA
A.M.S.9

Amateur (unidentified) ...
KDKA
...

Wavelength.
1,875
1,765
1,604.8
1,38o
1,25o
1,153.8
I,11 1.I
1,071

517.2
508.5
491.8
471.6
441-1
422
409.8
396.3
379.7
361

337
319

303.6
283
277
242

21.96
24

26.8
28.5
31.4
32
33

42.95

42.95
46

63
the "Q" coil switch should be placed in its
appropriate position, the switch being to
the left for the long waves and to the right suitable setting can be obtained which
for the short waves. Each station can applies throughout the whole range of the
then be tuned in in the normal manner, receiver, whether reception is being carried
by rotating the tuning dial, using reaction out on the broadcast band or on the short
as necessary. The tapping on the anode wavelengths. Generally speaking, the
filter and the potentiometer controlling potentiometer should be about half -way
the grid leak on the detector valve should round. If it is placed fully over to the
be adjusted until smooth reaction is negative end, the signal strength will

determined by the reader himself, and
oftce the adjustment has been found it
need not be altered.

Grid Bias
Regarding this matter of quality, the'
grid bias on the pentode should not be
judged by ordinary standards. With a
three -valve receiver it is customary to
place about 3 volts on the first L.F. valve
and from 9 to 12 volts on the second L.F. or output valve. This applies to signals of
normal volume operating off a battery of
loo to 120 volts. The pentode valve, however, has a very high amplification factor,
and in consequence will deliver the same
volume output as an ordinary power valve
with a much reduced grid swing. Consequently, if too much grid bias is placed on
the valve it will be, working towards the
bottom of its characteristic and the quality
will not be satisfactory.
Generally speaking, therefore, the grid

-bias requires to be somewhat less than
with an ordinary output stage, and with
a high-tension voltage of too volts a value

of 6 volts grid bias will be found satisfactory. For somewhat higher voltages the
grid bias, of course, should be proportionately increased. The makers, however,

supply particulars with the valves as to

the grid bias which should be used at
various anode voltages, and these recommendations should be followed.

Selectivity
The receiver will be found to be selective

for a single tuned circuit. At Elstree there
was no difficulty in obtaining Stuttgart,
which is fairly close in wavelength to

London, without any trace of London.
The effect of this, however, is that the

tuning is sharp, and it is necessary to tune
in somewhat carefully when looking for
distant stations at first, After their positions have been found they can be tuned
in again with ease and rapidity. In this
connection it may be noted that there are

two aerial tappings on the "Q" coil,
(Continued on page 524)
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Build with BURNDEPT for

reliability and results

BTJRNDEPT components give constructors the finest

opportunities to utilise the latest ideas in radio
reception. Every article is the outcome of long
research. Every piece of material and every finished
product is subjected to the most rigorous test. Every
Burndept line carries a real guarantee. That is why you

WIRE -WOUND

RESISTORS

can depend on Burndept for results and reliability. Ask
your radio dealer to give you full particulars of the range.
These resistors are absolutely
silent and maintain a constant

BURNDEPT

value in operation. Suitable for

R.C. coupling or for use in

potential divider systems in
All
battery eliminators, etc.
values from 500 to 250,000 ohms.

COMPONENTS

In neat bakelitinontainers 2
From 4, 6 to 1716 each.

high.

ETHOVOX
LOUD

SPEAKER

Many listeners still favour
the horn -type loud-speakerpurely a matter

of tonal

preference-and that is why
the Ethovox is so popular.
One of the oldest designs on

the market, this reproducer

remains practically unchanged in design because of
the widespread approval it
has received. Its excellent

tone and volume are a constant source of delight.
Price

.

CABINET CONE LOUD SPEAKERS
The compactness and rich tone of these Burndept
Cone Speakers have won universal approval. The
12 -in. cone gives exceptional volume and pro-

vides reproduction that has " perspective " and
truly natural effect.
Standard Model, in oak or mahogany, £3.
De Luxe Model, with erinoid finish (in Tortoiseshell, Silver, Bronze, Marble, Mottle, etc.), L',3 los.

BURNDEPT WIRELESS (1928) LTD., BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.3
London Showrooms: 15 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, W.C.2

je
o
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Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

\

.
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Tommy Handley, assisted by Marjorie

October 20 will see a re;..urn to the Lon-

Sedley will present to 2L0 listeners on don studio of Julian Rose and Nick Adams

R(TDIOGR(IMS
FROM Monday, October s, in a similar
way to transmissions effected by Bergen
(Norway) and Scheveningen -Haven (Holland), Daventry 5XX will broadcast every
afternoon an east -coast fishing bulletin.
On the formal opening of the new Tyne
Bridge on October so, the speech by H.M.
the King, and a running commentary of the

ceremony will be broadcast by the Newcastle station.
Andre Segovia, one of the most famous
Spanish guitarists of our time, will broadcast solos in a programme by the Virtuoso
String Quartet to be transmitted by 2L0

Retin their quarrelsome cross -talk;
ford is another popular name to be fDund in
this programme.
Ukulele.
The Grand Cham's Diamond, a comedy
A new high -power broadcasting station
by Alan Monkhouse, is to be given on is under construction on the Laksberg, a
October 14. The author was responsible hill in the immediate neighbourhood of
for the brilliant post-war play The Con- Reval (Esthonia). Its power will be roughly
quering Hero.
ten times that of the present transmitter;
On October 5, in the vaudeville pro- a relay station is also to be built at Dorpat.
gramme, Tommy Handley will revive The
Apart frdm the well-known short-wave
Disorderly Room; other well-known artistes telephony station at Hilversum (PCJ J), the
are also contributing to the evening's Philips Laboratory at Eindhoven also
entertainment.
operates nightly a short-wave telegraphy
transmitter PBF5, between 7.40 and 11.40
p.m. B.S.T. on a wavelength of 41.3
Preliminary details of

October 12, a new sketch by Charles Hand
and Joyce Crocket, entitled Selling a

on October 8.
Charming Chloe, a ballad opera with music

TWO -VALVE RECEIVER
by Dr. E. H. Chapman

by Gerrard Williams, will form the- main
feature of the London evening programme

NEXT WEEK !

on October 5.

metres.

A REMARKABLE NEW

Radio facilities in Sweden are to be
improved by the erection of a so,000-watt
broadcasting station near Horby.
Successful experiments were carried out
recently in the control of a ship by wireless.
The ship used was an obsolete war vessel,
the Zahringen, which was fitted with special
aerials and receiving apparatus. Without a
single person on board, the ship responded
to over a hundred different orders given out
from an aeroplane flying a long distance
away. It is intended to use wireless con-

In the South of France radio is to be

Maeterlinck's The Betrothal, a dream - utilised, as in Canada, to. assist in fighting
fantasy, which is a sequel to his famous the forest fires, which are so prevalent in
play The Blue Bird, will be the second of the that district. On the discovery of an out-

series of the World's Great Plays, to be break, information is sent by telephone
broadcast by 2L0 and 5XX, on, October to the station of Marseille- Jetee, which in
so; from 5GB it will be radiated on its turn passes on the news to the particular trol for hulks serving as targets in gun
October 8.

1

11

forest -ranger's hut in the area concerned.

practice.

" THREE EXHIBITION CAMEOS "

(Continued from page 501)

They pass on round the stands until
Grandma (generously): " Would you less component factors at Berlin. Young
Smith has been granted this signal Young Smith getting anxious to go
like this one, Arthur? "
H. F. G. (suddenly going red in the honour, owing to the fact that he has home to tea says : " Is there anything
face, his heart beating at anticipation of assiduously followed the B.B.C. German else you would like to see, or that I could
explain ? "
possessing an instrument with so many course broadcast once weekly.
Herr F. : " Ich bitte Sie." (He makes
levers and what-nots) : " Oh, I say,
Herr Fitzen . (see above) possesGrandma, you are a brick !"
ses -but little English, and Young Smith a fresh attempt at English) : "If you so
Grandma : " 1 wish, Arthur, you still totters in the foreign language. good be would to show me die-vat ye
would refrain from such a vulgar They pause at a -stand on which are call die Schirmgitterroehrenschaltungen
expression ! Oh, very well, (to the exhibited the thousand and one " neces- (screen -grid circuits), von vitch your
salesman)
take my name-Lady sities " required for the construction of a technische papers are vull."
Young Smith (who has only caught the
Dumbledash, Portman Square, and super-boostodyne.
Herr F. (pointing with his hand, to a word " schirm"-umbrella-staggers at
please send it to -day as my grandson
peculiarly shaped and complicated -looking this attack, but manages to recover
resumes his studies to -morrow."
The salesman in a feverish scrawl gadget) : " Und was konnte das sein, sufficiently to partly collect -cis mental
German vocabulary): " Sorry, old man,
mein lieber Freund."
jots down the information.
Young Smith (following the finger at I didn't know it was raining, but we
Meanwhile Grandma, who has been
conjuring up very highly -coloured and the expense of the German sentence)
can
imaginative pictures of the Moulin "Oh, das ist-it's a-wissen Sie-a"
Herr F.: "Hein, nein. You underRouge, Bal Blither and Rat Mort, giyes (to the salesman in an undertone) : " I stand me not. I vill egsblain."
say, old chap, I know much more about
him a parting injunction :
There follows a volley of "Schirmgit"This lever (she points with her finger) a motor -bike than-what is the beastly terroehrenhochfrequenzstufe and V orrOehis Paris, I believe? Just fasten it up thing? "
renanordnungen, reinforced by casual
The salesman whispers.
securely, please."
of ZwischenfrequenzverstaerkungtYoung Smith : "Mein Herr-it is-es shots
ransformatoren, and Schwingkreisspulen.
.

1!!

-

" Nation Shall Speak Unto Nation " est ein-you know (tries to explain with

1

ILL

Young Smith totters, shivers, rocks
Scene : Anywhere within the Exhibi- his hands) a log -arithmetic condenser."
under
the :discharge, clutches at a
"
Ya,
Ya,
das
ye
Herr F. (beams) :
tion precincts.
neighbouring
stand-to the consternacall
ein
Nieren
kondensator."
Smith juilior, clerk to a shipping firm,
its
occupants-the
building
of
tion
Young Smith (who has caught the
has been entrusted with the job of
all
goes
black
and he
swings
round,
word
Nieren,
and
knows
it
means
kidney,
piloting Herr Fitzenbangenstocher of
slides
to
the
floor
in
a
dead
faint.
the House of (space presents the printing" with a laugh) : " Yes, it's one of the
J. GODCHAUX ABRAHAMS.
of the full name of the firm, Ed.), wife- same kidney."

iii
111

111
111

111
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Use them in

the "RANGER"

MA CON I PHONE
radio simplicity
for al
.

NV replacements, no re chazging, always.ready

at the turn of a switch-

such is the convenience and

economy of the new Marconi phone Power Units.
New
models especially designed fox
two- and three -valve receivers
bring all mains power operation.

THE LEWCOS. H.F. CHOKEH.F. CHOKE CURVES

at a cost low enough to suit

Showing Ow performance of theLowcooftfOoko
coiopovect with °War rods..

everyone's pocket. Or, if you
want only to eliminate accumu-

LEWGQ/

lator troubles, install the new,,
low - priced,
Marconiphone
Trickle Charger.
Model D.C.4. All -power Unit

///// 4/ /47.
SELF OSCILLATION
WITM VillitA/32 CIRCIJ0'

for Direct Current Mains

This Choke prevents
self Oscillation

Designed for the two/three valve receiver, it entails little or no alteration
to existing circuits. Wiring and.
resistances: are entirely, enclosed.
Outputs available: H.T., 6ov., 8ov.,,
120V. L.T., up to .35 amp. G.B.,

throughout the whole range of wave-

One model only. Model B1154, for
Price £5 5
200-25o volts,

230

300

000
030
WAVE LENGTH' METRES
130

)000

1250

2000

250

The new LENVCOS H.F. Choke renders
your receiver proof against selfLoscillation

-

lengths. It gives maximum efficiency on, Self - capacity I . 6 2
micro - microfarati
all wavebands from, zo to z,000 metres.
(N.P.L. test)'.. Natural
The diagram shows the percentage chok- Wavelength 5, 2 0 0
ing effect of the LEWCOS. ELF. CHOKE metres (tested with Motilon all wavelengths from zo to 2,25o
lin Voltmeter).

metres, as compared with three other
popular makes A, B and C.

ilv,., -rv., -6v., -1.2y.

Model A.C.4. All -power Unit
for Alternating Current Mains
May be used in conjunction with
Marconi. Indirectly -Heated Cathode
" K ") valves, or new Point 8 series
fiat. small receivers. New system, of
connection renders it absolutely safe

Price 9/- each.

in use. With power supply costs
only 2d. per week. Outputs : H.T.,
Sow. and Izov., 15, milliamperes.
LT:, 4v. 2 amps., and Iv. 2 amps.

-and the

LEWCOS

G.B., -Iv., -6v. to I2V., -I Iv.

Centre Tapped

One model only, 100-12.5v., and 2oo25o:e, 4o cycles or over. Price (in-

cluding valve and royalty.

COIL

£4 15

Marconiphone Trickle

The high effi:efermy of this; Lila
wound Coil wit 1L guaranteed; agree-

Charger (Incorporating
Westinghouse MetalRectifier)

many stations not previo tisk heard,
The L E.We O S Centre,tappettli

The low tension accumulator need

tivity will enalne- you to, tune ist

never be run down when a Marconi -

Coil embodies every quality, that
radio science demands -namely,
Inductive Constancy,. Low DEF..
Resistance.. nee. Atagrteti:
Effective Contacts;. Write.
illustrated descriptive folder.

phone Trickle Charger is installed.
Modal AiC.4

ter

There is no need to debate
whether to instal a o.r-amp.

valve or one of the new 0.25
Marconi Super Power Types

which give such improved
quality and volume.
Enclosed in. a strong metal

case with. moulded top, this
unit will deliver half an am -

RADIO

gem to. 2.-).*-- or 6-v. batteries
frommains of r oo-125v.
or zoo -2-5o volts.
No, B1at46. Model A,

Regd.

for zoo/250-volt A.C.
Mains..

PRODUCTS

No, Rums. Model B,
for too, 125 -volt A.C.
Mains..

Obtainable from any good Radio. Dealer.

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE
COMPANY & SMITHS LIMITED
CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, LONDON, E.10

'Phone: Walthamstow 253r.
'Grams: " Lewcos, Phone, London. -

Trichle Charzer

Bath at frequencies of
Both
4o, cycles and over.

Price (either type) £2 9 6
Showrooms; 210-212 rOlieflita

court Rd., and. Marconi House, Strand, W.C.2

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY, LIMITED
(Dept. P),, 210-212 TOTTENHAM COURT RD.,. LONDON, W.r

Advertisers Like to Know That You Saw it in "A.W."
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RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one

question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your name
and address. See announcement below. Address Queries-AMATEUR WIRELESS Information Bureau, 58/61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4

Technical Terms,
Q. Being a newcomer to wireless, I am at a
loss to understand the terms and abbreviations
-used in technical journals. Can you advise me
of any books dealing with technical terms and
abbreviations ?-R. I. (Edinburgh).

A. --The information you require is given
very fully in Letts' Amateur Wireless Diary
(1929), obtainable from this office or from
Letts' Diaries Co., Ltd., 160 Shaftesbury
Avenue, London, W.C.2, prices is. 6d. and
25. 6d. each net.
Crackling Noises.
Q. --My receiver gives fairly good results, but
as soon as I knock the panel of the set or thump
the table upon which the receiver stands, crackling
noises emanate from the speaker. I cannot
locate any bad connections in the set. Can you
suggest where the trouble is likely to be?-G. D.
(Essex).

A.-If you have been unable to trace a poor
connection in your wiring, try the effect of
carefully twisting and bending the valves in
their holders from side to side. It is often the
case that a loose connection exists between the
springs and the terminals or sockets of spring

valve holders.

Tightening up the faulty con-

tact should rectify the trouble, although in

some cases it is very advisable to substitute an
entirely new valve holder. If you cannot trace
Cl

coupling units, or even inside the loud -speaker.

Unless you are thoroughly conversant with
instrument design or mechanical work, we
Would advise you not to attempt to open up
instruments to look for the trouble.

Replace-

ment of any component that appears at all

doubtful will, in this case, be the best course to

When Asking
Technical Queries

follow.-C. L.

Pentode Valves.
Q.-I have heard recently of a new valve called
" the pentode, which is intended for L.F. amplifica-

PLEASE write briefly
and to the point
A Fee of One Shilling (postal order
for preference) must accompany each

tion and which, I understand, gives adequate

amplification for loud -speaker work on its own
and, in fact, must not be used with an amplifying
valve, either in front of it, or following it. This
being the case, can you tell me whether the single
pentode valve will give sufficient anzpii fication
for the efficient operation of a moving -coil loud-

question and also a stamped, addressed
envelope and the coupon which will be
found on the last page.

Rough sketches and circuit diagrams

speaker ?-G. F. (London).
A.-We have operated 'a moving -coil speaker

can be provided, but it will be necessary

to charge a special fee (which will be
quoted upon request) for detail layouts
and designs.
the trouble to a faulty valve holder or to other

wiring connection, then possibly the faulty
connection exists inside one of the transformers,

from a three -valve set, making use of one
screened -grid valve, an ordinary detector
valve, and one pentode valve. We find that,
provided a substantial supply of H.T. is
available, one L.F. amplifying stage making
use of a pentode gives adequate punch "
for the purpose.-L. C.

TWO ENTIRELY NEW

M.P.A

MODELS

THAT GIVE SUPERB RECEPTION

YET ARE NOT EXPENSIVE
Hearing that is almost seeing ! The human voice and instrumental
music reproduced with all its pristine volume and loveliness . . . .
pure, undistorted, as if you were in the studio ! Great achievements
of a celebrated House !
THE " OCTRODA " 8 -ELECTRODE SELF-CONTAINED STATIONARY
SET (right). Easily the finest set of its kind obtainable at the price. Will give at least
3 stations anywhere at good " loud -speaker " strength. Entirely self-contained.
Beautifully designed and finished. Can be carried from room to room by patent
M.P.A. " disappearing " handle. Simply operated by one tuning dial and one volume
control. Prices : Oak, 12 guineas. Mahogany, De Luxe Model, fitted with self energising moving coil, 17 guineas.

Batteries and Royalties extra.

DUAL INDUCTANCE SELF -ENERGISING MOVING COIL SPEAKER (left).
The loud -speaker which has amazed the wireless world by its efficiency and incomparable value. Moving coil reproduction-the acknowledged best-without moving
coil disadvantages. Requires no accumulators, mains connections, or special transformers, and has an entirely new movement exclusive to M.P.A. Startlingly sensitive!
-even with small sets. Cabinet in polished mahogany attractively fretted both sides.
Price; 7 guineas.

ALL M.P.A. MODELS WILL BE ON SHOW AT
THE

MANCHESTER

RADIO

EXHIBITION

(22nd OcT.-3rd NOV.) SECTION T.

M.P.A. Products can be obtained on Hire Purchase terms.
Please write for Illustrated Folder to Dept. t9

IN>P.A WIRELESS, LTD., 02, CONDUIT ST., LONDON, WA, TELE. GERRARD 5844
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EVERYTHING

9.
C.
Ifouquavalstre

ELECTRICAL

eisisE R
5

/ month

after month

GECoPHONE Scores Again !

GREAT NEW
One and sixpence- that 's

DRY 13ATTESIV

all the Vibrolder costs
you-and for that small

ir ft II LI 400* IP 14

in valve holder design

Here is an entirely new and
improved H.T. Dry Battery,

outlay you are obtaining,
all that is most efficient

and construction.
One

piece

anti -micro -

phonic springs, jointles,s

from contact point to
terminal. Valve sockets

formed by the coils of

the springs themselves.,
self -aligning because they

are free to give laterally
as well as vertically_
Unique celluloid

dust -

the result of greatly advanced
methods of manufacture. It
means

longer

life - greater

battery satisfaction ! Note the
introduction of thumbscrew
terminals which make perfect
contact a certainty.

'proof cover to the base
-all these advantages
combine to make the
Vibrolder an asset in any
receiver.

MADE IN

ENGLAND
Sold by all
Wireless
Dealers

gSSSARCH
10014112ES

:RICE

16

410

$'11;;R;E::11:1PjkirE DIME' CttlEY

PRICES
L. 4900

66 v.

10/6
L. 4301

103v.

18/6
Typ,
66 v.
L. 4903

21/The original Benjamin
anti -phonic valve holder, due to its great popularity 1,500,000 having already been

sold-is still retained.

Price 2/..

_

INTERCHANCIEABLE

141+T DRY BATTERIES
Electric, Ltd., Brantwood
Tottenham, London, NIT.

(With screw to

in

Adrt. of The General E!ecteie Co., Ltd., Magnet Iloure, Erinotony, London, W

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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Wherever you see the name REGENTONE you can
be assured of Quality-and quality counts ! Test our
products for yourself,

REGENTONE
PERMANENT
CHARGER
Incorporating Westinghouse Metal Rectifier, for
A.C. Mains.
2,

4, or 6 volts. I amp.
or I amp.

PERMANENT CHARGER

(with L.T. coupler).

I amp.

54/-

amp.

70/ -

I

PERMANENT CHARGER

(without L.T. coupler).

..
..

amp.

RIPAULTS BATTERIESARE BEST
RIPAULTS Chosen for the New Cossor Melody Maker

RIPAULTS'

SELF -REGENERATIVE

H.T.

DRY

BATTERIES

Longer Life
Double
Capacity
Treble Capacity
Standard Capacity
.. 15'6
60 volts
60 volts .. 19j6
.. 10/6
60 volts
.
22 6
90 volts
90 volts .. 29,'6
.. 1616
99 volts
18 -volt Grid Bias .. 3 6
9 -volt Grid Bias .. 1,'9
RIPAULTS LEAD IN LIFE, EFFICIENCY, AND VALUE

I amp.

Regentone Charger

WRITTEN

47/6
65/ -

12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE

BRITISH THROUGHOUT
Advt. &f Regent Radio Supply Co., 21 Bartlett's Buildings, London, E.C.4

Give 50

OLYMPIA.
AFTER

DAY

Get a copy of our 24 -page Booklet.

LIGHT ON THE H.T. BATTERY

(the best in the West)

We have spared no expense in producing this 24 -page Booklet, which
has been specially written for us by one of the best-known contributors

19 LISLE STREET,
LEICESTER SQUARE,
LONDON, W.C.2

to Radio publications, who is recognised as an expert on H.T. Dry
Batteries.
An extremely interesting and easily understood treatise on H.T. Batteries.
Chock-full of sound advice on the correct choice of batteries for all types
of receivers.

All requesting a copy of this 6d. Booklet and who mention AMATEUR
WIRELESS will have one sent them Post Free upon receipt of 2d.

RIPAULTS' LATERAL -ACTION CONDENSERS
Improved in Design-Reduced in Price.
The many special features of this condenser have all combined to give it

a reputation for extreme sharpness in tuning coupled with absolute
smoothness of control from minimum to maximum capacity.
Prices :.00025, .6003, .0005, all at 10;'6 each.
Slow Motion Dial, 4,'6.

Standard 4 in. Dial. 2/3.
Write for Illustrated leaflets.

Oltainalde from all Dealers

C

ipuulA

L KING'S ROAD,

LONDON, N.W.1

LTD.
T

'Phone

Reseal oyzr
and 0)22

'Giant;

"Titles" Westrand
London

If you appreciate the best in music and the spoken

word, come to us as specialists and we shall be
pleased to give you our unbiased advice.
Get your supplies direct from the most up-to-date
radio firm in town.
The new Cossor Melody Maker Kits
£7 15 0
Pentode Valves ...
£1 5 0
Pentode Valve Holders ...
...
£0 2 3
The New Exide A.C. L.T. Charger
£3 10 0
H.T. Charger
...
...
£5 0 0
Or L.T. and H.T. combined ...
£8 0 0
Fuller Trickle Charger, A.C. ...
.. £1 17 6
Wates' Special Volt 2 Range, Meter
£0 8 6

.
.

Milliam. Range
...
£0 8 6
Special attention is drawn to the new Soldometa Sets,
designed for those who experience difficulty in
soldering.
Demonstrations or Leaflet on request.
Write for our comprehensive Catalogue, postage
6d. Free to callers.

OPEN UNTIL 7 P.M.

Advertisers Avoreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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CLIX-LOX

Pihmkiram

The Wonder Wander Plug
There is no risk of burnouts or shorts if you use
the Clix-Lox Wander
Plug. It is adjustable

and will fit the socket

of any 11.1. Battery.
Cne turn of the insulator gives perfect contact
.Id another locks it
securely in position.

Look out for this Showcase.

Price 21d. each

The above is one of the eight Clix practical aids to perfect

contact displayed in the Showcase to be seen on your
dealer's counter.
The Showcase includes-

CLIX PARALLEL PLUGS - 2d.
- 2d.
CLIX COIL PINS - CLIX SPIRAL WANDER
PLUGS 2d.
CL IX SPA DE TERMINALS 2d.

CLIX PARALLEL
SOCKETS Yd. and V d.
CLIX PIN TERMINALS - 2d.
CLIX-LOX WANDER PLUG 215.
CLIX TERMINAL I3R.ACKETS

CLIX ACCUMULATOR
KNOBS
Clix Accumulator Knobs
corrosion caused
1(.11

through the creeping
acid.
By using these knobs perfeAly clean L.T. connec-

Sockets are provided for
connection by plug which
allows speedier contact.
Supplied in Red and
Black.

Prke 5d; each.

tions are always assured.

iiifHITELEYBONE
LOUD SPEAKER

4.7t
arid

CLIX-LOX CONNECTORS
For all wire extensions. Can he connected or disconnected in a moment.

Price 5d. each.

CLIX - MULTI - PLUG

AND SOCKETS
An e ctremely mead 4i5 way plug.
Enables one to discard all terminals
for Aerial, Earth, Batteries, Load
Speaker, etc., and gives instantaneous
make or break connection. Multi.
Plug, price 2/-4 Multi -Plug Socket,

price tin
Supplies out illustrated. catalogues (Dal nable. from all deal: vs.

LEOTRO LINX, LTD.

ANTI -PHONIC HOL
A Loud -speaker which delights the ear

and eye and costs only 47/6, and a

Valve-holtdor which is a household
word,, having been specified for some
of the most famous circuits in the history
of Radio. This imposing list includes

the Cossor Melody Maker. The price

of the W.B. holder is 1/6 complete with
terminals.
Say Whiteley, -Bonham, and be sure of
the best.

WHITELEY, BONEHAIVI& Co. Ltd.

NOTTINGHAM ROAD, MANSFIE LD, Notts.

254 Vauxhall Bridge Rd., London, S.W.1
To Enstire Sneedv' Delivery. Mention "A.W." to Advertisers
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ALL -WAVE MAINS 3 "

such as the Glazite we recommend, since
In our tests we proceeded as follows. After
there are innumerable wire crossings where connecting up aerial and earth and loud-

(Continued from page 504)

bare or badly insulated wiring would speaker, inserting the valves in the positions
result in serious damage to the components already mentioned and seeing that the grid -

by means of a wood screw passing through
a small insulating bush into the baseboard.
Aerial and earth terminals are mounted on

involved. The only exception to this rule bias wander plugs were in approximately
is where the grid bias leads are concerned correct positions in the grid -bias battery
this strip in a vertical position. The same which, in this case, are lengths of rubber - (as indicated in the blueprint), the "Q"
procedure is adopted with the loud -speaker covered flex terminating in wander plugs and coil switch was turned to the right, thus
terminals, mounted on a strip near the in the flexible lead from the " Q" aerial coil. providing us with tuning over the broadother end of the baseboard.
Special care is required in checking over cast band of wavelengths, the mains plug
The mains plug is mounted at the extreme the connections after the wiring has been was then inserted into a suitable wall
left of the baseboard, and from this very completed. When the constructor has, socket. It was noted that whereas the U5
short wires can be taken to the input however, satisfied himself that his connec- valve lit up immediately it took an appreterminals of the power transformer mounted tions agree in every respect with those
ciable time for the heaters in the A.C. valves
near by.
indicated by the blueprint, preliminary
The smoothing choke and two smoothing tests may be undertaken with confidence. to assume their characteristic red glow.
As soon as this happened, however, the
condensers, together with the eAciinary
The self-contained nature of the receiver set at once became " alive " and, without
four -pin valve -holder for the U5 rectifying will now become apparent, for apart from
valve, the filament rheostat for controlling the necessity for a sixteen -volt grid -bias the slightest trace of hum, the local station,
in our case is 2L0, came in at such a
the current to the rectifying valve and the battery and the three Cosmos A.C. valves, which
volume that detuning was necessary. The:
cathode potentiometer group themselves in there are no external accessories required high -frequency valve
was
convenient wiring positions round the power unless one considers the loud -speaker and neutralised, that is to say allcompletely
signs of
transformer.
The grid -bias battery is aerial and earth as such.
oscillating
due
to
valve
feed
-back
were
mounted in two grid -bias battery clips in a
A Cosmos A.C./R valve is required in the
central position at the back of the baseboard. valve holder nearest the eliminator com- eliminated, when the moving vanes of the
neutralising condenser were about a fifth
ponents and two Cosmos A.C./G valves in of the way in mesh with the fixed vanes.
Wiring
the other two A.C. valve sockets. A U5
The cathode potentiometer setting was
In the process of wiring together the rectifying valve, as marketed by either the not at all critical, though it was noticed
various components the constructor will Marconiphone Co., Ltd., or the General that the temporary elimination of this find the blueprint absolutely invaluable Electric Co., Ltd., is required in the valve component introduced a very decided hutn
since it gives point to point wiring details holder associated with the eliminator. The when the receiver was in an oscillating
in a clear and precise manner that will be "Q'' coils, covering as they do all wave- condition. Over 20 stations were picked
appreciated only by experience.
lengths between 25o and 2,000 metres, up on the broadcast band and long waveSpecial emphasis is laid on the necessity obviate the necessity for a range of plug-in length band in about half an hour after the
of using well insulated connecting wires coils.
receiver was first switched on.

PEERLESS

VALVE HOLDERS
1.1.

-.-- '-.....,

oumr rhim
ffi.r=

DUBILIER
The "Peerless " shock -proof anti-microphonic Valve
holder is one of the most popular models on the British
market. It represents the acme of reliability and
efficiency and is designed to absorb all shock and
vibration.
Retail Price ls. 6d.
Send for new Catalogue of our Standard Lines

construction which h a s

many uses and is supplied
in nine resistance values :
.25, .5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 5,
and 10 megohms.

Holders are supplied either horizontal or vertical.
direct to
address.

BEDFORD ELECTRICAL & RADIO CO. LTD.

22 Campbell Road
BEDFORD
21 Bartlett's Buildings, E.C.4

A high resistance of special

If unobtainable from your dealer write

Further particulars from:-

London

DUMETOHM

Glasgow

113 S. Vincent St., C.2

us giving his name and

[DUELER
CONDENSERS
Adcl. of Dubitier condenser Co. (1925) Ltd.., Ducon
e. Acton, W.3.

&Ha, f'iciocia Road,
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WHY THE 110V RIDGED CONE

IMPROVES RECEPTION
Look at diagram A. It shows you how

POviE,k
kSt
C.

the sound vibrations tend to overlap
and distort each other at the base of a
FLAT cone when strong signals are
being received. Diagram B shows how
this overlapping is prevented by the
Ridges of the "OV" Cone 60 that the
loudest signals and the deepest bass note

vibrations are clearly and faithfully reproduced. An "OV" Cone will improve
any loud speaker unit. It operates sueresefullren high and low power sets and

Pressure from

apex

causing sag and bend
in

surface

which

makes for muffled
distortion.
Section of
ordinary cone.

gives clear, pure music of delightful
tone. Handsome metallic finish, Gold,

Silver or Bronze. Height of Peak 4 in.
Diameter 121 in. No cutting or sticking
needed.

direct.

Order from your dealer or

-i2ven piston -like ac-

tion responding easily to ;he electrical
impulses giving .c elume end fai hful
reproduc ion.

Will anyValve

do more?

It's up to you to see that you get full value from
the money you spend cn valves.

A few days ago a Cleartron user wrote to us to say
that he had three of these valves in regular use for
over four years. They had outlasted three accumulators and given excellent reception all the time.
We're not surprised. We know that Cleartrons are

made with skill and care on the finest machinery
money can buy. Thousands of letters testify to
their worth.

Section of

RIDGED

"CIV"
CONE

Postaga 6d. extra

`6 0 V" RIDGED FABRIC CONE
NO MUFFLED TONE WITH THE"OV" CONE.

TONE & VOLUME UNEQUALLED
Even on a 2 -Valve receiver, the richnessand volume
of the reception you gel with this unit will surprise

It will operate perfectly without distortion
on the most powerful set, but its amazing capabilities are never seen to greater advantage than when
you try it on a set which has hitherto given poor

FOUR LARGE M IG-

you.

They are inexpensive because nowadays there is no
good reason for valves to be dear.

NETS.
LAMINATED
POLES.
ARMATURE
BALANCE.
LARGE
BOBBINS. 2.000

reception-then you realise just shat it CAN do.

Have you discovered that yet? If not, buy your
first set of Cleartrons. Two-, four-, and six -volt
types are made for every purpose in radio. Power

OHMS RESISTANCE

types, 6,-, General purpose types, 4'-.
If your dealer cannot supply, order direct, or send

DUST
COVER

The new principle cf balance on the design cf the
"OV" Unit ensures clear, sharp distortionless re-

cepticn of meestic mlume on all types of

sets.

Chattering is impossible. You
require perfect tone and nearest
to natural reception-this is

geePlang.,

ar=r-m0030=1

oily obtained by acing an

flit I, CONE
U II UNIT

cc

the coupon for illustrated brochure, and give us
your dealer's name.

Beautifully finished and

CLEARTROM
ALL- BRITISH LVALVES
CLEARTRON (1927), LTD., 21 Cumberland Street,
BIRMINGHAM.

London Office and Stores: 54/55 Fetter Lan; E.C.4.
'Phone: Central 8 oi2

FREE POST THIS COUPON
CLEARTRON (1927) LTD.

(Sales Dept. 13), 21 Cumberland St., Birmingham.
Please send me your new brochure describing the

characteristics of all types of Cleartron Valves.
Name

everlasting. Supplied complete zcith Cone washers,
Reed and a foot Lead. The

GREATEST VA L UE
EVER OFFERED TO
THE

I III
11111111111111111111111f

WIRELESS

PUBLIC

136

Nothinoe to
'Ms

10111111110114

equal it "a
twice

Price

CONE UNIT
"OV AERIALS
"OV

the

33

IMPROVE YOUR RECEPTION
AND LESSEN
YOUR TROUBLES

Patent
/Vca.

284 963
284 571

See the New " OV "
Collapsible Spiral
Aerial
Cemletely portable ; erected any-

Address

where in a mcment ;
instantly
closes into small compass for
travelling. Ideal for Crystal and
Valve Sets.

RIDGED CONE Co.. Ltd.,
3
Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

HOUSE. SOUTHAMPTON ROW.
YORK
LONDON. W.C.1 Trl. (1.,neery F236
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" MORE ABOUT THE ACE OF' TWOS " (Continued from page 514)
connected to terminals 3 and 4 respectively.

On the actual receiver the aerial is shown
going to terminal No. 4, but if any reader
wishes to experiment he should try both
of these terminals in order to find which
one gives the better results.
Regarding the reception of short waves,
two coils are made by the London Electric
Wire Co. & Smiths, Ltd., namely, the
AMS9, which tunes from 4o to 13o metres
with a .0005-microfarad condenser, and the

ously attempted short-wave reception, the
following instructions will prove useful.

in this manner will accustom the reader to

The first business is to arrange that the

The particular point is that the receiver

the handling of the set on short wavelengths.

receiver shall oscillate easily and smoothly, should be kept just oscillating. It will be

as already described. On increasing the observed that as the reaction control it
reaction condenser, the receiver will start increased beyond the point where the set
oscillating. Oscillation may be detected just oscillates, the tuning is considerably
by a faint rushing noise in the loud -speaker, altered and, at the same time, the signal
usually accompanied by a faint plop at the strength, when the set is retuned to pick
actual point where the actual oscillation up the same station, is decreased. In
commences. When the receiver is adjusted searching, therefore, the set should be kept

AMS4, which will give reception from to its best position, however, it is rather
20 to 70 metres. In general, this latter coil difficult to distinguish the actual point
will be found to be all that is required, where the transition takes place, the cirsince it will enable reception of. 2 XAD, cuit sliding smoothly ' from the non -

just at the oscillation point, when the

oscillating to the oscillating condition.

wave is then a matter of comparative ease.

XAF, KDKA, zFC, and 3L0 to be

carrier waves of the distant stations to be

received will be obtained at their best
strength. The resolving of the carrier

obtained without trouble. The first three This is the state of affairs which is required
of these stations, of course, are ,.American, for the best reception, so that the set can,,
while the last two are Australian. In addi- be brought right up to the edge of oscillation, there are various German, Dutch, tion, in which circumstances the detector
and other short-wave stations working, valve is in its most sensitive state.
not to mention 5SW (Chelmsford) and
It is advisable to run over the dial slowly
zNM, the station operated by Gerald with the receiver in an oscillating condiMarcuse at Caterham. In order to obtain tion. As the tuning condenser is increased
details as to the various short-wave stations it will be found that more reaction is
working, together with their times and required, and by a motion of the two dials
wavelength, reference should be made to together the 'receiver should be kept just
the short-wave charts which appear from oscillating. A large number of morse statime to time in AMATEUR WIRELESS.

last was in No. 322 (August It issue).

Operating Notes

The

Searching
In searching for an actual telephony
station,

the tuning dial should be set

approximately to the, position shown on
the accompanying test report. A variation
of several degrees may be expected, owing

to different aerial systems, but the dial
settings given will serve to indicate the
approximate positions at which the stations will tune in. Rotate the tuning dial

very slowly, using the slow-motion arrangetions will be heard, some of which transmit ment and keeping the set just oscillating,

high-speed telegraphy, which can be dis- as just described. The carrier wave of the
cerned as a very rapid brrrr. Other sta- required station will be heard without

tions have a more musical note and trans- difficulty at fairly good strength, provided
For those readers who have not previ- mit at slower speeds. A run over the dial
(Continued on page 526)

Used in the

DUBILIER

MIDGET CONDENSER

"BAFFLE THREE"

A small variable
condenser for
panel mounting.
Especially appropriate for use as a
reaction condenser, it can also
serve when a neutralising condenser
of large capacity
is required.
If unobtainable front your dealer write
direct tons giving kis name and address.

,:,,j14 I l
C

ASCPSTAK.0 MAD{ kV..

DUBILIER

CONDENSERS

DUBILIER BUILT
IS BETTER BUILT

Advt. of Dubilier Condenser Co. (192,)

Ltd., Dawn Works, Victoria Roai,
N. Acton, W.'

GOODMANS "NEW JUNIOR" MOVING -COIL SPEAKER KIT
Used in the "Baffle Three" (Amateur Wireless, Sept. 22)

This new Model has been produced to meet
petitive price. The last word in up-to-date cona demand for a GOODMANS prodUct at a com-

struction, it has been specially designed to
reduce
the Constructor's difficulties of assembly to a minimum. The new design of Diaphragm support with an easy and permanent

centring device, Cone paper cut to shape, and a
cleverly designed Moving -Coil eliminate practically any possibility of error in construction.
The coil is sectionally wound, and has an equal
inductance at all frequencies. The Pot Magnet is
the already well-known Minor Model, and is re-

markably powerful although consuming only
"_ amp. at 6 volts. Lugs are provided for
fixing to the Cabinet or Baffle Board.
Complete -Equipment for 6 Volts..

..

OODMAN
27 FARRINGOON ST LONDON.E.C4

179

£3 - 10 - 0

This Moving -coil Speaker Equipment nom the centre of enormous attraction
at the National Radio Exhibition, Olympia.

Telephone: City 4472.

OCTOBER 6, 192S
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origi ai
movinq

creakeit

It
The R.K. was the first of the moving -coil speakers.
is still the first in quality, for there is no other instrument
Similar tl
capable of giving such faithful reproduction.

the R.K. Senior (the original model) is the R.K. Junior
-an instrument which gives prt-fect reprothe R.K. Unit-the
duction over the whole range of audible
sound renrodu'ing

11.7t is
artnal
rt.,. n of the R K. S-e.the-.
comAete with spec.

ial ont'Att transformer nad
Corsi

dirphragm.

frequencies.

Supplied for operation direct

from A.C. or D.C. ele-..tric light mains.

Price £8 5 0

Eike: Unit £1 5 0 ex.

If you prefer to build your own equipment,
ask your dealer for a copy of th-_ new B.T.H.
B3oklet "Sound Reproducing Devi;:cs."
Teb7e Czetad Juainr R.K.

£34 15 0
£30 5 0
£43 0 0
£36 5 C

A.C.

D.C.
De

I uxe Jani r

A.C.
D.C.

R.K.

AKERS

R.K. S

The Erttish Thtms n-lloitsterr Co. Ltd.

ttt.tttft.tt,totttIS.tt.fttt,t.t.tt,tft )!'s
WRIGHT &
WEAltIT ,INEAIRE, Ltd.
740, HIGH ROAD,

eti COMPOA/EAlTS TOTTENHAM,

N.17.

"0" COILS
Aerial Coil

- 15/-

H.F. Transformer 21/.
Reinartz Coil

WEARITE H.F CHOKE AS USED IN
THE NEW COSSOR MELODY MAKER

- 21/.

6/6

WEARITE CHOKE
(SHORT-WAVE) 4/6

FLIMITE
-simplifies all soldering

WEARITE CHOKE 10/6
(HEAVY-DUTY)

A.C. SWITCH (2 -way) -

WITH

6/ -

All Hardware and Ironmongery Stores sell
FLUXITE in tins, price 8d., 1/4 and 2,8.

VALVE HOLDER (A /M) 2/6

Another use for Fluxite-Hardening
Tools and Case Hardening.

leaflets on improved methods.

WRITE FOR LISTS
tai
414

Telephone : Tottenham 3847 and 3E48.

hill

k 44 444444444 44 44 44

Ath for

FLUXITE LTD.,
(Dept. 226)

111

41t

Rotherhithe, S.E.16

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

FLI RITE
SOLDERING

SET- complete

7/6
or LAMP only, 2/6

tE,Lialfr
-t-tr;

mateur
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"MORE ABOUT THE ACE OF TWOS"

page

524)

?hen

sNIE

conditions are satisfactory. Adjust tuning ever, it will cause no difficulty in actual
dial until the whistle of the carrier wave is reception, being more annoying in searchvery low and practically vanishes. Then ing than anywhere else. I t is not a thres-

reduce the setting of .the reaction con- hold howl and does not interfere with
denser slightly, which will be found to actual reception, but if the user finds it
alter the note of the carrier wave. Again unpleasant he can try changing the
retune on the first dial to bring the carrier detector valve, or, alternatively, he can conwave back to the original condition, i.e., nect a leak of about I megohm across the
on the zero point between the whistles secondary of the L.F. transformer.
which are to be found on each side. Continue to reduce the reaction setting, keep-

ing the circuit tuned in in this manner
until finally the oscillation will cease.
It is only on good nights that the speech

The Motor Cyclist's Reference
Year Book." --This publidation is the

is as clear as with an ordinary distant first and only reference year book covering
station, there usually being a certain every phase of motor cycling; it is, in fact,

amount of fading, this being somewhat the motor cyclist's "Inquire Within," and
rapid in character. At the same tirrie, it has been compiled with the object of
there should be no difficulty in hearing providing a complete guide to the pastime.
distinctly the announcements and the
musical items. During a test of this
receiver a talk from an American station
on technical matters concerned with the
screen -grid valve was heard and clearly
understood from beginning to end.
Under certain conditions, there may be

SeCtiOns include records, trend of design,
overhaul, law, purchase and insurance,

addresses, index marks, carburettors, magnetos, the year's machines, timing, clubs,
and a fund of useful information. Illustrations a& given ,Of all the principal machines

and details of their most interesting feafound to be a squeal a few degrees after the tures. No enthusiastic motor cyclist can
circuit has commenced to oscillate. This is afford to be without the host of facts and
noticeable particularly when the pentode figures available in this handbook. The
valve is used and is not troublesome with price is 2S. 6d., arid it is published by
ordinary valves. Since the squeal occurs T. C. Simpson & Co., Ltd., Arundel Street,
after the set has started to oscillate, how- Strand, W.0 .2.

VANS/eft
t000g.

prtiess

ValoeScle
devica

,

ai

03 or
&vice:00%0

12
'01.11°1'

%Ives
of

'Ivtgi11171.
ratio
perlect
gives SlOW rnotion
reduction without
'rue
entirely
is
Mint.
approtantate
1 andOne 11o1e r dealer Otte
'SO to
address
front
backlasht.
ng, )ti
If

unobtainable
AIS

direct to

ob
slovr

°' do ice,

rnotwu

p005

.0o03

Adat. of Dubilier Co

enSer Co. '(192.5) Ltd., Ducan Works, Victoria

Road, N. Acton, W.3.

I8o

linitsforiner
The Brownie "popular" has been designed

to meet the public demand for a general
purpose transformer giving really good
reproduction suitable for inclusion in
home -constructed sets.

The remarkable results obtained on these
Popular - transformers are made possible
by very careful attention to the windings
and preparation of the core. The magnetic
field is composed of special laminations

of the softest iron procurable, and the
accuracy of the windings on their moulded
bobbins gives a resonance and reproduction
unequalled by transformers costing twice
the price.
This transformer is being used with great
success in the " Simplicity Screen -grid

Three" recently described in
Wireless."

Amateur

The BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.),
Dept. 23, Nelson St. Works, London, N.W.1

LTD.
170
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()Whelan
RAD/0
lior

A

ORM()

SUCCESS,,____zmiuR PPM

Two Stage" ILK Unit

" STANDARD "
CABINET

One stage RESISTANCE and one stage
TRANSFORMER in sealed Bakelite moulding

CONE SPEAKER
For those who prefer something more ornate
than the ordinary cone speaker we recommend
this artistic and beautifully made cabinet

DELIGHTFULLY
CLEAR

speaker which will add charm to the appearance
of any room. It is made of solid oak and con-

tains a standard 9 -in. Orphean cone loud-

REPRODUCTION

Price : £3 15 0

AND

speaker which is famed for its purity of reproduction and tone. The size is 13 in. high, 12 in.
vide and 51 in. deep. It is a speaker which is absolutely free from
' drumming" effects and gives both high and low notes their true value.
So do not hesitate any longer, write for our descriptive folder and the
name of the nearest dealer, who will always be pleased to demonstrate.

3 VALVE PORTABLE

OTHER
" ORPHE AN "

BARGAINS

"SUPER" CABINET
Cone Speaker

c!'"

"THE ORPHEAN CONE" C
Loud -Speaker

GRAMOPHONE
PICK-UP

5°/.

HORN TYPE LOUD -SPEAKERS

" Dv Luxe"

-

" Standard "

-

-

50 '40' -

Send for List.

An entirely new set employing for the first
time Screened -grid and 5 -electrode Valves
in a super -efficient circuit. It is completely
self-contained, easy to operate and gives a
really fine performance. Polished Oak
Orphean Cone Loud -speaker.
Cabinet.
Deferred
Royalties extra.
Price £2 r.
terms can be arranged. Write for leaflet.

LONDON RADIO MFG. CO., LTD.

TWO STAGE

Station Rd., Merton Abbey, London, S.W.I9
'1, ph,ne :

WIMBLEDON 4. 58

Lf UNIT

VOLUME

30 i

.. Reproduction of label on
top of moulding.

Terminals conveniently arranged, making components extremely
simple to wire

FREE

Booklet "L.F. AMPLIFICATION" with Blueprint of
3 -Valve Receiver incorporat-

your
dealer

ASK or send

® ing "Two Stage" Unit. Ala P.C.

VALVE HOLDER 'IrgcARB°PoiniZ
For the " Ranger Four" described in this issue

I Lai Office @ Works :
-'4

& co LTD

The springing

Price 1/3

is

such
that even
rough usage will not

BAKELITE
throughout,
including
BASE PLATE.
Practically

affect its liveliness.

The "float" is re-

cessed on top, thus

making easier the

manipulation

of

valve when plug-

ging into holder.
As illustration shows, Terminal:, are provided as well as
soldering tags.

DUST -PROOF.

" DE LUXE"

CONDENSER
Used in the "Home Two " described
in this Issue

This Condenser has an ingenious
NOISELESS "PIGTAIL" incorporated in a manner unobtainable
in any other Condenser.
.7W

eit"

capaciiies: .0035 .03035 .00025 :00015

r
t

"4001

A

CONCEALED

Slf GLS
..CREW
FRICTION
GRAPPE

PIGTAIL

WWEILO is here ! Here to challengevw the highest standards

of transformer value ever set.

With its wonderful WEILO extra
large core that makes saturation
impossible, and its amazing

411MOSIftoteatM- '1.:-''' '-

purity of maximum amplification, it is built up to a standard
that outrivals the performance
of instruments hitherto sold at

'p

TRANSFORMERS.

25'-. Mention Dept. A.W. when
writing.
GUARANTEED FOR TWO

"POWER" Heavy Type,
Shrouded, Model Na. 10
Heavy Shrouded Type
Model No. 3

YEARS

STOCKED BY ALL GOOD
CLASS RADIO DEALERS

..

4% OUNCES

S

6/-

86

CHOKES: 10 Henries. 20 M.A., 8'6.14 Heanet,
30 M.A., 10.6. 20 Henries, 50 M.A., 18 e.

-

LEWIS&WL

VhePir
sot
3 .8nes 39,VICTORIA STREET, LONDOKS.W I eoimkw

Price

10/6 BASE 2/

11

FROM HIGH 10 LOW WAVE
WITHOUT CHANGE OF COIL

A very neat and efficient
Aerial Coupler with 6pins
in standard position, thus
- cstaannabared 6u-spedin blaysiteh.

CROWN WORKS, CRICKLEWOOD LANE, N.W.2
Hai/IPS/Cad 1787
It!
:

M.B.

You

6 -PIN TWO
RANGE TUNER
(Reinarz)

11- 6

in) c:7gegnion.

`eleplione

WEIGHT

will Helo Yourself and Hein Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Alvertisers

any

Cimateur Wu-e.le7Si
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The New Wonder
" Nightingale"

CONE UNIT
Exactly as fitted to our
Cabinet Cone Speaker.

st\IISFACTtow

Guaranteed to give results equal to the most

co NRANTEED
or money
refunded!

expensive Loud -speak-

ers yet made.

The Answer is that it is one of the most efficient
instruments ever devised for L.F. coupling. It

Full constructional details
with each Unit.

stands to reason that if you can get from one instrument the amplification of a transformer plus the

GRAMOPHONE
ATTACHMENT

pure reproduction of a choke the result must

be

better than it would be from either of these
instruments separately.

Reduced from 32 6 to 15'.
solely as an advertisement
for the famous Buliphone

That is what you do get if you use the Watmel

Auto -Choke, volume plus purity: And remember
you get a Transformer, a Choke, a Condenser, and
a Grid Leak all in one instrument for
Ask your Dealer about it.

Nightingale Loud -speakers.

Cobalt Magnet guaranteed
for all time.

1 8/6

With 4 -inch Dicphrarw.
Instantly converts your own Gram,
y hone into a full power Loud -speaker.

AS

airing a wealth of pure undistorted
volt en: which must he heard to be

FITTED

TO OUR S6
POST HORN

I el ieved.

watmei Wireless Co., Imperial Works, High St., Edgware

GOLD

MEDAL
and FOUR
FIRST PRIZES.

THE FAMOUS ORIGINAL BECOL LOW LOSS

The Nightingale
"DE LUXE "
cash, or 5/... deposit

FORMER. LOOK FOR TRADE MARK AND
REFUSE IMITATIONS

BAKELITE
SOUND CONDUIT

s

ToN:

Made in sizes 1 in. up to 4 in. outside diameters

and 11 monthly pay-

ments of 5/.

with

high
14 in.

l3ell.

erhog-

T in.

a70, finished,
with plated

NIGHTINGALE CONCERT
SUPREME
SUPER

arm & stand.

THE

Guaranteed free from
metallic resonance.
'60/.,ciftsh,

LATEST.

75/_EdAepSI

FINLESS FORMER

and 12 monthly pay-

ments of 5!-.

Registered
Trade
Mark.

Can be fixed in
the dark
FOOLPROOF
Send foe copy of B&W Handbook on Wireless Circuits,
General data, and illustrations of coil windings

Obtainable from your Local Dealer or direct from :-

BUIL
38, HOLYWELL

E C.2.

PRICE 4d. post free

ONE
LANE,

Sole Makers:

LONDON

NIGHTINGALE SPEAKERS

,i

Standard Ebonite Panels, ground to size, guaranteed.
Sheets, Rods, Tubes, Mouldings. Delivery from Stock

THE BRITISH EBONITE COMPANY, LTD.
HANWELL, LONDON, W.7.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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" THE HOME 2 '
(Continued from page 488)
After this the two valve holders, the law -

frequency transformer, the high -frequency

ehoke, the fixed reaction condenser, the

:grid leak and condenser and the H.T.
battery condenser are fitted to the base-

board with wood screws in approximately
the positions indicated by the illustrations.

The Wiring
The last part of the work, and to my
mind the most interesting, consists of wiring

together the various components, which
can .be done with stiff lengths of Glazite
wire. This wire, which is sold in 2 ft. lengths

or in reels, requires stretching before
bending if really neat connections are to
Abe made, Here is a tip that I do not often
-see given in constructional articleS. About

DARIO VALVES
" No Radio without Dario "

Radio Micro's New and Astounding

1929 Dark Emitter Valves

LOWER
PRICES
THAN
EVER

GLASS DROP

Filaments

ho/ding
all elements
together

one inch of the insulated sleeving is cut
off from each end with a pen -knife or razor -

blade so that each end of the length of wire
is bared. Grip one end in a vice, taking
_are that .only the wire is griped and not
the covering and then grip the 'other -bared

old in a pair of pliers, taking the same
precautions and pulling, until the wire
inside the sleeving no longer "gives."
Stiff, straight lengths of wire can then be
bent to shape.
Wherever possible joints are soldered.
Personally, I am not one of those who

advocate pressure contacts, though I must

admit that some constructors who fight
shy of soldering .find it a great temptation
to adopt the alternative. The blueprint
which can be obtained from the Blueprint
Department, 58-65 Fetter Lane, E.('.4,

RODS

supporting
the grids
RODS & BANDS

supporting
the Anodes

RODS
supporting
the Filaments

will prove of special value in the wiring
process. Each wire is lettered and all those
wires marked should be joined together
first with one or as few wires as possible,
.then all those marked b treated in the same
way and so on through the alphabet. In
this way any possibility of overlooking a
connection is avoided and .at the finish you
can be quite sure that the receiver is correctly wired up.
The two alternative aerial terminals on

SUPER POWER

the tuner are marked " A s " and " A2,"
and to provide an easy means of trying these

at will, a flexible lead from the aerial.
terminal terminating in a small spade tag
is incorporated.
The combined grid leak and condenser,
it should be noticed, is provided with three
terminals, consisting of two condenser
terminals and one grid -leak terminal.

HIGHEST QUALITY -PERFECT
FINISH -LOWEST PRICES
ALL BECAUSE Dario Valves are the products of the biggest valve organisation
in the world to -day. The huge Dario output enables prices to be kept down to the
lowest possible, and vast research keeps Dario design and finish ahead at all times.

Comparing the blueprint with the circuit
diagram you will see that one grid -condenser

terminal is common to one grid -leak con-

nection-that is why only one grid -leak
terminal is necessary. But this grid leak
terminal is insulated from the other grid condenser teiminal as can be seen from the
diagrams and for this reason the grid -leak
terminal is held imposition by means of an
insulated clip clamped under the grid condenser terminal going to the tuning coil.
(Continued on next page)

2v General Purpose, '05 amp. 5/6
?, R.C.C. , '06 amp. - - - 5/6
T Super -Power, '18 ainp. - 7,16

4v General Purpose, '05 amp. 5/6
R.C.C. '07 amp. - .- - 516
¶T Super -Power, 1 amp. - 7/6
,

From your dealer, or direct:

IMPEX ELECTRICAL LTD.,
538 HIGH ROAD, LONDON, E.11

CCTOEER 6, 1925
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" THE HOME 2

Ld

(Continued from preceding page)

All that remains now is to select suitable

RADIO PRODUCTS
" The Choice cf Critics"
(.1)

valves and preliminary tests can then be
undertaken. I refer you to the valve table

TUNEWELL
NON DEAD END TUNER

giving recommended combinations of wellknown makes. In addition to a r2o-volt
battery, a 9 -volt grid -bias battery will be
required as well as a 2-, 4-, or 6 -volt accumu-

lator, according to the voltage rating of the
valves selected.

Before inserting the complete receiver,

with valves, into the cabinet, the local

station can, with advantage, be tuned in as
a test of the receiver's capabilities. If you

7

are situated near a main B.B.C. station,
working on the broadcast band, pull out
the auxiliary knob on the Wearite tuner,
set the reaction coil at zero and slowly
rotate the tuning condenser until speech or

FACTS COUNT

That there is more in the design

Valves for the "HOME 2 "
Some highly -recommended two -volt
combinations

of a simple Push-pull Switch than

Mahe

meets the eye will be gathered
from the facts set out below.
1 Knob in black or mahogany,
polished glassy finish.

2 Thick -set spindle sliding in
long bush-no side play.
3 Bush secured to switch -base
and threaded to take highly polished one -hole fixing nut.

Contact setting independent
of panel thickness.

4 Two heavy washers, plated
and polished.' Use one for
panel and two for h -in.
panel. Special model switch
for thin metal panels.

5 Insulating base squared up
and finished. Terminal screw heads well counter -sunk,

providing added insulation
and avoiding short circuit.

Detector

L.F.

GP2io

LF215
P227

SPI6/G

SPI8/RE

2 IOU'.

230P

EF2 IO

PV225

. .

DEL2 To

DEP { 221450

B.T.H.
Cosmos

..

..

COSSOR

.

.

EDISWAN

.

.

. .

MARCONI

.

MULLARD

.

.

.

PMILF

PAI { 2232

OSRAM

.

.

. .

DEL2to

21 DEP (t 240
D

SS2 roLF

SS215P

.

SIX -SIXTY

.

6 Nickel silver contact head,
with turned groove, giving

music is heard. (The rheostat should
have been turned practically full on
beforehand.)

turned up to within r/r000

lead should be connected to terminal "AI,"
whereas with a long aerial "A2" should be
utilised. Long -wave stations can be tuned
in by pushing in the small auxiliary knob

positive snap for On position.
7 Tapered insulating sleeve,
which leaves springs at rest
when switch is Off.. Sleeve

in. of contact head diameter.
There is no " double-click."

There is no wide collar to

strain springs apart, and so a

perfect low resistance contact is maintained always.
Each switch guaranteed replaceable for one year; will
last ten.

8 Two nickel silver spring con-

tacts specially rolled at our

mills to precise gauge for fitting groove in contact head.
9 Two nickle-plated terminals
and soldering tags.

10 The name Bulgin - your

guarantee of the best switch
obtainable-insist on seeing it.

1/6

-and worth it.
Send for our new 56 page
catalogue.

A. F. Radio
BULGIN
& CO.
Manufacture's
9-10 CURSITOR STREET, CHA NCERY
LANE, E.C.4
Telephone; Holborn 2072

Price
13/9each

LOW LOSS
MOULDED CASES
TWO -HOLE FIXING
LOGGING DIALS

The new Tunewell Tuner incorporates
many new and original features. The
reaction control is absolutely smooth, a

special shorting switch ensures that there
are no dead end losses. It is backed with

the Tunewell guarantee of efficiency,
which means that it is as perfect as a
tuner can be.

TURNER & Co. 54 Station Rd.
NEW SOUTHGATE, LONDON, Nil

The "ZAMPA"
Moving -coil

Loud - speaker

If a short aerial is in use, the flexible

on the tuner dial, and rotating the tuning
condenser and the reaction coil in the usual
way.

" Wireless Step by Step" by
"Dictron" (Newnes, 2S. 6d.). In the words

of the introduction, "the object of this
book is to lead the reader, step by step, to
an understanding of such of the principles
of radio communication as will enable him
to obtain the maximum enjoyment from

his radio apparatus." We can say that
"Dictron" has achieved this object in a
highly readable way. From the funda-

The "Zampa " gives absolutely natural, crisp
and clean reproduction, and is a completely

mental facts of electrical engineering the
reader goes lightly on through the basic

Charger from A.C. Mains, including step-down
Transformer ...

principles

assembled unit.

To work off 6 -volt accumulator or Trickle

5 17 6

radio communication to
simple explanations of the valve and wire-.

PERMANENT -MAGNET TYPE, including
step-down Transformer

less circuits. The transmitting side is also

The Permanent -magnet typa can be worked direct off any
standard set.

touched

of

valuable information
is given.
We recommend this book to every listener.
on and

regarding auxiliary apparatus

... £9 10 0

MIC WIRELESS CO.
White Horse Place, Market St., Wellingborough
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THE HIGH WATER MARK

OF L.F. TRANSFORMER
DUBILIER
BUILT
IS
BETTER
BUILT

--CONSTRUCTION--

Write to -night for
Bowyer - Lowe

the

Contponent

Catalogue

DUBILIER

FILTER UNITS

Battery Eliminators for use
on D.C. mains, which, with

Type A, OUTPUT, /2/I t
mA at I5OV. TAPPINGS,
I

Ttpe

the addition of an A.C. Rectifier, can be used with an A.C.
supply. Four types are manufactured, having outputs and

maximum and

detector-, alve

List No. 284
3 to ratio.

These are complete H.T.

PRICES
tap-,

011TPUT, 30L10

mA at approx,

PPINGS, I maximum
11110 1') other adjustable

tappings as stated, and each
incorporates an earth protection condenser.

mA at approx. s8oV:

If unobtainable from your dealer,
write direct to us giving his name

tappings ..
lilt,
Type C, OUTPUT, golso
TAPPINGS, I 1Ilaxillt11111

2216
The Bowyer -Lowe L.F. Transformer 3-1 Redo.
This L.P. Transformer is a component of exceptionally high standards in perfor.
mance, and meets all the demands for faultless reproduction without excessive
costs. The core of the transformer is of "Stalloy and the case is of Bakelite,
and can be mounted flat or on edge.

and address.

and 6 other adjustable
tappings ..
'72/6
Type I), OUTPUT, 50111A
at 150i180V.1APPINGS

i variable, i maximum
and 6 other adjustable
tapping; ..
1-1216

1

INSUI

-74"

DUBILIER
CONDENSERS

Ada. of Dandle Condenser Go. (1923). Ltd., Ilicon Works, Victoria Road,
Is. Acton, W.3.

182 =

BowerroLOWC
BOWYER-LOWE CO., LTD., LETCHWORTH
411111111111111Mr rl"

'1111INE11111111111111114

"Q"Finston
COIL

SAFETY FIRST'
THE FAMOUS C

The ''Q" Coil is a very efficient
type of tuning inductance and
gives exceptional results, covering a waveband of 25o/55o and

g FSIUTPER SHROUDED
r TRANSFORMER /
and be sure of
Satisfaction

i',000/2,000 metres.

The Finstone " Q" Coil was used

by I. H. Reyner in his "Ace of
Tw, 6" receiver, (Amateur Wire-

less," September 22.)

H.F. TRANSFORMER 21 /AERIAL COIL 15/REINARTZ COIL 21/ As specified and officially approce

STONE MNFG. CO.,

118'6

Front all Dealers or

108 Great Saffron 11111,
London,

E.C.1.

The ideal trans

NOW ON SALE

former for all
modern circuits.

pure and distor-

lines,

reproduction throughtionless

made from the

LETTS'

1929 AMATEUR

WIRELESS NOTEBOOK
DIARY. 88 -PAGE REFERENCE SECTION. ALL USEFUL DATA.
Prices 1/6 and 2/6 from
" Amateur Wireless " Offices

Guaranteed

against faults for
12 months. Gives

Designed on
sound

f

best of materials
and excellently
finished. Testel

out its long life.
rf

and recommen-

Two ratios, 5-1
and 3-1.

ded by /ead'ng
eesigners a n d
experts.

Price 18/6

BRITISH GENERAL]
MANUFACTURING Co.,Ltd.

Erockley Works

LON'.)ON, S.E.4

,/3

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

/ilKieww.f,wefA
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Fun -size blueprints are available of the
following sets. Copies of the " Wireless
Magazine " and of "Amateur Wireless "
containing descriptions of all these seta
can be obtained at is. 3d. and 4d. respectively, post tree.

BLUEPRINTS

Litsf

All Post Free

CRYSTAL SETS (6d. each)
.
.
AW 14
ONE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)

" Best -yet " Set

.

.

.

.

.

Ultra sensitive Hartley One
Fan's Short-wave One
Beginners' 0.1e-valver

lottlfilittiAsh,

AWso3

AWit 9

TWO -VALVE SETS (1s. each)

Britain's Favourite (41. with copy " W
A.."-D,
Ultra -selective Hartley (D, Tram)
Oceanic Short-wave (D, Trans) ..
Long distance Two (HF, D)
DX Headphone Two (HF, Det)
Ace of Twos (D. Pentode)
Home Two (D. 'I'rans)
" Q "-coil (D, Trans)
Crusader (D, Trans)
..
Two Daventry Two (D, Trans) ..
Tetrode Short-wave Two (SG.D)

o
WV
'IWN:I 1I
99 °3

AAAA

AW

AW 46
WWMM6692

WM97
WI\ 499

THREE -VALVE SETS (1s. each)

Ether Searcher (D, RC, 'Frans)

AW 5z

Britain's Favourite (41. with copy "A.W."D, RC, Trans) ..
AW 72
" Q "-coil 3 (D, RC, Trans)
AW 84
.. AW1o6
Summer -time D.X. Three (HF, D, Tram)
AW zz
British Station 'I'hree (HF, D, Trans) ..

.

-

GNOMES

Optional Two -three (D, LF)
" Simpler Wireless" Mains Three (D, 2 LF)
Simplicity Screen -grid Three (HF, D, 'Frans.)
" Proms "Fhree (D, z RC)
Adaptable Three (D, 2 Trans) ..

inimmomm. OF

EFFICIENCY
demonstrating the many
connections that can be
made to an Eelex
Treble -Duty Terminal.
They are the little beings
that look after the small
things in a wireless set.
Their life work is to

perfect very important
small accessories and

see that they function

efficiently to the utmost.
of their ability.
Losses in a wireless set

are enormous, and are
in hundreds of cases
due to faulty connections or bad joints.
Terminals are the centre
of industry in a wireless

set, and unless secure

joints can be made their
efficiency is impaired.

are so designed that anyone
without any experience can
make secure connections.
Every constructor should

write for our Booklet 31,

which tells you all about the
Eelex gnomes of efficiency,

Eelex Terminals, and their
accessories.

J. J. EASTICK & SONS,

Eelex House, 118 Bunhill Row,
Moorgate Street, London, E.0 1

AW137
AW139

All -wave Mains Three (HF, D, Trans, Rectifier) AWI44
Everyday (0, 2 Trans) ..
WM52.
Music Charmer (D, RC, Trans)
WM6o
Pole to Pole Short -waver (D, RC, Trans)
.. WM89
Glee -singer Three (D, 2 RC) ..
WM92
Aladdin Three (HF, D, LF)
WM95
.

Inceptor Three (SG, D, Pentode-ts. 3d. with
copy of "Wireless Magazine"
WM1o5

FOUR -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

Near and Far Three -Four (IIF D, RC, Trans) AWH3

Explorer Four (HF, D, RC, 'I'rans)
AWizo
Summer Time Searcher (2 HF, D, Trans)
.. AWiaS
Overseas Short -waver (HF, D, 2Trans)
AVV133
The Ranger (HF, D, RC, Trans) ..
AW145
Station -tinder (HF, D, z RC) ..
WM68
" Q "-coil 4 (HE, D, Trans, RC)..
WM7 t
Gramo-Radio 4 (D, RC, Trans, Push -pulled).. WM7o
Screen -grid 4 (HF, D, z RC
..
WM77
Frame Aerial 4 (HF, D, 2 RC) ..
WM85
All -from -the -Mains Four (HF. D, 2 LF)
.. WM83
Five -pounder Four (HF, D, RC, Trans)
.. WM91
Symphonic Four (HF.D: 2 LF)..
WM9S
FIVE -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)
1928 Five (2 HF, D, 2 Trans)
WM46
Empire Five (2 SG:13 RC: Trans)
.. WM96

SIX -VALVE SETS (1s. 6d. each)

Short-wave Super -6 (Super -het, 'Frans)..
Adaptor for above ( 6d.)

AW 67
AW67a
WM88

Connoisseur's Six (2 HF, D, RC, Push-pull) ..

AMPLIFIERS (1s. each)
..

from
HALFORD'S CYCLE STORES

on cash or deferred terms
nN top of the news that this wondt-rful battery could be
had on special deferred terms, bringing permanent H.T.

supply within the reach of all, a still further convenience
comes to make the Standard Battery even more popularHALFORD'S CYCLE STORES now stock and supply all
types of the Battery on cash or deferred terms. Simply go
to your nearest branch, see the battery demonstrated, and
secure on exactly the same terms as if you were dealing
direct with us.

GET YOUR COPY OF THIS FREE BOOK
Send now for this free booklet which explains in full all you want to
know. The Standard Battery gives a smoother, steadier non -sagging.
supply of current that ensures amazing purity of reception that is
astonishing. This battery is a boon to all, it recharges itself whilst
you sleep.

DEFERRED TERMS
NO DEPOSIT

96 -volt Cabinet complete with 64
No.

2

11

cells Size 15" x 8" x 8"

assembled ready for use.

Cash £2 6s. 5d. or 8/1 down and
five monthly payments of 8/1
NO REFERENCES
NO DEPOSIT

DOWN

All radio dealers can supply on the same deferred tern, a.f sae

AW 769

Add-on Distance -getter (HF)
Add-on Three (D, RC, Trans)
..
Screen -grid H.F. One
Screened -grid HF Amplifier
..
..
Range Extender (HF Linn)
True -tone (3 valves) (Trans. RC, Parallel)
Gramo-radio Amplifier (2v) (Trans, Parallel)

SAC CNC CAM! HI,

AW t 17

.111164 111 .111/0E-1,

AWizr
AWiz

WET BATFERY CO.

(The Wet H.T. Battery Co., Dept. A.l%* )

Ak Ail

Head Offices, Showrooms and Warehouse :

WM47

184-188 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2
(Nr. New Oxford St. End)

.. WI\172

MISCELLANEOUS (Is. each)

_
. ,
FIT from AC Mains
A.W." Moving -coil Loud -speaker
..
WI. Eliminator for A.C. (200 v. output)
Hook -on Short -waver (Amplifier)
..
Moving -coil Output Unit

AW 73

RADIO

fANWWV

AVITt3o
.

AW
A
135

.

L.T. and H.T. Mains Unit (D.C.)
A.C. Battery Eliminator ..
.

Cone Loud -speaker
Wavetrap
" Junior" Moving -coil Loud -speaker

Universal Short-wave Adaptor ..
Linen -diaphragm Loud -Speaker..
Valveless A.C. Power Unit (L: I'.)
Valveless D.C. Power Unit (H.T.)

..

ix 6,

8x 6,

.

.

..

WM55
W,M881

WM90

.. WM too
WMtot

Easter (Super -het, RC, Trans)
AW 87
Companion (z HF, D, RC, Trans)
.. AVVicia
Daventry Loud -speaker Portable 5 (z HF,
D, RC, Trans) ..
AWto7
ANVio5
Daventry Portable (D, Trans) ..
House and Garden (screened -grid III', 0,
RC, Trans.)
_
AWII6
Hand Portable (D)
AW125
"Best Yet" Portable (SG,D, z 'Frans) .. AVV136
Sunshine 5 (2 IIF, 13, Trans)
\ VM74

/6
1/6

1/3
2/1

2X 10,

3/4/-

4x 7,
6x 8,
BX 7

Post

9x 0,

ri

l X 8,

2/3

1/4

Ox 8,
Ox 9,
4x 12,

-

PORTABLE SETS

PANELS

o°9 742

AW115

12x 9, 2/10

214

I4x 10,

I6x 9,

21 X 7,

2/7

3/5
3/6
3/7

24x 7, 4l tea in. thick.
Thoroughly
recommended

3/2
3/2

errs,

ADC MP'
for the Coasor
Money back guarantee
Melody Maker"
Olegger test 1n5rtity.
21"x7" Eanel 3/7)
BRITISH AND BEM
Panels cmt to any eta. Call, write, or 'phone Clerkenevell
7053 for quotations. Samples anti prices post/We to Trade.
CROXSONIA CO. (Dept. A) Ill Smith Street, Idursata,

t/6

Agentst-John Henry Smith, 13,5, Anlaby Rd., Hull. I.. H. Helyar,
82, Chamberlin Rd., Norwich. A. StredwIck gs Co.. 27, The
Mkt., Chatham. Boynton & Co., Ltd., 73, Stafford St.,Wharn.

i/6

WET H.T. BATTERIES

1/6
1/6

Solve all H.T. troubles
SELF -CHARGING, SILENT, ECONOMICAL

Chummy 4 (with modifications for LS
WM8oa z/6
and HT)
/Pilgrim Portable (D. Trans)
..
.
WM94
Super Chummy Four (a HF:D. Pentode) \VM to4 f /6
Send, preferably, a Postal Order (stamps over sixpence

JARS (waxed) 21" s 11" 31.
1/3 doz.
Zit ,h, New Type, 113. doz.
SACS 1/2 doz.
Sample doz. (la sults), complete with bands

in value unacceptable) to Blueprint Service

A. TAYLOR, 57 Studley Rd.,
Stockwell, London.

AMATEUR WIRELESS 5S-61 FETTER LANE.
clalerel161111111111111111MIIM1

WET BATTERY

Super -power Push-pull (2 LF)AW

All -metal Eliminator for H.T.
Duplex diaphragm Loud -speaker

TREBLE DUTY TERMINALS

AVVi32

Baffle Three (D, RC, Push-pull)
(Price is. 6d.) ..

Anti -motor boating Unit ..
Knife-edge Wavetrap (6d.)

EX

66 UNIBLOC" H.T.

AWiz6

New -style

One -valve LF Unit

Get Your

LONDON, E.0 4

and electrolyte 4/3. post 9d. Sample said,
ed. )Illustrated booklet free. Bargain list tree.
AMPLIFIERS, 30'-.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers

2 -Valve Set, £4.
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THE 4 RANGER"'
-

-(Continued from page 51o)

In this way an anode filter is provided
which will effectively prevent any tendency
to " motor -boat."
There are two.Other blocking condensers

incorporated in the Ranger," one being
the i-microfarad condenser shunted across
the screen -grid and earth and the -other a
2- microfarad condenser shunted across
H.T. + 2 and earth. TheSe are valuable
aids to stability and should not be omitted.
As a means Of controlling the volume a

separate filament rheostat wired in the
positive side o the screen -grid valve
filament proves highly effective. A filament
an -off switch in series with filament rheo-

;tat and the low-tension positive terminal
provides. master control for all four valve
filaments.

A single high-tension positive terminal
ELT. + 2 supplies all four anodes with H.T.

potential. The H.T. + 2 terminal is for the
screen -grid potential.
With a I50 -volt

K. RAYMOND

We must still include old favourites

27 & 28a, LISLE ST., LONDON, W.C.2

COSSOR MELODY MAKER
Good for years yet !

Come to LEICESTER SQUARE TUBE.

This address is at the back of Daly's

As far as the theoretical considerations

Orders despatched same day as rewhere possible. Send ORDER
CO.D ceived
with instructions and pay Postman.

C.O.D. APPLIES TO UNITED KINGDOM ONLY,

WE ARE OPEN Screened Grid and Pea-.
ALL DAY SATURDAY tole in stock, and all
ALL DAY THURSDAY
ALL DAY EVERY DAY nevv valves as soon
Hours 9 a.m. to 8p.m
Sat. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
as available.
Sunday morning 11-1

POINTS TO

REMEMBER
for Quotations
over 20,-.

Please write plainly, state
actual requirements, make
out list of parts. By doing
this you will help us to
give you an

LEWCOS
H.F.CHOKE

:he "Ranger" is given in this article, and
those who are sufficiently interested in the
design to wish to duplicate it should obtain

Some Results with the " Ranger "
Half an hour spent at the controls of this
receiver one evening about a fortnight ago

resulted in the following stations being
brought in at full lOud-speaker strength :

20 to 2000m

Am de

tuning

tuning
(right)

(1_11)

Rome ....
Vienna

-...

Budapest
Radio Toulouse
German (unidentified)
5GB (Daventry)
Langenberg

FREE

ORMOND

No. 3 CONDENSERS. .00025,
5;6..1100:33, 5/9. .0005, 6/..
Geared,

.11005,

15/-.

Friction
.0003.

Friction
Frequency
Geared, .9005, 20/-..00035,
S.L.F. .0005, 12/-.
19/8.
.01035, 11/-. Log .0000, 13/-.
.00035, 12/6. .00025, 12/-.
S.M. Dial, 5,'-.
Line

J.B. CONDENSE RS
T.T. Friction Ver.
00035, 16 - ;
.0005, 16 '6 ;
00015, 1.5,9.

85

Berlin

72

.00025,10,'-; 00015, 10 -.

Moscow

6t

71

.

G.L.F. OR LOG.

0005, 11'6; .000'15, 10 6.

Neutralising,

3 6.

J.B. New Lines as
soon as ready.
The aerial and anode coils were both

Hilversum

-

48

40

No. 6o centre tapped Atlas types, and the
reaction coil a No. 3o untapped Atlas; for

the broadcast band of wavelengths.
25o centre -tapped aerial coil and a similar

anode coil with .a 75 untapped reaction
coil covered the -long wavelengths._

0

26

LOUD
SPEAKERS
Ediswan One -Der

50 -

.

M.P.A. Plaque
29
Phillips Seven -Corner 53 Amplion Cabinet ... 60 Do., Mahogany
... 63 Ferranti
... 63 .

.

.

CGSSOR VALVES 2, 4, or 6 -Volt for above.
L.F., D., R.C., or H.F., 10.'5 each. Power, 12;6 each.

KITS off all parts for all CIRCUITS

Make out LIST for keen quotation
DON'T worry, if it's Wireless WE HAVE IT.

MULLARD MASTER TH RE E

STAR
*
SET
THE LAST

WORD IN WIRELESS

Tbis new and wonderful set must appeal to young and

old, amateur or experimenter, in fact EVERYBODY

YOU CAN PURCHASE

.

.

Amplion Cone
Sterling Mellovox ...
Marconi
Moving
Assembly, £6 6s.
Cabinet,
210,- for
Mains, etc.
B.T.H.

is

Total £5 : 12 : 6
IMPORTANT. If you add 3;6 to above sum ;total 65 16 0
we will include the following :
4 Engraved Terminals.. Set. Links. S 1;02- C Spades,
Handsomi Slow Motion Dials. 2 Lismit, strips, 9 -volt
7, Baseboard,
Grid Bias, Splendid Aluminium Banc!. 1,
Twin Flex,
AND we wi:i pay the Carriage to Any address U.K.
,'err. 2 Oak abinet for 12-6, American type, 1, iliged
You can also use your oId " Mullard 3 " parts, Cabinet and
Panel with " Star 3."

Let us quote you for the others.

CABINETS

LARGE STOCKS of really
nice CABINETS, American

type, hinged lid, baseboard,
Mahogany Polished.
10 6

lcx.7

;

.

.

isv7
21.7

15 -

12.6

15 -

11 9

13 6

13 11 16 6
15 6 17 11
18 6 21 -

18 -

21 -

and Packing 1
Extra, lAsli fret Slat &ikrad

(;)iffi,;(1.,

50 -

9 11
12'11

12 /I

ii;x=;

D.C.

1 -ix;

21x7
226
21:Oak ;3 qualities,.
.

Coil
in

L1SSEN

CABINETS STOCKED for "Britain's Favourite 3," 16 11 ;
"Radiano 3," 12.11, and all writ "Everyman 4," 35,-

ValveIfolders, 1/, Pixel

Handsome design, compartment underneath for batteries
/ail front:, elegant mahogany polished. Many testimonials.
OLDHAM L.T., 2-v., 45,
H.T. BATTERIES
9 -:
14(-.
HELLESEN'S. Price reEXIDE
- AND ALL MAKES
duced.
Quality unbeatSTOCK ED.
able. 60-v. now 10/6. 99-v.
EVER READY, 60-v.,
now 18/-. Also 1.5, 4-v.,
06-v.. 7 6; 90-v 11/6;
9-v., 16-v. stocked.

Con., 1,-, 11. Leak,. 1 -.
Switches, 218, 2,6. Late -t

Transformers. 8.6.

This

denser, 2,6.

50 -

CRADE A. MATT
in., at Id.
absolutely belt
quality

1 Benjamin Battery Switch, 1,3. J.B. '0005 Log, h116:
-00035, 10.6. Mallard '0103. Leak and Holder, 5 -. Burn,
Jones Panel Brackets, 2 6. Mallard .0001 Fixed Con-

37 6

2 -way Ciun Vernier, 4 6.
Rheor3trits, 2,6. B.B., 1,6.

OR POLISHED

3 Valve Molders, Lotus. at 1/3. 1 Colvern (!oulbiued Wa NL!
Coil. 17E. 1 Permacore Transformer, 25,-. I (Thaw,.
osformer.
"LEA "
1 Climax ILE (Iodic. .7 6.

30 145 -

...

EBONITE PANELS

3,10. A. sq. in.;

Every component is available at short notice.
This list is strictly to Mullard specification.

.

Orphean Gem
C12 Celestion

.

128
Too
85

125

Ito

BRANDES PRODUCTS
£5, OBTAINABLE
HIRE PURCHASE

Hinted Lid.

All Components Stocked.

Radio Paris ...
5XX (Daventry)
Air Ministry ...

WITH PARTS

Also Cabinets at 15 11, 1811,

OVER

18 x 7. Drilled, surface specially Frosted).
9 -volt GRID BIAS, tapped every 1!).
CABINET 10 with above. American type,

14/6..01025, 13/6. Straight

THE LONG WAVELENGTHS

with parts, Baseboard Free.

77 6

.

EXTRA QUALITY ALUMINIUM PANEL

(With 4 -in. Dial).

13.}

.

tgee) g6 : 6

t

IIO
144
138

Brandola
Ellipticon

Valve Holders, Panel Brackets, 4 Terminals, Spade
Terminals,Wander Plugs, &Agin Switch, R.I. Unit, R.I. L.F.
Transformer. Mallard .0003, 2 meg. Leak, Flex, Screws, &e.
ABOVE SPECIFIED PARTS and 3 MULLARD VALVES
Carriage
(osta

164
125

4000 ohms, 8,- pr.
... 30 Table Talker

condensers, Climax H.F. choke, Master Three Coils, 3

too

14o

High-grade 21 x 7
and Mahogany Polished, at Drilled
Polished Panel and Strip,
20/, Carriage 2 -.
Wood Screws. Carriage 1, -

SET OF
solder-only 20 wires to connect.
COMPONENTS. 2 Term strips V. x 2, Lewcos Base, 2 J.B.

130

Its

FREE

L.F. Transformers, 12- ;
5-1, 12 6.
12,6 ;
Friction,
.0005
.0003, 12 -.

MULLARD MASTER THREE

125
148
16o

352

wound Coil

Ghttite...0-v. Grid Stan, splendid

Handsome Oak Cabinet, 12/6

No

ABOVE KIT

Aerial

3 Lotus VIT., Ferranti A.F.3, 2 Switches. 9 named Ter-

ANY ITEM SEPARATELY (OR A KIT OF PARTS).

WITH

THE BROADCAST BAND

/

0

BRANDES

We stock Igranic, Climax, Ever -Ready, Hellesen, Siemens,
Formo, Ferranti, Wearite, Ormond, J.B., Benjamin,
Lotus, Mullard, Dubilier, Lissen, Leweos, Utility, Magnum,
Peto-Scott, Peerless, Burndept, Pye, Marconi, McMichael,
Cosmos, Carborundum. R.I. & Varley, Gambrel!, Brown's,
Sterling, Amplions in fact, everything it is possible to
stock.

these components ready for next week,
when the constructional details and operating hints will be given.

a

4

on Pirite former.

WATCHED HEADPHONES

KEEN
QUOTATION

£4

SPECIAL PRICE
SPECIFIED COMPONENTS :

2 Ormond ,01105, 2 Do. S.M. Dials, 6 T.C.C. Condensers,
2 11.B. Clips, .1 11.11. Rheostat, 3 Dubilier Leaks,
AUTHORISED DEALER

IMMEDIATE

are concerned, the reader should now have.a

clear idea of the general scheme of things.
'The list of -components required to build

THE ORIGINAL

Theatre. Phones: Gerrard 4637 and 2821

maximum supply the H.T.+i terminal
can, if desired, be connected in series with a
50,00o -ohm anode resistance to the H.T. -4terminal -and the maximum H.T. applied.

inaLeur WironL;)

Lissenola,

13,6.

1,. I'.

Coil,

603,11/4 ; 250.K. 9 '9. '80-v-.
H.T 7,11,; 1011-v., 12 11

Sniper 60-v., 13 6.
Bills, 1,6; 4-3, 5d.

god

ALWAYS IN STOCK

n

circuit r'.

SPECIAL CABINETS FOR COSSOR AND MULLARD.

SIEMENS-still top of the
tree. 60-v., 8/-; 100-v.,
14;-: Power, 60-v., 15,6;
10-v., 3/-; 9-v., 2/-.

Popular, 60-v., OfS.; 106sv.,

15 '6 : Flash Lamp, 6/- doz.

Flat; 1.5 stacked.
Bias, 0-v.,113.

Grid
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OADCAST TELEPE NY

B

(Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths)

Kilo- Station and
Metres cycles Call Sign

Power
Kw.

252.1 1,190 'Bradford (2LS) 0.2
273
1,099 'Sheffield (6FL) 0.2
275.4 1,089 'Nottingham
(5NG) 0.'2

294.1 1,020 *Stoke-on-Trent
(5ST) 0.2
294.1 1,020 'Swansea (5SX) 0.2
291.4 1,020 'Dundee (2DE) 0.2
0.2
294.1 1,020 'Hull (6KH)
297 1,010 *Liverpool (61.V) 0.2
306.1
98o Belfast (2BE)
2:5
960 Newcastle (5NO) 1.5
312.5
920 'Bournemouth
326.5
362.4
384.6
400
405.4
491.8

Experienced electrical

mechanics,

not just

"learners;" are engaged on the production of
Cam-brell Voluverni as.

Extreme accuracy of component parts -most
careful assembly -and rigid tests ensure the
Voluvernia giving perfect control of volume from
maximum to a minimum with noiseless operation.

Don't detune-that is the cause of distortion.

Fit the Gam-bfell Voluvernia and retain purity
of reception at any volume you desire.
As good for Gramophone
Amplifiers as for you
Radio Receiver.

6/9
Each

0 to 1 Melohm

Write for Illustrated ''Coruponen's Leaflet"

(6BM) 1.5
850 Cardiff (5W'A)
1.5
3.o
83o London (2 LO)
780 Manchester (2ZY) 2.0

750 'Plymouth (5PY) 0.2
740

6to

1,360
1,292
1,130

232
265

275

1,090
590

ts Buckingham Street, Strand, London,

300
1,000
859
349.2
88o
441.2

MOVING COIL

263.2 1,740

Bratislava
Prague (Praha)

5.o
2.4

Brunn (Brno)

DENMARK

337.4

889

Copenhagen

972

358

2,153.8

260

Soro

(Kjobenhavn) ,.5
2.5
7.0

Kalundborg

ESTHONIA
403.5
375.4

735

(Tallinn) 2.2

Reval

FINLAND

Helsingfors
(Helsinki) 1.2
197 ' Lahti
2.5

R
Agaednio

LL (l'a

210

1,899. Beziers
1,700 Tourcoing
1,428 Chambery

230
238

1,304
1,260

228.4 1,313

Pro,. Patent Noe.

x.0
2.0
0.3
o.5
0.25
0.25

Biarritz
Ste Etienne
Bordeaux (Radio
Sud-Ouest) 2.5

LASSOPHONE
TRIANGLE DOUBLE REED FORK

t1

12

MFD. BY

630
170
162

(Tunis) 2
Eiffel Tower (FL) 8.o

113

Naueu (AGAI)

Cassel
Kiel

273

1,099

Danzig
Bremen
Dresden

283

1,060

Cologne

Kaiserslautern
Hanover
Koenigsberg
Breslau

Oct. 8

. B.

12

0.7
0.7
0.75
0.75
0.75
4.0
1.5

,

Call Sign

315.8
334
400
449
547.4

Cork (5C1C)

1.5

Milan

0.4

Milan

7.0

946
898
750
668
548

o.5
Turin
Naples (Napoli) 1.5
0.2
Bolzano
3.o
Rome (Roma)

965
652
525

Zagreb (Agram) 1.25
.25
Belgrade
Laibach (testing) 5.o
LATVIA

JUGO-SLAVIA

309.5
460
570

57o

526.3

Riga

LITHUANIA

2,000

15o

Kovno

LUXEMBURG

217.4 1,38o Luxemburg
NORWAY
8.ro Bergen
370.4
750 Aalcsund
400
412
728 Notodden
435.4 689 Fredriksstad
67o
Rjukan
448
461.5
500
566
2.041

r.5
1.0

Hamar

0.7

Bergen

5.0

POLAND
270.3 1,110 Lemberg (under

construe tion) ro.o
Posenattitz
(Poznan) 1.5

33.2

422.5

874
710

456267.7

752093

CNN; ai lcnoow

270

Warsaw

1,111

250

1.5
1.5
10.0

PORTUGAL
Oporto

1,200

1.000
1.150

300
209

1.700

176

Leningrad

rho

2,875

16o

Scheveningen

(5.45 to 6.o p.m.) 7.0
Huizen (after
6.4o p.m. and on

Sundays, 5.0

1,950

555.5

333.3

154

Scheveningen -

haven 5.0

HUNGARY
Budapest
ICELAND
900 Reykjavik
540

The Betrothal, a play by Maurice Maeterlinck.
Hungarian national programme.
B.B.C. symphony concert (first of the season).
conducted by Sir Thomas Beecham from the
The Follies.

DAVENTRY (5GB)
The Betrothal.

Music from the musical comedies and comic

Oct.

c

'`O

Moscow

(Moskva) 3o.o

272.7 1,090
277

1,083

277.8 1,080

Kharkov

15,0

SPAIN

Oviedo (EA J29) 0.5
Barcelona

(E.X.JI3) 2.0

Cntagena
2.0
Almeria (EA Jr8) r.o
San Sebastian

335

925
895

345

870

4E29J8) 0.5
Barcelona( I: AJ 2) 3.5

374.5
400
402.1

750
746

Cadiz (EAJ3)
Salamanca

Gyo

324.3

8or

2.0

Trollhattan
Falun

0.4
o.5
3.0

947
72o
662
550

Sundsvallsterunds

416 0

720
1,190

252
217

1,380

0.5

Seville (EAJ5)
SWEDEN
Goteborg
Stockholm

1,875

0.5

RUSSIA

316.7
416.7
453.2
545.6

28o

x.o

350
143

- Hilversum

2,072

0.7

P0/44/111111

31.4

Huizen (until
5.40 p.m.) 5.o
Hilversum
(ANRO) 5.o

1.0
1.0

Oslo

Malmo

88o

0.25

63o

260.1 .r,r53
278.3 1,076

340.9

2.o

05.0

Goo

434,3

(PC J J)2.5.o

Kw,

Dublin (2RN ) ... x.5

- Kootwijk (PCLI,)30.0
(Wed. x3.40 B.S.T.)

Power

ITALY

18.4

Liverpool Philharmonic Society's first concert.
to Light Irish music.
o

20.0

0.7
4.0
93r
4.0
10.0
9ro Gleiwitz
819 Leipzig
4.0
790 Stuttgart
4.0
755 Hamburg
4.0
75o Aachen
0.75
699 Frankfurt -Main 4.o
636 Langenberg
3.0
620 Berlin
4.0
t.o
559 Munich
0.5
53o Augsburg
0.75
522 Freiburg
25.0
240 Zeesen
20.0
164 Norddeich
8.o
119 Berlin (News)
8.o
203
8.o
7o
988

Queen's Hall.

x3

F.R.A.. A.M.I.R.E.,

429 Barking Road, E.G.

Flandre::) 0.25

Paris (Ecole
Sup., PTT) 0.7
2.0
Lyons ( PTT)
Radio Paris
8.o
Radio Carthage

LONDON AND DAVENTRY (5XX)
9 De Courville's Hour.

Oct.

17/6 H. H. LASSMAN,
British
made

Maroc) 2.0
Lille (Radio

OF THE WEEK

that works like a moving coil speaker.
Will work on any set without any al-

teration or extra current.

Rabat (Radio

CHIEF EVENTS

18643 and 20170.

CONE UNIT

655

Toulouse (Radio) 5.0
Grenoble (PTT) 1.5

HOLLAND

0.25
s)

239.5 1,253 Nimes
1.0
245.2 1,234 Juan-les-Pins
0.7
245.7 1,221 Toulouse (PTT) 2.0
253 1,185 Montpellier
o.5
254.2 1,180 Rennes
0.5
267.3 1,112 Lille (PTT)
0.7
268
.r,rra Strasbourg
o.5

The

458

303.6
322.2
329.7
366.3
379.7
396.8
400
429
471.6
483.9
536.6
566
574.7
1,250
1,829
2,525
2,900
4,000

10.0

6,6664;878

61.545

x 76

698

Radio LL. Paris 1.0

279.4 1,073
297.3 1,009

FRANCE

158

430

789

40.2 7,463 Lyon (PTT)

2,885

274.9 1,091

0.75.

2.4
o.5

204

251.8 I,r9r

I5.0

Kosice

Agett
Marseilles

254.6 x,178
:271.7 x,to4

o.5

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA

1,522.8

REPRODUCTION FOR
ALL

Klagenfurt
2.5
Salzburg
(under const.) 0.5
0.5
Innsbruck

Chatelineau
0.25
o.5
Schaerbeek
Louvain (under
construction) 7.0
o.5
Ghent
1.5
Brussels

940
748

5.0
- Doeberitz (AL'
4145
67.65 4,434
51
5,882 Bergedorf (AFL) 3.o
0.75
236.2 1,270 Stettin
3.0
1,239 Nurnberg
242
250
1,200 Muenster
1.5

BELGIUM

220

401

37.65 7,968

Linz

Graz
Vienna
Vienna

85o
.811
770
720
721

24,8420.210

AUSTRIA

294
1,020
356:7 841
517.2
58o
576.9
520

329.1

1.5

2.0
0.5
0.5

Le Petit Parisien,
Paris o.5
Algiers (PTT)
2.0

Station and

IRISH FREE STATE

0.5

Vitus (Paris)

GERMANY

(5GB) 24.0

253.8 x,r82
272.4 1,70r
277.8 1,580

353
370
389.6
416.6
416

2,650

Aberdeen (2BD) 1.5
2,604.8
187**Daventry (5XX) 25.o
*Relay stations. "Relays 21.0.

GAMBRELL RADIO LTD.

THE LATEST SCIENTIFIC
DISCOVERY IN CONE UNITS

1.2

Daventry EX

945
882

476.1
1,765
1,850

600

Soo

508.5

W.C.2

Glasgow (5SC)

317.4
340

Kilo-

Metres cycles

Bordeaux
Radio Lyon

699.4 1,002
299.7 1,001

277.8 r,o8o 'Leeds (2LS) ... 0.2
288.2 1,04r 'Edinburgh (2EH) 0.2

353

Power
Call Sign
Kw.
Limoges (PTT) 0.5

1,098
286
1,048
291.5 1,029
273

12,500 Chelmsford (5SW)20.0

24

Station and

Kilo-

Metres cycles

GREAT BRITAIN

Boden
Motala

'

r.o

1.5
o
2.0
2.0
30.0

SWITZERLAND
548130.5

5713or 'Zurichr.3
0.6

441
395
296.9

Lausanne
Geneva

15.o

680
760
1,010

1.o

1.13o
1.318

254

Stamboul
Angor'

Basle

TURKEY

.265

0.6
o.5
0.25
5.o
7.0

NEWCASTLE
The Bridge of Tyne, a fantasy by Lt. -Col. Spain.

10

Opening of new Tyne bridge by His Majesty

13

The Follies.

the King.

GLASGOW
Oct.

co

From Dullin's Fair City. by Dublin artiste;

arranged by Seamus Clandillon.
.13 A Nicht wi' George, devised and produced by
Arthur Black.
ABERDEEN
Oct. 13 An old favourite programme.
Oct.

BELFAST

x1

13

Old Drury.
Open-air programme.

operas.

CARDIFF

OUR BLUEPRINT SERVICE

Oct. 8

Constructors of receivers described in
this journal should make full use of our
Blueprint Service and avoid all risk of

to

failure.

The Vicar of Wakefield, selections from the
light opera by Liza Lehmann.
Vaudeville programme.

MANCHESTER
Oct.

1x

13

The Highwayman of Knutsford, a ballad operetta.

Excerpts from musical comedies.

Station \VGBS (New York) has inaugurated a daily broadcast of "Lost and
Found" announcements. It is thought the
programme will be of much service to the
public.

OCTOBER 6, 1928
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1828KenGrandpapi2 asked aradmama
for the seame/minuet
1928Whenatundmarnaasiedarin4apa
kr the second cearetth
1

REG'? 1Yr115403
E2

NCC 519

OCTOBER 6, 1923
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Amateur Wireless and Electrics."

gotsosamm"

CERTIFIED

FIXED CONDENSERS

should be made payable to " Bernard Jones

are guaranteed for capacity, insulation and voltage. Capacity is clearly engraved on the case as shown. TRIX
Fixed Condensers possess real ruby mica insulation and
copper foil built in Trieste moulded eases. Faraday House
report with every condenser sold. Complete with terminals
and soldering tags.

ERIC J. LEVER (TRIX) LTD.,

Publications, Ltd."

General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of " Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, according to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager, or the Publisher, " Amateur
ireless," 53-61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4.

*O.

8/9, Clerkenwell Green, E.C.1.
Telephone:

sou

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.

Price

Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world : 3 months.
4s. 6d. 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, I7s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques

Commissioner 0. H. Caldwell, of the
Federal Radio Commission in America, has

suggested the use of the term " horsepad
PRICES from

EACH

8

WIRELESS
COMPONENTS

power " instead of "kilowatt," in rating the
power of broadcasting stations. By adopting this standard, he believes, the general
conception of tremendous power now conveyed by the 50 -kilowatt stations would be
lessened somewhat. A horse -power equals
746 watts.
Don l'rimary H.T. Battery. PI Porous Pot Cells,
= 51 and 52 Sac Cells. All complete for assembly,

s=lt:

46 ST. MARY'S ROAD

H. TAYLOR
& CO,
3 RADIO HOUSE,

110-

41

These are our

'Phone : City 1977).

ALL -WAVE EBONITE TUNER
Price now only 13/8 Post Paid.

SCOTT'S

11

THE COSSOR MELODY MAKER trill give you better tone and
greater distance if you St a RITTER H.I. CHOKE specially designed
for the Melody Maker, 0/.. post free with Blueprint: CHESTER,
495 Cambridge Road, London, C.C.

7/6 Post Free

" PAREX " Untarnishable Screens
for ALL circuits

E. PAROUSSI,

Featherstone Buildings,

10

%NI

11111 MAX A

AN ELS

" P.W." TEST REPORT
MAY 12th.-" On test we
found this unit covered the

wave -length range claimedi.e.. 180-2,000 metres-, reaction control being quite
satisfactory throughout. It is
nicely made, more robust than
the majority, and can only be
regarded as.. an economicalproposition.

crier to CEO. L. SCOTT &
(O.. LTD., Morris House.

00-66RochesterRovv, S. W.!.

Money rot, if not soloed.

218 Upper Thames Street, E.C.4

"Service" Dept.

... 21/3
... 33/6

RMO I

NO EXTRAS - CARRIAGE PAID

WET H.T.

Small cap. SACS, 1/4 ; Ztscs, 8d. doz.
Large cap. SACS, 2,2 , Ziscs, 10d. doz.
Postage extra.

2 -scale voltmeters, with milliamp. chart,
5:3 and 7/-. Post free.
Send ltd. stamp for booklet, 6d. a cell,

for

(0)
ELETRICALN.W.6.

CO.

TROMBA

High Rd.,CHilburn.

its unique

features Model K was

214 High Street, Colliers Wood, London S.W.11

full range of samples.

3'16" Thick.

Because of

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.

THE

9/11/8

8x33 11:6 13/7

Choice !

HOURS -TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE midi
Terms to Trade
each repair. 4/- Post Free.

JARS (tor either size), 1/2 doz.

7/9

83(26 10:-

The ADMIRALTY'S

REPAIRS

9ov for 2 -valve sets
io8v for 4 -valve sets

8x20

"..-

111111WAIIIIPMSNITZ////401F/Alairl-a'-111

Any make of L.P. Transformer, Loud -speaker or
Headphones repaired and dispatched within 48

S. W. SCOTT & CO., Dept. A, 67a Lothian Rd., London
'Phone : Brixton 1504 Trade Supplied.
S.W.9.

Price I'-

inch. Other surfaces '0. Pee
tonere inch. Send postal

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

"TROMBA"

ff

SUPER BAKELITE BOARD
PRICES:
Nat. Col.
UNBREAKABLE
4/10 5'8
UNFADABIX 7a14
7x18 6/1
7/I
Made in the following col,'
cuts-raturai brow], black
7x21
7/1
8/4
nalnut and mahogany. Nat8x12 4/7 5/5
ural titan
ter square

Remote Relays, Ur,
1 -valve Amplifiers, 22,'6. 2-v. T.B. Amplifiers, 32YP.
Inert Fuller, IA- cells, 1/.. 4 -range B21 Testers, A.C. or
D.C. 200 m/a, -4 amps, 6 v., 120 v., 40'-. Large Steel
Horseshoe Magnets 3'6. Bargain Sale of Transmitters
and Receivers, I to 6 Valves. H.T. Accumulators, 60-v.
19;6 only. A.C. and D.C. Chargers, 50 -. Moving -Coil
Speakers, £4 19s. 6d. Send 4d. for our 72 -page illustrated
October catalogue. It will save £4.

Nickel -plated

parts. Size 43, "x 3 '/.1". Cash
with order or C.O.D.

VV.C.1

Phone: Chancery 7010

Sterlieg

Pear -Pushes, 6d.

Wound with green silk wire,
snitch and Variable Reaction

Every Month

r

MELODY MAKER and all accessories. 5- and Its
Everything wireless on easy terms. Lists free. World's Wireless, Wallington.
monthly..

Anode Converters, 400 volts.
£4 10s. Valve Bargains, A.C. to
D.C. 50 milliamps at 200 to 1,200
volts, cost 35/-, Sale 4'6, guaranteed.

2

Oat Lane, London, E.C.1.

" WIRELESS MAGAZINE

A LLWOODORN.
COSSOR

COPPER, DRILLED AS SPECIFIED

Buttons,
Units, 2,000 ohms, 13
l'-. Western Electric Loud Speakers, 15 -. Violinas, 25 -.
Sullivan headphones, 3 -. Single Phone, 1 6. Rubber Ear
Pads, 4d. per pair. Gramo. Pick-ups, 21'.. Gyroscopes,
115,, Mains Smoothing Chokes, 1', 2-mfd. Condmsers,

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY,

You .MUST have the

Regd. Patent Agent, 146, Queen Victoria Street. London.

WOOD IIORNS for all gramophone units. etc.: List. Maddison,
Chanel St., Edgware Rd., NAVA. Manufacturer of THE

Tubes 4d. S.K. Amplifier Micro.

the full cost by return.

combined.

PATENTS. -Trade Marks, Advice Handbook (rec-B. T. Haig,

8 -way Lucas for 36. 3 -in. Paxolin

Form A.W.2 and we will let you know

ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT.

58, 61, FETI ER LANE, LONDON, E.C.1

Electric Projectors 25 -, 4 lens

it

Our regular customers will tell you of the,
courtesy, promptness and satisfaction,they
continually enjoy. We invite you to send
us your list of requirements. Ask for Order

G.P.O.

' A:JAI LL R WIRELESS,

Switches, 250 volt Tumblers, 6d.

EASY PAYMENT TERMS

11

accepted), addressed to

A £10 Tester for 55, -

like to build, we will supply you with every
component you need on the first payment of
monthly sums.

postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
fees are charged.
The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Ordifr or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot ho

FIR:11LN COLISHED AND MOTTLED

Still Leads the Way

If you cannot afford the immediate expense of
a complete kit of parts for the Set you would

ro?, and you can pay the balance in

This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor ant the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The Deposit is retained until advice is received of
the completion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor.
In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of Et
and under, and 1s. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover

DIX-ONEMETER

te-

charged

"THE RANGER FOUR"

Ed0

LEYTON

THE FAMOUS

31AC.k1"1,AY ST., 1L122L:=1:2:2i

It. Build your Set
now-we will help

-

are

DEPOSIT SYSTEM
As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for the
bona fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.
Intending purchasers should forward to the. Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article advertised.

THE ETON GLASS BATTERY Co. -24

last issued. Contains all the test values for this season
Trade Enquiries So:icited

head

are esed in

30 -cell
f -cell. 12 -cell.
... 14/.
PI
6k d. ... 5/3 ... 5/9
Ed.
...
... 5/3 ... 12,SI
S2
4 cl. ... 2/6 ... 3/10 ... 9/S
Y.: Send lid. stamp for booklet giving fall particulars to With illustrations.

this

THREE SHILLINGS.

p_

1 -cell.

NEW EDITION -T999

under

THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge

"F'AREX" SCREENS again

E.- USE EATON & AVOID EATEN CELLS

GIVE UNEQUALLED SERVICE
Sent far FREE COPY of
SPECIAL EXHIBITION EDITION

Advertisements

ANTIPHONIC
Anti -Capacity Valve Holder.
Cheaper pattern, Model H, 1.6
1.1 dealers

chosen. It is ideal for
short wave, medium
wave, and long wave
circuits. It has slotted
terminals for screwdriver tighten ingperfect electrical contact
without soldering.
Is
beautifully sprung -no
vibration,
Minimum
dielectric
between
sockets. Soldering tags
take solder instantly.

Price 2 8

can'tSR
i
supplyFEttE,e. send pestfree on money -back guarantee

JAMES CHRISTIE & SONS, Ltd., 246, West Street, SHEFFIELD.
or London Agents; A. F. Bulgin& 0o., 10, Oursitor St., London L0,4.

I (Imam- Wireksj

COUPON
Available until Saturday,
OCTOBER 13th, 1928

OCTOBER 6, 1928
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IS YOUR wireless at every

fireside-ready to switch
on at the touch of a plug?

Let your retailer derrzcnstrate to you how ycu can
have wireless in every
room in ycur hc use when
you fit the Loius Remote
Control.

LOTUS REMOTE CONTROL SUITS ANY SET
The Lotus Remote Control is made for every type of receiving set,
RETAIL PRICES
Ulows
Complete outfit for 2 rooms for a set using L.T. Accumulator and
H.T. Battery, including I Lotus Relay, 2 Filament Control
Wall Jacks, 2 Jack Plugs and 21 yards special 4 -strand wire 30/Complete outfit for 2 rooms for set using L.T. Accumu45/lator and H.T. Eliminator ..
Complete outfit for 2 rooms for any make of circuit using
47/6
..
All from the Mains Set
In each case, each additional room, 7/6 extra.

Made by Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.

The Lotus Remote Control
provides simultaneous re-

ception with independent
control throughout the
house. There's no interference-no weakening of
signals-no extra current
consumption. YOU can instal it, it is so easy. Neat,
efficient, and reliable, the
Lotus Remote Control is the
wireless convenience of this
winter.

Get a free blueprint from

your retailer and ask him to
demonstrate.

Broadgreen Road, Liverpoot:
Causlos.

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

e'unfair Wirdeo

OCTOBER 6, 1928
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CATALOGUE SECTION D"

The new R. I. & Varley 1928-29 Catalogue

06,TA

is divided into five sections. Section A deals
with complete Receivers, Gramophone Elec-

stoic*. E

trical Reproduction Apparatus, and Battery
Eliminators. Section B is devoted to Retroactive Tuners, Slow, Motion Dials, Reactive
Anode Units, Aerial Transformers, H.F.
Transformers, and P.M. Detectors: In See: tion C will be foUnd Particulars of our R.C.
Couplers, Anti-mobo, H.F. Choke, Wire wound Resistances, Rheostats, Potentiometer, and Volume Contiol.

Section D deals

with L.F. IntervalVe Transformers and L.F.
Chokes. Section E gives details of our
Eliminator Components.

to%'

It's worth writing for that particular section
(or sections) in which you are interested, for
every one of them contains new and up-toekte lines,- all of which bear that stamp of
QUALITY for which R. I. & Varley products
are famous throUghout the length and
breadth of the country.

501,,ber

16z

If yoit were unable to come to our Stand at the
National Radio Exhibiticn at Olymj>ia, don't
forget that we are' shcwing at the- Manchester
Radio Exhibition.

THE MARK OF BETTER RADI O
Kingsway House, 503 Kingsway, London, H.C.Z.

arley.
V-4

Telephone: Holborn 5303.
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